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ABSTRACT
VSAT networks have been very successful as private networks offering a variety of data 
communication services. Recent advances in telecommunications technology combined with 
the relaxation of regulations and the globalisation of computer communications have created 
a growing demand for VSAT networks offering a much broader range of services, like 
telephony and multimedia applications. We address some of the technical issues that need to 
be resolved so that these services can be added to existing VSAT networks, without 
significant increases in the system’s complexity and cost.
We have focused on the development of adaptive, dynamic protocols that will result in the 
most efficient allocation of the space segment, one of the most expensive commodities in the 
service provision. We have shown that in order to achieve the best possible performance in 
a multiservice VSAT network, it is important to adopt a multiaccess protocol that suits a 
particular traffic mix. A proposed protocol, based on Selective Reject ALOHA, performs 
better than conventional random access protocols when traffic consists of variable length 
data messages. By making this protocol adaptive to changing traffic loads we can increase 
the system efficiency. For traffic consisting of voice and data services, it is necessary to use 
dynamic reservation for voice connections and long file transmission, while shorter data 
messages can be send using contention protocols. Results show that significant throughput 
improvements are possible if voice compression techniques are used to produce bit rates 
below 8 Kbits/s. The penalty paid is some degradation in the speech quality, but usually this 
is not very significant. The development of cheap, low-bit-rate vocoders, enabling a large 
number of voice users to share the limited bandwidth, and the use of Voice Activity 
Detection to take advantage of idle intervals in conversations, could further improve the 
efficiency of the channel utilisation.
There is also a growing need for compatibility of VSATs with the developing terrestrial 
Integrated Broadband Communication Network (IBCN) and to extend VSAT coverage to 
areas such as network interconnection and provision of Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM)-based services. We highlight some of the key issues and provide some preliminary 
suggestions of the new role that VSATs could play in the ATM era.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs) can be defined as a class o f very small aperture 
(typically 0.75-2.4 m), intelligent satellite earth stations suitable for easy installation, usually 
operating in conjunction with a larger (typically 6-9 m) Hub earth station and capable o f  
supporting a wide range of two-way integrated telecommunication and information services.
SATELLITE
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT Network Management CenterVSAT
Fig. 1.1 A Typical VSAT Network
The early concept of private satellite networks was based on carrier trunking networks, with 
large earth stations at major locations and sophisticated switching providing full 
interconnectivity to a number of users; today, many systems of this type have evolved into 
VSAT networks (Fig. 1.1), consisting of numerous terminals linked via a central Hub (or 
Network Management Centre). Business TV and data broadcasting networks have taken 
advantage of the inherent advantages of ySAT systems, and the demand for a wide range of 
applications of this type is increasing. There is also a growing demand for VSATs offering 
telephony and multimedia applications.
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Recent technological innovations have renewed the focus on satellite communications. The 
combination of new, more powerful satellites, efficient demand access technology, powerful 
microprocessors, standardisation of protocols, RF technology improvements, antenna 
miniaturisation, development of robust and inexpensive modems and codecs, signal 
digitisation and compression techniques allow for flexible, low-cost satellite services using 
smaller, more affordable earth stations, offering broader access and greater variety of 
applications [EVER92]. As it becomes technologically feasible to shift the capabilities of 
large systems to small stations, more applications will move toward VSATs and mobile earth 
stations, while at the same time the need for even smaller stations would accelerate 
[ABRA90]. The decrease of station size and cost, combined with a global deregulation of 
the telecommunication industry, should make VSAT systems even more attractive service 
providers.
The main factors that account for the popularity of VSAT networks are:
• They are cheaper and easier to modify than terrestrial networks.
• They typically exhibit bit error rates in the range 10'7-10'10, compared to 10‘5 that 
many terrestrial networks currently offer. VSATs are in fact as good as end-to-end 
digital networks, which are not yet widely available.
• There is no need for complicated routing, and, despite the long satellite propagation 
delay, response times are usually less than 3 sec; there is little variance in delays.
• VSATs are the technology of choice for point-to-multipoint simultaneous 
broadcasting of information.
• VSAT networks are virtually insensitive to geographical separation, unlike 
terrestrial networks, where the cost is proportional to the distance between the 
network’s nodes.
1,1. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF VSAT NETWORKS
In 1972 the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FGC) opened the way for domestic 
satellite systems, and since then there has been a great evolution in the market for private 
satellite networks. There are four major types of private satellite networks: trunking, 
business TV, interactive data VSAT and data broadcast. There is an increasing amount of 
overlap, and networks are often built for combined applications. The recent rise of VSAT 
networks in particular has been dramatic. It is estimated that there are around 120,000 
VSAT terminals installed or on order [HORW94]. It is expected that by late 1995, sales will 
probably top $1 billion. Approximately 82% are located in North America, 6% in Latin
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America, 6% in Europe, 5% in Asia-Pacific and 1% in Africa. Europe, Latin America and 
Asia-Pacific are the most likely regions for VSAT expansion, for reasons that differ from 
region to region.
The relatively slow evolution of VSAT systems in Europe was due to the strict regulations 
and monopolies that, until recently, used to govern telecommunications in this region. The 
gradual relaxation of these regulations in Western Europe combined with the need to connect 
Eastern European countries, where the telecommunications infrastructure is not well 
developed, has created numerous opportunities for providing fast and inexpensive services 
via VSAT systems [MIGN92]. Apart from the fact that sometimes VSATs provide the 
ultimate monopoly bypass weapon, another influencing factor in Europe is the unique need 
of service providers to ensure standard levels of service across the entire European continent: 
VSATs have the capacity to offer a homogeneous international private network.
Rapid deregulation and privatisation of government-controlled PTTs is also driving the 
VSAT expansion in Latin America. The need to connect locations where no infrastructure 
exists is also an important factor in Latin America, Africa and some parts of Asia. In the 
parts of the Asia-Pacific region that experience a very fast economic growth but there is 
currently no reliable telecommunication infrastructure, VSATs are offering a viable solution. 
The main service is data transmission for companies with a number of geographically 
separated branches. The specific geography in Asia plays a major part in the VSAT 
expansion. In countries such as Indonesia or the Philippines which consist of a large 
number of islands, satellite communications are the most viable way to provide 
telecommunications. The Asian VSAT market is currently domestic, with no plans for pan- 
Asian VSAT networks, as there is little commercial or other co-operation between the 
countries of the region and no regulatory standardisation. A unique aspect of Asian VSAT 
networks is the rapidly increasing demand for telephony on top of the existing data 
networks. Despite problems such as time delay and loss of quality due to compression, 
voice overlays to VSAT networks seem to be the only immediate option for voice 
communications in Asia, in locations where there is little or no reliable terrestrial 
infrastructure. There is clearly a need to make this service efficient and reliable and develop 
techniques that improve the Quality of Service that these systems can provide. This is one of 
the main justifications for much of the work discussed in the following chapters.
The main difference between the VSAT networks in North America (and to a certain extent 
Europe), to the ones in Latin America and Asia is network size. While in America VSAT 
networks usually have hundreds or thousands of stations, systems in third world countries 
are usually of the order of 25 to 50 stations. This means that both the network architecture 
and the protocol structure need to be adapted accordingly for optimum performance.
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1.2. AIMS & OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH
We have given the reasons behind the success of VSAT networks and their historical 
evolution over the past two decades. However, user demands are becoming more and more 
complex, and communication networks are expected to provide a much wider range of 
services on top of the original packet data service. Also, as VSAT networks venture into 
different markets (e.g. voice telephony provision in developing countries), it is expected that 
there will be considerable demand for commercial VSAT networks that will offer integrated 
voice & data services using relatively inexpensive and robust technology. Most leading 
VSAT service providers are beginning to market complete business solutions, rather than an 
esoteric networking technology. They plan to extend the range and depth of their VSAT 
offerings to consolidate niche markets and also enter broader areas of mainstream 
networking.
A number of technical issues need to be resolved so that these new services become more 
competitive financially. The development of an adaptive, dynamic protocol that will result in 
the most efficient allocation of the space segment, one of the most expensive commodities in 
the service provision, is a critical requirement. Recent innovations, such as the 
development of cheap, low-bit-rate vocoders, enabling a large number of voice users to 
share the limited bandwidth, and the use of Voice Activity Detection (VAD) to take 
advantage of idle intervals in conversations, could be incorporated and thus further improve 
the efficient use of the channel. Finally, VSAT networks need to be made compatible with 
the developing terrestrial Integrated Broadband Communication Network (IBCN) and be 
able to extend their current services to areas such as network interconnection and provision 
of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)-based services. Therefore, these issues represent 
the primary objectives of the research described in the subsequent Chapters.
1.3. BREAKDOWN OF THESIS
The work discussed in the thesis is broken down into Chapters as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the background related to the research work and defines the aims and 
objectives of the investigation; it also provides an outline for the topics covered in detail in 
the subsequent Chapters and highlights the novel contributions of this work.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing VSAT networks, in particular the components 
and configuration of a VSAT system, the possible VSAT network architectures and the 
corresponding protocol issues. It also introduces the requirement of service integration and 
defines the VSAT network that will be used as the basis of the performance analysis in the 
subsequent Chapters.
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Chapter 3 discusses the general traffic types that a typical VSAT network will have to 
carry. In order to accurately model the network performance it is essential to develop 
realistic models of the traffic sources used, and to gain a good understanding of the nature 
and statistics of the traffic generated by the different services the network will be expected to 
support. We follow a top-down approach, starting from the service characteristics as seen 
by the user, down to the traffic characteristics of a heterogeneous mix of services, at the 
transmission medium level. We focus on various types of data services and packetised voice 
service, which will be the basis for the network under investigation.
Chapter 4 examines the multiple access problem in satellite communications and provides 
a classification and comprehensive survey of established approaches, focusing on the 
particular case of VSAT satellite networks. Some of these solutions, such as TDMA, Aloha- 
based protocols, Selective Reject Aloha and Tree CRAs, that appear suitable for the traffic 
mix we consider are analysed in greater detail. Issues such as throughput, delay and 
stability performance and the advantages and limitations of these schemes are discussed and 
implementation aspects are considered.
Chapter 5 deals with the performance evaluation and optimisation (using analysis and 
simulation) of some of the access schemes discussed earlier, in specific traffic scenarios. In 
this chapter we focus on efficient ways of partitioning the available bandwidth so that we can 
accommodate a mix of packet-type and stream-type services. Various traffic mixes are 
considered, from variable type data-only services to integrated voice & data service 
provision. The analysis includes investigation of the use of a novel free-access, multiple 
channel CRA and modifications of the Selective Reject Aloha protocol that make key 
parameters, such as the subpacket size or the retransmission strategy, adaptive to changing 
traffic loads.
Chapter 6 discusses the improvements in performance if we integrate voice and data 
packets over the same channel. In particular, we try to take advantage of compression and 
multiplexing techniques and of the inherent properties of the various traffic sources that will 
enable the maximum number of users to share the limited satellite bandwidth. We discuss 
the use of a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) that enables the re-use of the longer silences in a 
conversation for data transmission, and look at the impact that the choice of parameters such 
as hangover duration have on our service. Finally, we derive expressions for lower bounds 
on the frame loss statistics if data are transmitted in a random access mode over an assigned 
voice channel, which can be used as a guide for an investigation of the feasibility of the use 
of redundancy and frame substitution techniques to deal with speech loss through collisions.
Chapter 7 discusses the role of satellite networks in the provision of access to the IBCN 
by looking at two possible network architectures. The first, is based on our experience from
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the CATALYST (RACE II) project that demonstrated the interconnection of broadband 
islands via satellite. We study the performance of various client/server protocols supported 
by LANs with ATM interfaces linked via satellite. The use of VSATs for the provision of 
access to ATM/ISDN to remote users is also investigated. The need for optimisation of the 
capacity allocation scheme is discussed using a preliminary performance analysis for a 
dynamic reservation TDMA system, taking advantage of the flexibility and the statistical 
multiplexing capabilities of ATM, and offering various Variable and Constant Bit Rate 
services.
Finally, Chapter 8 , sums up our conclusions and discusses possible directions for future 
research work in related areas.
Chapters 1, 2, and parts of Chapters 3 and 4 consist of introductory and background 
material, while most of the novel work is discussed in the later parts of Chapters 3 & 4 and 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
The main novel contributions to the field are listed in the order they appear in the thesis :
• Development of detailed analytical and simulation models for a variety of traffic sources 
encountered in typical VSAT scenarios, including heterogeneous source multiplexing. 
Mainly based on existing literature, but adapted for particular system under investigation 
{Chapter 3 ).
• Development and modification for a satellite implementation of an analytical model of a 
novel ffee-access, multiple channel Collision Resolution Algorithm {Chapter 4 ).
• Investigation of the delay, throughput and stability performance of this new CRA in the 
reservation part of an integrated voice & data channel allocation scheme of a VSAT system, 
including comparison of the CRA with the performance of Aloha protocols {Chapter 5 ).
• Investigation of the delay, throughput and stability performance of Selective Reject Aloha 
and modifications for various VSAT traffic scenarios {Chapter 5 ).
• Modification of Selective Reject Aloha protocol so that it becomes adaptive to changing 
traffic loads, by dynamic adjustment of subpacket size and retransmission delay. Parameter 
optimisation {Chapter 5 ).
• Development of a detailed analytical model of voice activity over a single channel that 
considers the silent voice intervals, but also the random fluctuations representing whether a 
voice call is present on the channel. This is used for investigation of the effects on the data 
performance if longer silences are used for data transmission {Chapter 6 ).
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• Derivation of expressions for the probability of collision for talkspurts and speech frames 
if data are transmitted in a random access mode over an assigned voice channel. These 
provide low bounds on the frame loss statistics and can be used as a guide for an 
investigation of the feasibility of this option if a combination of redundancy and frame 
substitution techniques are used to deal with speech loss through collisions (Chapter 6 ).
• End-to-end performance analysis for typical client/server applications in the interconnection 
of broadband islands via satellite (Chapter 7 ).
• Modification of a Reservation -TDMA multiple access scheme so that it becomes suitable 
for ATM service provision using VSATs. Parameter optimisation for a mix of CBR/VBR 
services (Chapter 7 ).
• Investigation of the effect of channel errors, limits of bit-rate and satellite propagation 
delay on ATM service provision (Chapter 7 ).
There are 25 research papers, based on the research work described in the thesis, that have 
been published, or are in the process of being published. A complete list and copies of 
selected papers can be found in Appendix II.
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Chapter 2
Overview of VSAT Networks
This Chapter provides an overview of existing VSAT networks, and in particular the 
components and configuration of a VSAT system, the possible network architectures (such 
as mesh and star systems) and the corresponding protocol issues. It also introduces the 
requirement of service integration and defines the VSAT network that will be used as the 
basis of the performance analysis in the subsequent Chapters.__________________________
2.1. VSAT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
2.1 .1  Space Segment in VSAT Netw orks
The majority of communication satellites are located in the geostationary orbit, on an arc of 
36,000 km above the earth’s equator. The scene is set to change significantly in the next 
few years with the introduction of Low and Medium Earth Orbit (LEO, MEO) satellites. A 
major limitation of satellite networks is the 0.27 s signal propagation delay for every satellite 
hop in geostationary systems. Delays are shorter but still significant in MEO (typically 
0.080 - 0.170 s) and LEO (variable, maximum 0.09 s). These delays play a major part in 
the protocol design and network optimisation.
Space segment was initially available from international consortia (e.g. INTELSAT, 
INMARSAT), but as demand for service increased, a number of regional (e.g. EUTELSAT 
in Europe) and domestic systems (e.g. TELECOM for France) started to offer such services. 
Also, in recent years, a number of companies, mainly in the United States, own or lease 
satellites that carry their own or their customers traffic. The military have dedicated 
satellites, operating in different frequency bands and with performance requirements 
considerably different to civilian systems [HOWA91].
Satellite transponders operating in the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) typically have bandwidth 
in the range of 36 to 72 MHz with Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) levels of 
30 to 52 dBW. In VSAT systems both power and bandwidth are limiting resources and the 
network designer must take this into account [CHAK86]. However, since there is a much 
greater number of satellites covering North America than the rest of the world, in certain 
American VSAT systems power is much more limiting than bandwidth [CCIR88].
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2 .1 .2  Frequency Bands for Satellite Communications
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is responsible for allocating frequency 
bands for all forms of radio spectrum. Since 1959, when the first allocation was made for 
satellite communications, World Administrative Radio Conferences (WARCs) in 1963, 
1971,1977,1979,1989 and 1992 have revised and extended these according to changes in 
demand.
Most commercial VSAT systems use satellite transponders operating at C-band (uplink 6 
GHz, downlink 4 GHz) or Ku-band (uplink 14 GHz, downlink 11 or 12 GHz) within the 
FSS. The Broadcast Satellite Service (BSS) in Ku-band has been used recently. There is an 
additional allocation for fixed services at Ka-band (uplink 30 GHz, downlink 20.2 GHz) 
with ESA’s Co-Operative Data Experiment (CODE) utilising the Ka-band transponder of the 
OLYMPUS satellite an early example of such a VSAT network. The Ka-band is less 
congested, but suffers from higher fading than the Ku-band. The L-band(uplink 1.6 GHz, 
downlink 0.5 GHz) is used extensively by INMARSAT for the provision of mobile satellite 
services.
2.2. VSAT SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The main elements in a VSAT network are the Hub and VSAT terminals. A detailed 
description of the components of a VSAT terminal can be found in [HAMI90] or [EVER92], 
while [MARA95] offers a more up-to-date coverage with particular empasis on the networks 
rather than the systems. For completeness, we outline the main features of a VSAT (and 
Hub) terminal.
2 .2 .1  Antennas
The main difference between the Hub and the VSAT is the size (and cost) of the antenna. 
The typical C- or Ku-band hub terminal has an antenna with diameter in the range of 5.6 - 
11m, costing between $300,000 and $5,000,000. VSATs are characterised by much smaller 
antennas, typically less than 2m in diameter, and costing below $12,000. The EIRP and 
gain of the VSAT is thus considerably lower than that of the hub terminal.
2 .2 .2  High Power Amplifiers (HPAs)
Traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs) are generally used in Hub stations, as they can 
have outputs levels of several kilowatts and are capable of being tuned across an individual 
satellite uplink band.
2 .2 .3  Solid State Power Amplifiers (S S P A s )
SSPAs providing output powers of 50W in C-band and 20W in Ku-band are now available, 
taking advantage of recent improvements in semiconductor technology. These power levels 
are adequate for final stage amplification in VSAT terminals.
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2 .2 .4  Low Noise Converters (L N C s )
LNCs amplify and down convert the received signal while trying to minimise the added 
noise. It is very important to make sure that no spurious signals are generated and that phase 
noise in the oscillators is kept to acceptable low levels.
2 .2 .5  Up/Down Converters
The function of the up converters is to translate the signal intended for transmission from an 
intermediate frequency (typically 70 MHz) to a microwave signal (6 GHz(C-band), 14 GHz 
(Ku-band)). Down converters perform the reverse operation, translating the received 
microwave signal (4 GHz(C-band), 12 GHz(Ku-band)) to a lower Intermediate Frequency.
2 .2 .6  Modems and Codecs
As size and cost of equipment is of paramount importance, modulators and demodulators are 
incorporated in a single unit (modem). Similarly, encoders and decoders are built into a 
single codec unit. Typically, a modulator converts a digital signal into a Phase Shift Keying 
(PSK) signal and the demodulator reverses the process.
2 .2 .7  Network Interface Unit (NIU)
This unit is used to implement the user protocol interface and access to the satellite.
2.3. MODULATION AND CODING
Although a wide range of modulation schemes are currently in use, constant-envelope 
modulation schemes such as phase modulation are preferred in satellite communications. 
These schemes require a constant power level irrespective of the data transmitted, and there 
is therefore no need to adjust the transponder load or apply smoothing techniques.
VSAT networks are predominantly intended for packetised data transmission, therefore 
digital phase modulation schemes are the natural choice, in the form of Binary Phase Shift 
Keying (BPSK) or Quadriphase Phase Shift Keying (QPSK).
VSAT systems are also power limited (especially in the downlink), so any under utilised 
transponder bandwidth could be used for digital encoding. Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
coding is one simple option, where redundant bits are added to the bit stream so that errors 
can be detected and corrected at the receiver. It is always desirable to keep the coding 
schemes as simple as possible, in order to use the expensive space segment at maximum 
efficiency and keep the cost and complexity of the terminal equipment to a minimum, 
keeping in mind that the channel usually has a very low aveBER (10'7 - 10-9).
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2.4. VSAT NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 2.1 shows the main components of a typical VSAT network. VSATs communicate 
with each other and with the Hub via a shared forward link, while Hub-to-VSAT 
communication takes place via a separate, usually faster link, configured using conventional 
Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). Although there are different choices for data rates, 
modulation techniques and transmission formats among different VSAT networks, there is, 
in general, an agreement on the use of TDM multiplexing from the Hub to the VSATs.
SATELLITE
VSAT-to-Hub Shared Link
VSAT
[ub-to-VSAT TDM Link
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT VSAT HUB
Fig. 2.1 VSAT Network Components
The multiple access link from the VSATs to the Hub, however, has been subjected to a 
greater degree of variation in data networks built during the past decade and debate continues 
about the most suitable and efficient choice for certain applications. While the choice of the 
data rate, modulation and encoding techniques and transmission formats have a major impact 
on the network performance, it is probably accurate to characterise the choice of access 
technique employed as the primary feature distinguishing one network from another 
[ABRA90], and this is one of the key decisions to be made by the network designer. This is 
therefore the focus of this thesis, and will be analysed in detail in the subsequent chapters.
2 .4 .1  VSAT Network Classification
Satellite networks can be classified according to the arrangement of the links between the 
various VSATs. This is usually referred to as the architecture, configuration or topology of 
the network. The selection of multiple access, multiplexing and modulation schemes for a
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particular network depends heavily on the network architecture. According to the service 
they provide, VSAT systems can also be considered in two general forms:
2 .4 .1 .1  One-way Networks
As the name suggests, in one-way networks information is transmitted in only one direction, 
by using the satellite to relay this information for distribution or collection of data from (or 
towards) a central station to (or from) a number of remote VSATs. This is the classic 
application of a Star-type network. Examples are:
Distribution (Broadcast! Networks
The central hub is essentially a Transmit Only (TO) station, while the remote stations are 
Receive Only (RO) stations. Common applications are Television program broadcasting 
service and business data distribution. The distribution can be either general, to all stations 
in the network or addressed to particular groups or geographical parts of a network (sub 
networks). The characteristics of this type of service make the use of VSAT networks a 
very cost-effective solution, and the overall cost is usually a compromise between VSAT 
cost and space segment occupancy.
Data Gathering (Collection") Networks
Data Gathering Networks operate in a reverse manner to the distribution networks. They are 
used to transfer data from remote locations to a central station. Typical examples are remote 
sensing from usually unattended stations (e.g. oil pipeline supervision, or local weather data 
for weather forecasting).
2 .4 .1 .2  Two-Way Networks
The most general applications of satellite communications are provided by two-way 
networks. The major types of architecture for these are point-to-point or point-to-multipoint 
links, mesh and star configurations. Hybrid or mixed architectures examples exist as well.
Point-to-Point / Point-to-Multipoint Links
A point-to-point link is an elementary two-way connection between two earth stations via 
satellite. Point-to-multipoint usually refers to a network offering a reciprocal connection to 
a small number of similar earth stations. These forms of architecture are the most common 
types of conventional satellite networks, with main applications in the interconnection of 
main communication centres for heavy route telephony, high bit rate data transfer, television 
transmission, etc. Usually they involve earth stations of size considerably larger to the
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typical VSAT dimensions, but there are cases where VSATs can be used in this way, e.g. 
remote network access provision.
Star VSAT Networks
Star systems were also considered in the earlier discussion of one-way systems. In a two- 
way star VSAT network, a number of small stations communicate with a larger hub terminal 
or with each other, via the hub. In a star-architecture network the hub is typically located at 
the data centre or corporate headquarters and acts as Network Controller. The hub may be 
owned or leased by the user (dedicated hub) or owned by the service provider and shared 
among several users. In a shared network a leased line connects the user’s host to the hub. 
All one-way and most two-way VSAT networks are based on a star architecture (Fig. 2.2).
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT
HUB (NMC)
VSAT
VSAT VSAT
Fig. 2.2 Two-wav STAR VSAT Architecture
The most common applications of two-way star VSAT Networks are :
• Rural Telecommunications, defined by the CCITT as communications for scattered 
dwellings or small villages in remote areas where there is difficulty in obtaining 
electricity, lack of technical personnel, severe environmental conditions (desert, 
Arctic regions, rain forests) and where thin-route telephony is the major service 
required.
• Corporate Communications, usually between a central data processing facility, e.g. 
a central computer and remote Data Terminal Equipment (DTE). The central 
computer is located at the corporate headquarters while the DTEs are directly 
connected to VSATs is all the geographically distributed branches.
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In a typical star network, VSATs transmit data in packets to the hub station using the 
multiple access capability of the satellite channel. Since there are no direct links from one 
VSAT to another, any VSAT-to-VSAT traffic must follow a path of two satellite hops from 
source to destination. Although this represents a serious limitation on the system, there are 
two main reasons that force this:
• Transmit and receive power requirements on the large number of VSATs in such a 
network can be relaxed considerably by the fact that the uplink and downlink benefit 
from the higher performance capabilities of the hub station. This implies that the size 
of the VSATs can be kept as small as possible, with significant economic, regulatory 
and planning benefits.
• The objective of the majority of VSAT networks is to establish communication 
from a large number of dispersed users to a central information resource (e.g. 
information exchange/verification for financial networks, ticket reservation networks, 
shared data bases), and this is suited well to the star architecture.
It is important to note that although there is no major delay limit on packetised data services, 
double-hop telephony is not recommended by CCITT. However, in situations where there 
is no alternative, if very good echo suppressors or, if possible, echo cancellors are used, the 
speech transmission quality of double-hop circuits could be acceptable.
Mesh VSAT Network
In a mesh network, the VSAT communicate directly with each other rather than going 
through a Hub (Fig. 2.3). However, a central Network Controller may be incorporated in 
the network for channel assignment and performing housekeeping functions. Once the 
channel between two nodes is set up, the stations control the transmissions and channel 
allocations directly. Since VSAT-to-VSAT direct links rather than VSAT-to-Hub-to-VSAT 
links are implemented, these links are faster and can be used for applications demanding 
higher rates, such as voice calls, videoconferencing, and ISDN services or the establishment 
of digital communications where there is no reliable terrestrial communications infrastructure 
available. Mesh networks offer reduced propagation delay, and do not require a very 
expensive hub terminal. However, they require higher gain satellites and state-of-the-art 
amplifiers, and still require some form of central network control. This makes both the 
VSAT cost and the space segment cost considerably higher compared to star networks. 
Ultimately, improvements in dispersed control protocol techniques might allow the 
development of a mesh network with no need for a master terminal.
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VSAT
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT
VSAT
Fig. 2.3 Two-wav MESH VSAT Architecture
The current technology trend and increasing demand is for mesh networks, except in cases 
where the required service is of such a type that a star implementation would be much more 
economical. For multiservice systems mesh and star can be viewed as interchangeable 
architectures. For example a VSAT network could offer mesh connectivity for point-to-point 
connections between remote sites, but act as a star network for point-to-multipoint 
transmissions, with all (or most) VSATs having the capability to act as Hub at a particular 
time.
2 .4 .1 .3  M ixed Networks
There are several examples of mixed architecture satellite networks, and these have recently 
extended to networks where mobile networks are linked with the Fixed Satellite Service 
provision. Fig. 2.4 shows an example, where three local Star subnetworks are 
interconnected, via their hubs to a wide area mesh network. Other possible examples 
include a hub equipped with two antennas looking at a domestic satellite and an international 
satellite (or a single antenna hub looking at a single multi-beam satellite) and serving as both 
a central station in a local Star network and as an international gateway station for the 
VSATs.
2 .4 .2  Network to be studied
We define here a typical example for a VSAT network, that we will consider from now on in 
our analysis. This VSAT system is a two-way, star network carrying packetised voice and 
data traffic (short messages/long file transfers). It consists of consists of 10 up to 100 active
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VSATs. It operates in the Ku-band, and has a full bandwidth of 64 kbits/s, which can be 
divided in 8x8 Kbits/sec channel or more than 8 channels at lower bits (e.g. 4.8 Kbits/s). It 
employs BPSK modulation and FEC coding for error correction. A TDM scheme is used 
for the Hub-to-VSAT channel. There is no loss of generalisation in the system optimisation, 
as this analysis can be extended to mesh or other types of networks with a suitable 
adjustment of the relevant parameters. The choice and optimisation of the protocol for 
sharing the satellite channels between the VSATs will be analysed in the subsequent 
Chapters.
HUB
Nol No2
HUB
No3
Fig. 2.4 Mixed Architecture Network
2.5. VSAT PROTOCOL LAYERS
In today’s networks, the process of communicating is separated into an orderly sequence of 
software procedures called layers, and the classic example of this process is the attempt to 
standardise this using the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model, defined by 
the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) with the co-operation of CCITT.
A representation of the general layered protocol approach in a typical VSAT network is given 
in Fig. 2.5. The user Data Terminal Equipment (DTE), installed at a user’s premises, 
communicates directly with its local Data Circuit Terminating equipment (DCE) and 
indirectly with the remote DTE. DTE to DCE communications use the physical (layer 1), 
data link (layer 2) and network (layer 3) layers to exchange data. DTE to DTE
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communications rely upon the services provided by the lower layers (1 to 3) and can use the 
higher layers (4 to 7) for end-to-end communications. The gateways perform the translation 
process between the internal network procedures (DCE to/from DCE) and the DCE-DTE 
exchange procedures. Most current terrestrial data networks (which are usually public 
networks) are Packet Switched Data Networks (PSDNs) using CCITT Recommendation 
X.25 at the network interface. Emerging B-ISDN systems will probably use ATM as the 
predominant interface.
Existing VSAT networks offer performances similar to terrestrial data networks and use the 
most common user-network interconnections and interface protocols [CCIR88]. The fact 
that VSAT networks operate internally in a packet mode does not limit users to packet- 
oriented communications, because packetising functions can be performed in the interface 
units of the VSAT terminals.
The signal processing terminal of a VSAT forms the local DCE at one end of the network. 
At the other end, the DCE is formed:
• either by the Hub signal processing terminal (VSAT-to-Hub communication);
•or by the signal processing terminal of another VSAT (VSAT-to-VSAT 
communication), provided this is permitted by the network architecture.
The packet switched nature of VSAT systems implies that there is an error detection code 
embedded in the packet format, that causes packets received with errors to be rejected. 
There are two possible options:
(i). In the first option, the acknowledgement process (at the data link layer) actually 
takes place in the satellite network management software, and each erroneous packet 
is repeated. This is usually the case in random assignment systems, e.g. using an 
Aloha assignment process. In this category, the BER accounted for from the link 
budget should be low enough to avoid frequent repetitions of the messages. Taking 
a typical numerical example, a 10'7 BER corresponds to a packet error rate of 10'4 
for a 128 Byte packet, which is satisfactory. For most data communications it is 
essential that all messages are completely error free, but for other services some error 
rate might by acceptable, e.g. 10-2 frame loss for packetised speech. It is obvious 
that the acknowledgement process has to take into account the long satellite 
propagation delay.
(ii). In the second option, there is no acknowledgement process in the satellite 
network software. This is, for example, the case of the TDM Hub-to-VSAT satellite 
link. Here there is no data link layer and the error recovery mechanism takes place in 
the application layers, i.e. into the host protocols. For these reasons any erroneous
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data will be repeated only after a very long delay. Therefore the link budget 
parameters in this case have to be arranged for a much better BER, typically around 
1 0 - 10 giving a packet (of similar size as earlier case) error rate of 1 0 ~7.
Satellite Subnet
VSAT o r H u b
VSAT
et h
Gateway Gateway
Network
Da t a  L i n k
Satellite Link
Local Local .Link
SATELLITE
Satellite ProtocolsX.25
Fig. 2.5 Layered Protocol Architecture in VSAT Networks
2.5 .1  Protocol Interfaces to VSATs
2 .5 .1 .1  VSAT/X.25 Interfaces
The CCITT’s X.25 interface has established itself as the main interface in packet switched 
networks. Interfacing VSATs to terrestrial PSDNs is more straightforward when using 
X.25 than other synchronous interfaces. Each DCE establishes the connection with the 
network by providing a physical interface (layer 1), based on CCITT Recommendation 
V.24, and a protocol interface for performing layer 2 and 3 operations according to CCITT 
Recommendation X.25. On the user side, layers 2 and 3 perform local acknowledgement 
just like in terrestrial PSDNs so user DTEs procedures, such as “call connect”, “call clear”, 
do not need modifications when used with VSAT networks. Included in the DCE functions 
is the gateway operation which properly provides the interface between the user and the
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satellite network (Fig. 2.5) by performing functions such as address translation, packet 
routing, virtual circuit management, data exchange and flow control.
X.25 interfacing permits VSAT networks to be used for a number of functions, such as:
• Connection of remote terminals to a host computer (located at the Hub)
• Terminai-to-Terminal connection through the Hub, via a double satellite hop
The general network performance is comparable to the performance of conventional PSDNs.
2 .5 .1 .2  VSAT Asynchronous Applications
An alternative use of VSATs is for asynchronous applications similar to the way 
asynchronous modems could be used to transfer data through the public switched network. 
If the VSAT network is able to support switched virtual circuits, then the implementation of 
these asynchronous applications can be made by providing Packet Assembly/Disassembly 
(PAD) functions in the VSAT terminal, e.g. using CCITT X.3, X.28, X.29. In this way, 
VSAT networks can be used to provide solutions for low demand data traffic or infrequent 
computer communications in areas where PSDNs are not available or where local 
connections are difficult or costly.
2.6. VSAT SERVICE INTEGRATION
Technology exists today that allows a wide range of services (data, voice, facsimile etc.)to 
be transmitted using a low speed digital circuit. High volume Tl/El satellite links are no 
longer the only means for integrating communications, and a number of small and medium 
volume users can take advantage of the savings a fully integrated service offers.
C om pressed
Voice
£ I £
P acket
D ata
e) Voice/Data Multiplexing
Fax
Fig. 2.6 Integrated VSAT Services
The main driving force to integrate communications is not the technology itself, but the cost 
savings and efficiency that Data/Voice Integration (DVI) offers. By combining all types of 
traffic on one connection, office-to-office long distance call and fax transmission charges are
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avoided. In particular, integration at low data rates allows a company to combine multiple 
voice, fax, data and LAN traffic over a single satellite link using a VSAT network. Fig. 2.6 
shows some of the services available via a VSAT Network.
A key technology to low-speed network integration is speech compression. A 64 Kbits/s 
satellite link can carry a single Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM) voice signal but no other 
traffic. Using a combination of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology and silence 
suppression however, voice signals can be compressed to as low as 4.8 or 2.4 Kbits/s, 
therefore more than one call can be multiplexed over a low speed link.
Further improvement in efficiency can be achieved by LAN/data connectivity devices with 
compression technology. A typical network may carry a combination of packet data and 
LAN traffic of a bandwidth of about 38.4 Kbits/s. With 2-to-l data compression only half 
of that is required for transmission. In a similar way as with voice, a fax transmission that 
would normally require a 128 Kbits/s link could be digitised to run at 9.6 Kbits/s over the 
network.
2.7. SUMMARY
Over the last decade VSAT Networks have been one of the fastest growing areas in satellite 
communications. We have provided an overview of the basic components of VSAT systems 
and have examined the main VSAT network architectures. The recent developments of 
standardised protocols and interfaces for packet-switched networks makes it possible to 
interface VSATs to existing PSDNs networks, and offer the same services available from 
terrestrial networks at competitive prices. Following the recent drive for integrated service 
networks, VSAT Networks are entering a next generation or phase of development, and 
their role is starting to change: From specific (mainly data) service providers they are 
becoming an efficient way of offering network interconnection and a wide range of two-way 
multimedia services to remote users. The subsequent chapters cover in depth some of the 
protocol and network performance issues that need to be resolved so that this transition 
becomes possible.
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Chapter 3
Traffic Characterisation in a VSAT 
Network
In order to accurately model the network performance it is essential to develop 
realistic models of the traffic sources that act as the input load and to gain a good 
understanding of the nature and statistics of the traffic generated by the different 
services the network will be expected to support. We follow a top-down approach, 
starting from the service characteristics as seen by the user down to the traffic 
characteristics, induced by heterogeneous mix of services, at the transmission 
medium level. We focus on various types of data services and packetised voice 
service, which will be the basis for the network under investigation.
3.1. INTRODUCTION
In order to accurately model the behaviour of a communication network it is essential to 
create realistic models of the traffic sources that act as the input and to gain a good 
understanding of the nature and statistics of the traffic generated by the different services the 
network is designed to support. In this section, we provide an analysis of the traffic that a 
typical VSAT network will have to cany, focusing on generic models for traffic sources and 
on typical statistics for the traffic they generate.
We follow a top-down approach, starting from the service characteristics as seen by the user 
down to the traffic characteristics, induced by heterogeneous mix of services, at the 
transmission medium level. We focus on various types of data services and packetised voice 
service, which will be the basis for the network under investigation. This analysis could be 
extended to services which are more bandwidth demanding, like video or image services, 
provided there is enough bandwidth available. Some basic characteristics of different types 
of traffic are shown in Table 3.1.
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SOURCE INTERACTIVE
DATA
B U B
TRANSFER
IMAGE VOICE VIDEO
Delay Requirement Moderate Relaxed Moderate Stringent Stringent
Error Tolerance None None Some Some Some
Flow Controllable Yes Yes Possibly Reduced Reduced
Transmission Asymmetry Often Often Yes No Sometimes
Burstiness High Moderate High Moderate Moderate
Packets/Call (Units) Ones Thousands Hundreds Thousands Millions
Table 3.1 Characteristics of Heterogeneous Traffic Types
3.2 . TRAFFIC LEVELS
The behaviour of the traffic carried by a network can be characterised by several resolution 
levels in time, namely:
• the calendar level, which indicates how a traffic load varies over long periods 
of time (hourly, daily, weekly, seasonally);
• the calI(or connection) level, that describes the traffic sources behaviour on 
a call or connection level;
• the dialogue level, which deals with the interaction between voice or data 
agents at both ends of a two-way connection;
• the burst level, which shows the statistical behaviour of an active source;
• the packet (or cell) level, which describes the statistical behaviour of packet 
generation at the lowest level.
We will focus on three of these levels, the call, burst and packet level, as shown in Fig. 
3.1. For the purpose of this analysis we are not interested in the traffic variations at the 
calendar level, while the interaction at the dialogue level will be treated in a later section.
Data oriented applications, such as file transfer, generate traffic flows which move from a 
burst state, offering a continuous stream of packets at a specific (peak) rate, to an idle state. 
To address the problem of resource reservation, it is sufficient to define the beginning and 
end of a traffic flow as the time instants of resource reservation request and release, 
respectively. The traffic model must then capture the important statistical behaviour at all 
levels between these times. The way the traffic source can be characterised therefore 
depends on how resources are reserved.
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Call Holding Time
Call Level
Inter Call Time
Idle Burst Time
Time IIIIIIIIIfllllllllllMBurst Level
Packet
TimePacket Level
Packet Interarrival Time
Fig. 3.1 Traffic Levels
The constraints at burst level are:
• Segment size for data communications.
• Talk spurt period for voice communications.
• Images per second for video distribution.
The constraints at packet level are:
• Packet Length for fixed length packet medium.
• Packet Length distribution for variable length packet medium
• Signalling Rate for medium.
Fig. 3.2 shows the dependencies between parameters at the three characterisation levels:
Intra Call ParametersInter Call Parameters Call Level
Rates
Activity
Busy Hour Call Arrivals 
Mean Holding Time
+ Burst Level 
Constraints
Intra Burst ParametersInter Burst Parameters Burst Level
Idle Time 
Burst Time
Burst Rate
% Packet Level 
Constraints
Inter Packet Parameters Intra Packet Parameters Packet Level 
Packet TimeInter Packet Time
Fig. 3.2 Param eter Dependencies
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3.3. SINGLE SOURCE CHARACTERISATION
3 .3 .1  Call Level Characterisation
3 .3 .1 .1  Call Level Model
At the call level a service can be defined with parameters dealing either with inter call 
characteristics, describing the call arrival behaviour or with intra-call characteristics, 
describing the behaviour of the source during execution of a particular call [HELL93].
The source behaviour is modelled as a generic two-state model with:
• Mean periods defined by inter-call parameters.
• Source behaviour during call defined by intra-call parameters (high rate arrivals).
• An inactive or idle state representing the low state.
Inter-Call Parameters 
These are:
• Number o f call attempts per unit time: This number defines the mean time 
between call arrivals, which is the sum of the mean idle period (inter-call time) and 
the mean active period (Mean Holding Time).
• Mean call Holding Time (Service time distribution): The Mean Holding 
Time defines the mean active period of the two state model.
In practice, the network planning parameters will characterise the so-called busy hour.
Intra-Call Parameters
These are:
• Peak Bit Rate: The Peak bit rate indicates the maximum capacity required during 
service. This is intrinsic to the source and cannot be controlled from the network.
This rate is typically governed by two source features:
• For a real-time source (such as voice), the rate depends on the real-time source 
feature, i.e. coding scheme applied.
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• For a source that is not real-time (data messages) the rate depends on the 
hardware configuration that supports the source. For example the intrinsic rate 
for a file transfer will depend on the capabilities of the server.
• Mean Bit Rate: This indicates the average capacity used during the activity time, 
indicated by the activity factor.
• Activity Factor: The Activity factor (A) indicates the mean amount of time 
during which the source is effectively using the service during the Call Holding 
Time:
A _ ActiveUsageTime
i i  r
CallHoldingTime
Some additional parameters of interest can be derived from the basic parameters defined 
earlier.
3 .3 .1 .2  Service Characteristics
The services may be characterised at the call level on the basis of the five basic parameters 
defined earlier: Peak Bit Rate, Mean Bit Rate, Activity Factor, Mean Holding Time and Busy 
Hour Call Rate.
3 .3 .1 .3  Grade o f Service Classification
Different services can be classified according to required Grade of Service. In [BAU 91] the 
following classes are defined:
• Delay Sensitive: Maximum Delay bounds are important guarantees to be 
provided.
• Jitter Sensitive: Upper bounds on the variation from the Mean Delay are 
needed to ensure a desired level of quality.
• Throughput Sensitive: Minimum Throughput bounds are the most important
guarantees.
• Error Sensitive: All delivered packets of information should be error free with 
probability one.
• Loss Sensitive: All packets of information should be delivered with 
probability 1.
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Depending on their nature, services are more or less sensitive to the different parameters of 
Grade of Service:
• Isochronous communications have stringent requirements on high throughput and 
low delay jitter, while bit error rates are tolerable, provided they remain below 
particular limits. These services can be defined as “delay jitter sensitive and delay 
sensitive”.
• Transfer of financial data, CAD data etc. cannot tolerate any kind of data damage, 
while delay jitter is not of particular significance. Therefore, this can be classified as 
an “error sensitive and data loss sensitive” service.
• Bulk data transfers have important requirements on high throughput, and also require 
an error and loss free transfer. They can be thus classified as “error sensitive, data loss 
sensitive and throughput sensitive” services.
• Real-time processing requires lower bounds on the absolute delay, whereas the jitter 
in the delay is not so important and some error rate is acceptable. Therefore it is 
classified as “delay sensitive”.
It is obvious the method of transmission or the network behaviour is affected by the different 
sensitivities of the services supported. This means that, for example, a delay sensitive 
service cannot suffer time-outs and retransmissions, but can tolerate loss of packets while an 
error sensitive service where delay sensitivity is not of prime importance can use 
retransmissions to replace any corrupted packets of information. It is also clear that in a 
network carrying a variety of heterogeneous services a compromise needs to be reached 
between these often conflicting requirements. This will be one of the most challenging 
problems in our investigation.
Service Type
M axim um  
Delay (sec)
M axim um  
J i t te r  (sec)
M eaa
T h ro u g h p u t
(M B its /s )
Acceptable  
Bit E rro r 
R a te
A ccep tab le  
Packet Loss 
Rate
Interactive Data - - 0.1 10-6 lO"6
File Transfer 1 1-100 0 0
Real-time Data 0.001-1 - <10 0 0
Image 1 - 2-10 10'4 10~9
Voice 0.25 0.01 0.064 <10'* <10-1
Compressed Video 0.25 0.001 2-10 10-6 10'9
Video(TV Quality) 0.25 0.01 100 10'2 10'3
Table 3.2 Parameter Values for Various Traffic Types
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Some numerical examples of GoS Requirements for various services are given in Table 3.2. 
Fig.3.3 shows the service classification with regard to the GoS requirements for two 
parameters, probability of loss and delay variation [HELL93].
11 Packet 
Loss Prob.
File TransferVoice
Interactive
Data
Interactive
Compressed
Video
Image
Max. Delay 
Variation-10
►
10s100m s1 Oms1 ms
Fig. 3.3 Traffic Jitter/Loss Requirements
An important issue is the burstiness of a traffic source. The bursty nature of a source means 
more than just the randomness in message generation time and size. The user-specified 
message delay constraints to be met for these traffic sources are actually the single most 
important factor in determining if data sources behave in a bursty manner. Since burstiness 
has been defined in a variety of ways in the literature, we proceed to define the term we will 
use in this analysis.
Let us assume a traffic source with:
T = Average Interarrival Time between Messages
8 = Average Message Delay Constraint
where 8 can be estimated in practice from the performance specification of the intended 
network users.
The delay between source and destination can be broken up into several parts, and an 
appropriate constraint can be applied to each segment of the communication path. Here we
define 8 to be to the constraint for the message transmission time plus any collision
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resolution and queueing delays. It excludes the propagation delay through the network and 
any message processing time.
We define the burstiness factor (3 as:
P = 8/T (3.1)
It is interesting to note that the delay constraints will be met only if the ratio of peak to 
average channel data rate is greater than 1/p. A traffic source is said to be bursty if P « l .
3 .3 .2  Burst Level Characterisation
The Burst Level characterisation provides information about the behaviour of the source 
during the call holding time. The burst level parameters can be derived from the intra-call 
parameters at call level, discussed earlier.
A particular connection has a maximum bit rate bounded by the maximum bit rate of its 
physical attachment. In order to characterise the effective bit rate of a connection, an 
appropriate model is selected to specify the connection characteristics in terms of known 
parameters.
3 .3 .2 .1  Burst Level Model
The two-state flow model captures the basic behaviour of the data source associated with a 
connection. The source is represented as either in an idle state, transmitting at zero bit rate, 
or in an active state, transmitting at its peak rate. Experience shows that this is a simple and 
flexible model, as it can be used to represent various types of connection (from bursty to 
continuous bit streams) and also approximate more complex sources.
3 .3 .2 .2  Exponential Source Model
Idle and burst periods are represented as idle or active states. The connection’s peak rate, 
Rburst* and the distributions of the idle and active periods completely identify the traffic 
characteristics of a connection. The inherent assumption is that idle and active periods are 
identical, independently distributed (iid) and the parameters are stationary. If these periods 
are exponentially distributed, the source is completely characterised by:
• the Peak Rate, Rburst.
• the Utilisation, p, which is the fraction of time the source is active.
• the Mean Burst Period, b.
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Thus the metric vector S(RbUrst> P> b) can represent the basic traffic source behaviour. This 
can be fully represented by an interrupted two-state process, since:
• The active process is defined by Rburst.
• The mean active period is defined as the Mean Burst Period b.
• The mean idle period is a function of the Utilisation and the Mean Burst Period:
' 1 - 1'
\ P  j
(3.2)I  — b
• the idle period is by definition always null.
3 .3 .2 .3  General(Non-Exponential) Sources
Any source whose burst and idle periods are not exponentially distributed can be represented 
by an equivalent model, based on the model derived above. This can be achieved by using 
the approximation:
beq = 8b,Ieq
T T  (3.3)
withS = — - * — 7  
2b I I 2
where beq, Igq are the equivalent Mean Burst and Idle periods, b and I the original Mean
Burst and Idle periods, and b2,12 are the second moments of the burst and idle periods 
respectively. We may therefore consider only the exponential source model in our analysis, 
as all other sources can be treated in the same way. Table 3.3 shows some numerical values 
for source characteristics corresponding to the parameters of the flow model.
T raffic  Type Peak R ate 
(R burst)
• a -
M ean Burst 
Period (b)
(sec)
U tilisation (p)
. <%>
D ata Volume 
/B u rs t 
(B y tes)
Continuous Stream Any Rate <30 1 -
Packetised Voice 0.032 0.350 35
Interactive Data 1 1 10 -
Terminal to Host 0.250 10‘4 5x10-5 10 - 100
E-mail 0.250 10*3 5xI0*6 100 - IK
Remote Database Access 0.250 10*2 5xl0"4 IK - 10K
File Transfer 0.250 0.3 IQ'3 10K - 500K
Image Transfer 0.250 10 7xl0-3
Table 3.3 Source Characterisation at Burst Level
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3 .3 .3  Packet Level Characterisation
Traffic characterisation at the packet level deals with the effective packet generation process. 
The main parameters at this level are:
• Packet Time: The time required to transmit a packet. Clearly this depends on the 
channel characteristics, i.e. packet length and transmission rate.
• Inter Packet Time: Time elapsed between the start of transmission of packet n to 
the start of transmission of packet (n+1) . It is lower bounded by the physical medium 
(packet length etc.) and depends on the transmission rate within one burst.
3.4. CRITERIA IN THE SELECTION OF TRAFFIC MODELS
Having defined the parameters by which any traffic source can be characterised we next 
attempt to derive models for typical sources. There are, usually, alternative ways to 
represent a particular source and different levels of complexity. We briefly refer to the most
important criteria upon which we based our selections in this project.
\
First of all, the chosen model must be accurate with respect to our assumptions. It should be 
close to reality and the different variables should have not only a statistical but also a 
physical meaning. Analytical and simulation results should be compared, if possible, to 
measured performance of real traffic sources to verify the accuracy and validity of our 
models.
Another important attribute of a model is its generality and re-usability. A typical model 
should be able to represent a large class of sources with similar characteristics. The 
approach followed in the previous section leads to models of this type, which can be used in 
a variety of traffic scenarios with only minor adjustments each time.
From the analytical point of view, tractability (superposition/queueing) is an important 
attribute. This means that the use of the source models in analysis should lead to solutions 
that lend themselves for numerical computation. In many cases, general methods such as 
iterations to solve systems of linear equations, aggregation methods to reduce the 
dimensionality, matrix analytical methods to solve structured Markov chains etc. could be 
applied, but often, the exploitation of the special structure of the process involved, may 
make the model much more suitable for numerical solutions, without losing its probability 
interpretation.
Since most of the traffic models are also used in simulation, care should be taken so that it is 
possible to represent the model’s characteristics in a simulation environment. It is also
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important that the model is statistically stable, otherwise there would be significant problems 
in the overall network simulation model that might prove difficult to detect. The statistical 
stability is measured over a period of time which is proportional to the highest level of 
resolution in time specified by the source model and its number of distinct states.
Finally the number of parameters of the model should be taken into account. This number is 
usually directly related to the complexity of the description of the model, and our aim should 
be to use a model that is adequate for our purpose, but uses a limited number of parameters. 
This makes the analysis easier and the computation a lot faster.
3.5. SOURCE MODEL EXAMPLES
This section provides typical examples of source models that will be used later in the 
performance analysis of the network. Details of how, for a variety of traffic sources, the 
burst level parameters can be derived from the call level parameters, defined earlier, can be 
found in [HELL93].
3.5 .1  Interactive Data Transmission:
It is well known that generation of data from a single data source is well represented by a 
Poisson arrival process (continuous time) or by a geometric inter-arrival process(discrete 
time).
A single packet is generated at each time. This could be either a fixed length packet or a 
variable length packet, with length represented by a certain distribution of fixed mean. 
(Neg. Exponential, Tailed Exponential, Geometric and Uniform are the most commonly 
used). Without loss of generality we can define such a distribution and use it as an example.
This traffic is of bursty nature, relatively short in length, and requires relatively small delay 
in transmission. Delay variance is not a major problem, but error free transmission is an 
important requirement.
Examples of such traffic for a VSAT scenario are transaction/credit card verification, 
hotel/airline reservations and various short data message transmissions.
3 .5 .2  Bulk Data Transmission
The nature of the traffic is similar to the earlier case, but now messages are much larger in 
size. The message length distribution is similar, but now messages consist of a number of 
packets. This is a batch arrivals case and the arrivals of the packets that make up the message 
are not independent.
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The performance requirements are similar to the previous case, but a slightly higher average 
delay might be acceptable. Examples of services creating these type of traffic are file 
transfer, database information acquisition, meteorological data gathering etc.
3 .5 .3  Voice Sources
Modelling of a voice source is much more complex, mainly because of the strong correlation 
among arrivals. We start by examining a rather simplified model.
Observations on the nature of speech show that a speech source creates a pattern of active 
talkspurts and silent gaps [BRAD68]. There are principal spurts and gaps related to the 
talking, pausing and listening patterns of a conversation. There are also “mini-gaps” and 
“mini-spurts” due to the short silent intervals that punctuate continuous speech.
Statistical analysis of a number of conversations shows that the “active” period covers only 
(approx.) 40% of the time, while 60% of the time consists of a mix of long and short 
silences. Therefore, by using a speech activity detector close to a speech source one can 
distinguish between active and silent parts in a conversation, and allow reuse of the channel 
when a silence is detected. (This is called Digital Speech Interpolation and has been 
extensively used in telecommunications). With a “slow” detector one can distinguish 
between active periods and long silences (2 states) while with a “fast” detector 3 states can 
be observed: active, long silence, short silence.
A commonly used approach [B A E  90] is to represent the voice source as an Interrupted 
Poisson Process(IPP). The following assumptions apply:
• The arrival process of new voice calls and the distribution of their duration can be 
characterised by a Poisson process and by an exponential distribution, respectively.
• All spurts and gaps have exponentially distributed durations.
Talkspurts are referred to as ON states and silences as OFF, and they appear in turn.
The transition from ON to OFF occurs with probability y, and the transition from OFF to 
ON occurs with probability a. In a discrete time case, ON and OFF periods are 
geometrically distributed with the mean 1/y, 1/a respectively (Fig. 3.4).
Packets are generated during the ON period according to a Bernoulli distribution with rate X.
No packets are generated in the OFF state. (The continuous time equivalent case can be 
represented by an exponential distribution using a Poisson process.)
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a
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Y
Fig. 3.4 Simplified 2-stage Markov Model for Speech
When N independent voice sources are multiplexed, aggregate packets arrivals are governed 
by the number of voice sources in the ON state. In a discrete system, the probability Pn that 
n out of N voice sources are in the ON state (i.e. there are n voice packet arrivals in a slot) is 
given by
In the equivalent continuous time case, we can represent the system as a birth-death process 
with birth rate ?t(n) and death rate p(n), where
Pn is also given by (3.4).
Another common approach [DAIG86] is to use a two state Markov Modulated Poisson 
Process(MMPP) to model the system. This is a doubly stochastic Poisson process where the 
rate is determined by the state of a continuous -time Markov chain. In a 2-state MMPP 
model, an aggregate arrival process is represented by two alternating states. It is assumed 
that the duration of each state follows a geometrical (discrete case) or exponential 
(continuous case) distribution, and packet arrivals in each state follow a Bernoulli (or 
respectively Poisson) distribution with different rates.
Four parameters are needed to describe such an MMPP, which are the mean durations of the 
states and the arrival rates in each state. An IPP (used to describe a single voice source) is a 
special case of MMPP where no packets arrive during an off period.
The value of the four parameters can be determined by matching the following MMPP 
characteristics with measured data:
(3.4)
A(n) = ( N -  n)cr,n(ri) = ny  , 0<n<N (3.5)
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• the mean arrival rate;
• the variance -to- mean ratio of the number of arrivals in a time interval (0, tt);
• the long term variance-to-mean ratio of the number of arrivals;
• the third moment of the number of arrivals in (0, t2).
Let tj seconds be the mean duration of a principal talkspurt, and t2 the mean duration of the 
principal gap(silence). The durations of talkspurts and gaps are statistically independent of 
one another.
The probability that a talkspurt with mean duration tx seconds ends in a time slot of duration 
x seconds is:
probability that a silent gap, of mean duration t2 seconds ends during a x second slot is :
After establishing basic models for typical traffic sources, it is necessary to consider the 
superposition of N sources at a particular transmitting node. An example of such a simple 
case could be a VSAT transmitter connected to a number of similar data sources, multiplexed 
together. A more general case could be a VSAT connected to a telephone via a LBR vocoder 
(voice source), a computer terminal (interactive data source) and a fax machine (bulk 
transfer) or any combination of these.
3 .6 .1  Sources with Same Characteristics
The superposition of N sources that have similar characteristics is a quite simple process, 
since only the number of active sources is the major parameter. It is not important to know
V t j
(3.6)
This is the probability of transition from the silence state to talking. Correspondingly, the
V t z  J
(3.7)
From this model, detailed balance equations can be derived that describe all the possible 
state transitions.
3.6. MULTIPLE TRAFFIC SOURCES/MULTIPLEXING
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which of the sources is effectively active, since all the sources have the same impact on the 
multiplexed traffic.
The equilibrium probability that k out of N sources are active is given by
(N \
\ k j
P*(1- P H  (3 -8)
Let an be the number of active sources at the nth time slot. Then, the transition probabilities 
are
Pn = Prk+1 = K  = *}>° < k,l< N  (3.9)
The behaviour of an is governed by
a n +l = a n ~ U + V  ( 3 - 1 0 )
with u = Number of sources switching from active to idle,
v = Number of sources switching from idle to active.
Defining Pai (Pia) as the probability than an active(idle) source changes state, the probability 
that / sources will be active in the next source if k sources are active in the current slot is
min ( k , N - l )  ( k'N f  _  b  \
p»=  x  [ M - p J i ,  k + u w ^ - p , r ~ “ (3.1D
These probabihties can serve as a basis for the characterisation of homogeneous traffic 
multiplexing.
3 .6 .2  Sources with Different Characteristics
This is a much more difficult process, as determining the number of active sources is not 
sufficient any more. The most important information is knowing which source is effectively 
active, since each source has a specific impact on the multiplexed traffic. Integrated service 
networks have a variety of characteristics, each of which may have a different degree of 
correlation(burst and idle period distribution)and require different link capacities [LI 90].
In this model, the overall integrated traffic is classified by correlations and capacities into K
types, the kth type consisting of two-state Markov chains. Let 8k(i) (n) be the number of
message units in the nth frame by the ith two-state Markov chain of the kth type with 
message generation rate R .^ Let Ak(n) be the number of message units generated. Then,
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\ { n )  = Y Je f ( n \ k  = (3.12)
«=1
The overall traffic arrivals in the nth frame are given by
Mn) = % \ ( n )
k=\
(3.13)
The steady state probability of the Kth traffic type can then be characterised by a binomial 
probability distribution
Pr {At =jRk) =
(N A f — \ j l _ i L
V ^kj
N k - j
(3.14)
The first two moments of arrivals in a frame are
At — Nk £k
<  =Nkal = Nket (Rt - e t )
(3.15)
If Nk is sufficiently large, the steady-state performance of each traffic type will be 
characterised by a Poisson distribution. Since the superposition of K independent Poisson 
distribution is still Poisson, the steady-state performance of the overall integrated traffic 
arrivals may also be modelled by a Poisson distribution with mean arrival rate in a frame 
equal to
A = % A k (3.16)
k=l
In [LI 90], the integration of multiple traffic types and a detailed discrete-time queueing 
analysis of a packet switched TDM system are discussed. Analysis of the performance of a 
statistical multiplexer whose inputs consist of a superposition of packetised voice and data 
sources can be found in [HEFF86].
3.7. SIMULATION MODELS OF TRAFFIC SOURCES
Using BONeS Designer, we create simulation models based on the characterstics of the 
analytical models discussed earlier. Examples of these models are given in Figs. 3.5-3.8.
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3.8. SUMMARY
In this section we examined the characterisation of traffic generated by various services. We 
looked at traffic characterisation at three levels, call, burst and packet level. We have also 
considered the influence of the required Quality of Service on the traffic at call level. The 
dependencies between the different levels were considered and the parameters used in the 
traffic modelling were derived. Specific models for three typical traffic sources in a VSAT 
network were defined and the issue of the superposition of traffic sources was briefly 
discussed.
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Multiple Access Protocols for VSAT 
Networks
In this Chapter we examine the multiple access problem in satellite communications 
and provide a classification and comprehensive survey of established approaches, 
focusing on the particular case of VSAT satellite networks. Some of these 
solutions, such as TDMA, Aloha-based protocols, Selective Reject Aloha and Tree 
CRAs, that appear suitable for the traffic mix we consider are analysed in greater 
detail. Issues such as throughput, delay and stability performance and the advantages 
and limitations of these schemes are discussed and implementation aspects are 
considered.
4.1. INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, the topic of multiple access has developed into a major area of 
interest within the field of computer communications, and is particularly vital in the case of 
satellite networks. The multiple access problem arises from the necessity of sharing a single 
communications channel among a large number of geographically dispersed users. The 
distributed algorithm used is called the Multiple Access Protocol. In this chapter, we 
examine the multiple access problem and various suggested solutions (protocols) for the 
particular case of VSAT satellite networks.
We start by defining the multiple access problem and the difficulties in achieving multiple 
access communication. A taxonomy of existing multiple access protocols is then developed, 
in order to classify common approaches and to provide a framework within which they can 
be compared and contrasted. Finally, those protocols that are particular relevant to our case 
are discussed in more detail and aspects of their performance are examined in a variety of 
traffic scenarios.
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4.2. THE MULTIPLE ACCESS PROBLEM
Let us consider the situation in which geographically distributed stations wish to 
communicate by transmitting messages over a single communications channel, whose 
properties are such that only a single message can be transmitted over it at a particular point 
in time. If more than one message is simultaneously transmitted, they interfere with each 
other and none of them is correctly received at its destination. This environment is defined 
as the multiple access environment, and the corruption of a message by another is known as 
a collision. We assume that since all the stations can monitor the channel, a message sent by 
one station can be detected by all the other stations, i.e. the multiple access environment is a 
type of broadcast environment.
In today’s telecommunications there are numerous examples of multiple access 
environments. We focus on a particular (and very common) example, a satellite network in 
which a number of earth stations transmit messages (via the uplink channel) to a satellite in 
orbit, which then relays the messages down (via the downlink channel) to the earth stations. 
Since only a single station can successfully transmit a message at any given time, the stations 
must somehow co-ordinate their access to the channel in order to share its use. The 
distributed algorithm which defines the rules of this channel sharing is known as the 
Channel Access Protocol (CAP). The problem is further complicated because:
• Stations are distributed, so they have to either explicitly or implicitly communicate 
information to each other to co-ordinate the channel sharing. However, since the 
channel is the only communication medium, such co-ordination requires the use of 
the channel itself! This introduces a circular or recursive aspect in the problem.
• Stations are separated, so they could never instantaneously know the present status 
of other stations in the environment; information of this type will always be at least 
as old as the amount of time required for the message to propagate along the channel 
to its destination.
The problem of sharing a limited amount of resources amongst a large number of users is as 
old as the telecommunications field. However, a little over 20 years ago, a development was 
introduced that would prove to be of particular significance to multiple access 
communications in general and radio/satellite networks in particular. This was the 
implementation in the ALOHA network (a radio link between a central computer system and 
remote terminals on the Hawaiian islands) of the first distributed algorithm, which allowed a 
number of geographically separated stations to communicate in a random access mode over a 
shared channel [ABRA70]. This algorithm has since been known as the ALOHA protocol.
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Since then, the use of this and other, similar purpose algorithms known as multiple access 
protocols, has spread in almost every communications network. A vast amount of research 
has focused on different ways of solving the multiple access problem for ground radio, LAN 
and satellite wide area network scenarios, and solutions are usually relevant to the particular 
environment and application requirements. A detailed survey of multiple access protocols 
for various broadcast channels has been published by Tobagi [TOBA80]. Another early 
review paper by Lam [LAM 79], emphasised the satellite case, which is characterised by 
channel propagation delays much greater than the message transmission time.
Re-visiting the earlier work on multiple access for broadcast channels [KLIE75], 
[TOBA80], one can see that the desirable combination of high throughput, low delay and 
simple implementation is readily achieved in local area and radio networks with short 
channel propagation delays, but is a more difficult problem in the high delay satellite 
environment. We proceed to review some of the main solutions that have been suggested 
and could be suitable for VSAT networks, and then conclude with some detailed 
performance comparison between a selected number of ‘first generation’ VSAT protocols 
applied to a typical interactive network scenario.
In these studies there are certain common characteristics of the network models that also 
apply in our particular case. These are:
1. The network is composed of independent users attempting to communicate using a 
single, or sometimes multiple channels, but the number of channels is always much 
smaller than the number of possible transmitters.
2. The data from each user is bursty, that is, the transmissions from a single user are 
separated by periods of silence, usually of durations much grater than the periods of 
transmission.
3.The number of active users at any given time is a Random Variable, in most cases 
unknown to the receiver.
We next provide a brief overview of these approaches and develop a classification system 
that will help us compare these solutions and find the one that will be most suitable for the 
network we investigate.
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4.3. CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIPLE ACCESS PROTOCOLS
There are various ways to classify multiple access protocols, depending on the particular 
properties upon which we base the classification. Protocols can be “slotted’ or “unslotted”, 
depending on whether or not continuous time synchronisation between stations is required. 
Based on the qualitative nature of the message transmission discipline used, access protocols 
could be divided broadly into three general classes: fixed assigned, controlled (reservation) 
access and contention (random) access protocols. These classes are further divided into 
sub-classes, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Hybrid protocols, combining aspects of reservation and 
contention are frequently used.
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4 .4 . MULTIPLE ACCESS FOR SATELLITE NETWORKS
A satellite in any Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) system acts as a simple relay station and is a 
nodal point in the circuits connecting the earth stations involved. It contains one or more 
transponder chains each of which has a capability of frequency translating, amplifying and 
retransmitting the signals received from the earth stations. Some switching capability may 
exist between some of the transponder chains, and the number of transponder chains 
depends on the particular satellite system and on technical and economic considerations. 
Most of the times, the available capacity is greater than that needed by most earth stations for 
their individual use, and this is especially true for VSAT systems. Therefore, in order to 
fully utilise the transponder capability, more than one station is allowed to access a 
transponder chain, with either single- or multi-destination transmissions. Multiple access in 
satellite communications implies therefore the use of a transponder by more than one 
transmitting earth station.
Two different approaches to multiple access can be identified, according to channel 
allocation or to the type of transponder sharing.
1. The first approach consists of two categories:
(i). Pre-assigned multiple-access, in which two stations are permanently assigned 
the channels required for their connection for their exclusive use. This is usually a 
connection carrying a heavy traffic load at all times, such as telephone trunk 
connections.
(ii). Demand Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA), in which the channel allocation 
changes in accordance with the originating call. The channel is automatically 
selected and the connection is active only while the call is continued. This system 
improves substantially the efficiency of the transponder utilisation and the overall 
system performance, in comparison with pre-assigned access, and is especially 
useful when there is a variation of the traffic load with time at the various stations.
2. For the second approach three major categories are considered:
(i). Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), where each station has its 
assigned carrier frequency;
(ii). Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), where all stations use the same carrier 
frequency and bandwidth with time division;
(iii). Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), where all stations share 
simultaneously the same bandwidth and recognise the various signals by some type 
of code identification.
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4.5. MULTIPLE ACCESS FOR VSAT NETWORKS
The VSAT-based interactive data network scenario differs significantly from earlier fixed- 
service satellite systems which usually employed FDMA or TDMA to link a small number of 
large earth stations with high (and predictable) traffic cross-sections. In VSAT networks, 
multiaccess technology is not primarily driven by the efficiency of bandwidth use. In a 
typical VSAT scenario, individual stations generate a relatively small amount of traffic, so 
that transmission cost per VSAT is overshadowed by the cost of the VSAT station and its 
operation. In addition, power and not bandwidth is the most limiting resource in a VSAT 
network, permitting the use of relatively inefficient protocols (such as ALOHA) without 
significant impact on system capacity. Therefore, for the interactive data VSAT network 
environment, low delay, simplicity of implementation and robust operation are generally of 
greater importance than the achieved bandwidth efficiency [ABRA90].
4.5 .1  Criteria for Comparison o f Different Access Schemes
We start by defining the most important performance attributes that will serve as the common 
basis for comparing different multiaccess techniques. In a data VSAT scenario the key 
issues in the protocol selection are:
1. The efficiency or throughput of channel sharing. This can be defined as the 
proportion of time ‘useful’ traffic , i.e. information, is carried by the channel. 
Usually the term capacity is used to define the maximum operating throughput of the 
protocol. It is important to compare protocols on the basis of net capacity, which 
does not include transmission overheads, as these differ widely from protocol to 
protocol.
2. The access delay. This is defined as the time between the arrival of a message at a 
VSAT and the start of its successful transmission on the channel, both in terms of 
average and distribution characteristics. The total delay is the sum of the access 
delay and the message transmission time (which includes propagation delay).
3. The protocol stability. This is the operating region in which the protocol 
performance remains bounded, and relates to avoiding the possibility of long-term 
congestion or unstable operation (e.g. queues remaining stable).
4. Robustness in the presence of channel errors, fading and possible equipment 
malfunction.
5. Operational properties, which include considerations of system start-up, 
monitoring, network expansion, addition of different traffic types.
6. Cost & Complexity of implementation. This relates to the cost and complexity of 
the various parts of hardware and software required for a particular VSAT system.
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The protocol that offers the best combined performance based on these criteria will be 
considered the “optimum” choice for a particular system/traffic scenario. Note that the above 
criteria need to be modified for a system carrying multimedia traffic, where the performance 
requirements are different. We will discuss this issue in the next Chapter.
In controlled-access protocols, no collisions take place. The distributed stations are co­
ordinated in such a way that two or more stations never attempt to transmit simultaneously 
on the same channel, by imposing an ordering on the channel access allocation. These 
protocols can be further characterised by whether the channel allocation varies in response to 
the changing transmission requirements of the stations. Predetermined Channel Allocation 
(PCA) protocols allocate the channel in a static manner and with no changes with changing 
requirements, while Demand Adaptive protocols attempt to dynamically allocate the channel 
in a manner consistent with the varying traffic demands of particular stations. Controlled 
access protocols perform well when the traffic load at a particular station can be predicted a 
priori.
4 .6 .1  Frequency Division Multiple Access (FD M A)
Until recently, Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) has been the most commonly 
used multiple access technique in satellite communications [CCIT88].
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In FDMA, the available bandwidth is shared by allocating a different frequency to every 
station in the network (Fig. 4.2). It has been used effectively for international 
communications (trunk telephone/data traffic), but on its own, it might not be a good choice 
for VSAT networks which usually consist of a very large number of stations and varying 
traffic loads. There are a variety of FDMA implementations, depending on the modulation 
and multiplexing methods used. The most commonly used methods are:
• FDM-FM (Frequency Division Multiplexed-Frequency Modulation): Carriers are 
frequency-modulated by a frequency division multiplexed baseband signal.
• TDM-PSK (Time Division Multiplexed-Phase Shift Key): Carriers are PSK 
modulated by a time division multiplexed baseband signal.
• SCPC (Single Channel Per Carrier): It uses an RF carrier for each channel and both 
PSK and FM modulation. It is suited for systems with a relatively small number of 
stations.
4 .6 .2  Time Division Multiple A ccess (TDMA)
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a digital multiple access technique that permits 
individual earth terminal transmissions to be received by the satellite in separate, non­
overlapping time slots called bursts, in which information is buffered (Fig. 4.3).
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Fig. 4.3 Fixed TDMA Operation
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This process avoids the generation of intermodulation products that occur in FDMA, because 
only one signal enters the satellite transponder at a time. Each ground station however must 
determine the satellite system time and range so that the transmitted signals arrive at the 
satellite in the proper time slots. In a TDMA system each high bit rate burst is typically 
QPSK modulated. The bit rate of the transmitted bursts is generally many times higher than 
that of the continuous input bit stream at the ground terminal. Fig. 4.4 shows a typical 
TDMA System.
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Fig. 4.4 Typical TDMA Frame Structure (EUTELSAT II-SMS Transponder)
4 .6 .2 .1  Time and Frequency Division Multiple Access
This is a hybrid technique in which groups of earth stations operating in a narrowband 
TDMA mode share the same transponder using the FDMA method. While pure TDMA 
transmissions typically use bit rates of 60-120 Mbits/s and occupy the full transponder 
bandwidth, TDMA-FDMA transmissions use bit rates under 10 Mbits/s, and occupy only 
fractions of a transponder bandwidth.
Some output back-off is required in the power amplifiers, so the efficiency of the satellite 
transponder is lower than that of pure TDMA. However, this technique offers some 
significant advantages, such as the flexibility it provides for handling changes in traffic 
patterns, especially for data services, and the possibility of implementing demand 
assignment of the channels within each TDMA frame.
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4 .6 .3  Code Division Multiple Access (CDM A )
In FDMA, signals are amplified at the same time by the satellite transponder, but at different 
frequencies, while in TDMA, they use the same frequency but at different times. There is a 
third major category of multiple access systems in which the signals use the entire 
transponder band simultaneously. These systems use spread spectrum techniques to 
distinguish the different signals and the process is called Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) [PICK82]. With this transmission mode, each transmitted signal is assigned a 
characteristic code (Fig. 4.5). At the receiving end, a station can recognise the signals that 
are intended for it by its characteristic code, and can extract the transmitted information 
signal. Correlation techniques are usually employed in cases where it is necessary to 
identify one signal among several others sharing the same band at the same time. Fig. 4.6 
shows an illustration of a basic digital spread-spectrum process.
CDMA systems were originally developed for military applications because amongst their 
advantages is the fact that they offer secure communications and anti-jamming capability 
since, without knowing the code sequences used, one cannot easily intercept the 
transmissions. They have since found a lot of applications in commercial communication 
systems, especially in wireless personal communications.
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The basic parameters that define the performance of a CDMA system are the system 
processing gain (ratio of transmitted signal RF Bandwidth, B, to the information 
Bandwidth, b) and the jamming margin, which represents the maximum tolerable jamming- 
power to signal-power ratio. The jamming margin expresses the degree of interference a 
system can withstand for a given Eb/N0, i.e. a given BER [LEE 91]. There are several 
CDMA techniques, but the most widely used are Direct Sequence (DS) or Pseudo Noise 
(PN) and Frequency Hopping (FH). Combinations of the two techniques are also possible 
[PICK82], [KOHN95].
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4 .6 .4  Comparison o f Fixed Assigned Access Techniques
Comparing the features of TDMA with those of a CDMA and FDMA systems, we can see 
that:
• The absence of intermodulation effects in TDMA means that the satellite 
transponder can be driven close to saturation to give more efficient use of satellite 
power.
• In TDMA the capacity does not decrease steeply with an increase in the number of 
accessing stations. The application of Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI) techniques 
permits the effective doubling of the transmitted capacity. In a typical example, an 80 
MHz INTELSAT-V satellite transponder can support about 1600 channels (without 
DSI) and 3200 (with DSI) at 64 Kbits/s channel bit rate [CCIR88].
• It is easier to accommodate new traffic requirements and changes in the network by 
altering the burst length and position, than by re-allocating frequencies. Bit rates to 
and from a terminal can be varied according to current user needs by changing the 
number of allocated time slots.
• In TDMA strict uplink power control is not required.
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The relative inflexibility of FDMA systems was already mentioned. Another major 
detrimental effect of FDMA in a satellite environment is that many signals pass 
simultaneously through the satellite transponder, resulting in interference noise caused by 
intermodulation among these signals due to the non-linearity of the transponder. In order to 
reduce the intermodulation interference it is necessary to keep the transmitting power level 
considerably lower than the saturation point. Furthermore, the transmitting power output 
from each earth station has to be precisely controlled.
An advantage in the implementation of FDMA over TDMA and CDMA is that equalisation 
against multipath is not required [FALC95]. This might be a significant issue in mobile 
systems in particular. Also, the fact that no timeslot synchronisation is required makes an 
FDMA system implementation simpler in theory, compared to TDMA.
Some of the attractive features of CDMA systems are:
• Co-ordination between the transmitters is not necessary, as opposed to TDMA and 
FDMA systems. However, strict code synchronisation is required.
• No channel assignment control is needed, and only the transmission quality (signal- 
to-noise ratio) is subject to degradation when the transponder loading increases. It is 
therefore easy to add new users to the network.
• As was mentioned earlier, CDMA offers greater privacy and protection from 
jamming.
• In mobile systems in particular, CDMA offers advantages such as the ability to 
guard against interference from adjacent users, and the capability of frequency re­
use.
The main disadvantage of earlier CDMA systems was their low spectrum efficiency with 
respect to TDMA and FDMA systems. The spectral density of each signal on the satellite 
link was very low due to the spreading, therefore only relatively low information rates could 
be provided. This is no longer such a major limitation, but there is still a need for a relatively 
wide bandwidth per user.
Objective comparisons of spectrum efficiency or capacity of FDMA, CDMA and TDMA 
systems are difficult to make since it is almost impossible to have “equivalent” assumptions 
for different systems. Often comparisons are made between different systems at different 
evolutionary stages and not between the basic access philosophy. For example, one would 
expect similar capacities for systems employing different access methods but whose 
parameters are optimised for a particular service.
Sometimes the nature of service makes a particular access method more suitable. For 
example in an integrated voice/data system, TDMA can be advantageously combined with 
packet-type multiple access to accommodate various traffic types with different bit rates and 
ON-OFF characteristics. One example is Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) 
[GOOD91], a dynamic slot allocation procedure in which idle timeslots are requested by
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users on a contention basis. Users reserve slots in a frame for as long as they require, and 
when a slot is relinquished at the end of a speech burst or data packet, it becomes once more 
open for contention. Another major advantage of TDMA is that it can be used to carry 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) traffic and take advantage of its statistical multiplexing 
properties, as we will discuss in greater detail in Chapter 7.
4.7. RANDOM ACCESS TECHNIQUES
Techniques such as TDMA, FDMA, CDMA and their variations are also known as multiple 
access schemes of the channel division type; they divide the single channel into many 
“smaller” sub-channels to accommodate a number of users, either in a fixed or in a demand 
assignment way. A second class of multiple access techniques falls in the channel seizure 
category; a single user can use the full (time and frequency) resources of the channel on 
some sort of temporary basis.
A Random Access technique can be defined as a multiple access technique of the channel 
seizure type in which:
• Two or more users may simultaneously attempt to seize the channel
• There is some kind of provision to resolve such “access conflicts”.
It might appear strange to opt for a system where access conflicts are unavoidable, as users 
always take a chance every time they transmit. However, the primary purpose of random 
accessing is to reduce the delay between the time senders obtain an information input and the 
time they transmit that information on the channel. According to Massey [MASS88], 
“Random accessing is a gamble, but one of the few in which the odds are on the side of the 
player!”
Some general principles of multiple access communication, based on observations of the 
behaviour of multiple access schemes were defined by Massey in [MASS88]:
1. Channel seizure, when possible, is the most effective way to utilise a multiple 
access channel.
2. When channel seizure is not allowed, time sharing (or other types of channel 
division) is generally still sub-optimum in the sense that it cannot be used to achieve 
all points in the capacity region.
3. Feedback, when available can be exploited to reduce the coding delay and 
complexity required to achieve a certain transmission rate.
4. When channel seizure is not allowed, feedback can also enlarge the capacity 
region.
The first principle supports the way that computer communication is carried today. Most of 
the LANs operate on a channel seizure basis, sometimes with deterministic access (as in a 
Token Ring) and sometimes with random access (as in Ethernet). The third principle
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suggests that feedback can play an essential role in random accessing, because some kind of 
“coding” is necessary to overcome the losses due to access conflicts.
4.7 .1  ALOHA Random Access
4 .7 .1 .1  Pure ALOHA
ALOHA and its numerous variations [ROBE75] is especially important in VSAT systems, 
with its simplicity of implementation and its suitability for bursty traffic loads. Abramson’s 
random access protocol was ingeniously simple. New packets arriving at a station are 
transmitted, and when two or more of these transmissions overlap, they mutually destroy 
each other. Otherwise, packets are received error-free. There is feedback from the receiver 
(collision/no-collision binary feedback) so that all users learn whether or not a collision 
occurred. When a collision takes place, the “colliding” senders time-out and retransmit their 
packets after a random waiting time, selected independently at each station. Fig. 4.8 shows 
the channel events of the ALOHA protocol.
The information-generation model postulated by Abramson [ABRA70] was that of a very 
large number (assumed infinite) of identical sources, each with an associated sender, such 
that the number of new information packets generated during any time unit is a Poisson
Random Variable with mean X (packets/unit time). These are independent of previously
generated packets. The very large number of users means that collisions cannot be avoided.
It is also assumed that the retransmission policy could be shaped in such a way that the 
number of retransmitted packets/unit time would also be a Poisson Random Variable, time
independent and independent of the new-packet generation process, with mean Xr
(packets/unit time). As the sum of (iid) Poisson Random Variables is also Poisson, it 
follows that the total number of packets transmitted per unit time is a Poisson Random 
Variable, with mean
A/f =X + Ar
The throughput x of successful packets at the receiver is the fraction of time units in which 
exactly one packet is transmitted. Therefore x is the probability that a Poisson Random
Variable with mean Xt takes the value 1. Also, note that in an unslotted system a packet is
vulnerable to collisions for a period equal to twice the packet’s duration. This leads to the 
throughput equation
T = X,e-n '
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It is easy to see that x is maximum when A* = 1/2, leading to a maximum value of
0.184
In the literature this is usually referred to as the “capacity” of the ALOHA channel, but this 
description is rather misleading.
ALOHA Delay Performance
If ALOHA is used, the expected number of unsuccessful transmissions per successful 
reservation is (e^Gr _ yj and each re-transmission incurs an average delay of (to + K/2) 
slots, where to is the time-out period and the retransmission delay is uniformly distributed 
between 0 and K packet times. The successful transmission takes (dp + 1 ) packet times to 
arrive at the Hub, where dp = the one-way propagation delay. Therefore the total average 
reservation delay(in packet times) is given by
Df — ( tQ+ K/2)(e^^ - 1) + 2dp + 1
4. 7 .1.2 Stability o f ALOHA
It is interesting to note that the new packet arrival rate X does not appear in the throughput
equation, unless we invoke the equilibrium hypothesis, which states that packets are entering
and leaving the system at the same rate, i.e. x =X. It was also assumed that the
retransmission rate is constant, however neither assumption implies the other. Therefore, 
the equilibrium hypothesis is not a guarantee of stability, but a hope that the queue of packets
waiting to be retransmitted does not grow at a rate (X -  x), a rate that would be consistent
with choosing the random retransmission delay in a way that depends on how many times a 
given packet has suffered collision.
From Fig. 4.7 one can argue that the ALOHA system cannot be stable for a retransmission 
policy that does not take into account the number of previous unsuccessful transmissions.
Assume an arrival rate X below the (l/2e) maximum throughput. If equilibrium prevails, 
then the average traffic rate over a fixed interval will be Xt = Xu, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Throughput of ALOHA Protocol
If the traffic rate moves a little above then the throughput increases a little above X, and 
this means the rate of packets leaving the system is higher than the arrival rate. This will 
move the actual traffic rate back to X«ti. Thus the point (x, A,t)=(^, A,ti) is a 
conditionally stable point. However, if a large fluctuation causes traffic rate to move beyond 
X&, the actual throughput will decrease below X. This causes a continuous decrease of the 
rate with which packets leave the system, which drifts relentlessly toward the catastrophic 
unconditionally stable point (x, Xt) = (0,°o). Therefore, we can see that the maximum stable 
throughput of a fixed-policy ALOHA system is 0.
The biggest limitation of the ALOHA protocol is therefore its instability. It is possible to 
introduce retransmission policies that stabilise the ALOHA system [KLEI76], but we will 
inevitably loose part of the simplicity which is the greatest virtue of the protocol. It is still 
possible to implement the simpler, unstable, protocol by incorporating a time-out facility that 
clears the backlog traffic when the system is jammed by repeated collisions and returns to the 
basic ALOHA operation.
In our simulations of ALOHA-type protocols, the anomalies caused by the algorithm’s 
instabilities were occasionally observed. This is a subject that is rarely mentioned in 
simulation results published in the literature, but for simulations that are run long enough 
under the right conditions one can see traces of unstable operation. These simulation results 
should therefore be treated with caution, always keeping in mind that they could provide a 
more optimistic picture of the network’s performance, as some of the assumptions we make 
do not always apply in practice.
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4 .7 .1 .3  Slotted Aloha
A modification of the original ALOHA system was suggested by Roberts [ROBE75]. This 
was the introduction of time slotting. In this system, time is divided into fixed size slots, 
and stations can only start transmitting at the beginning of a slot. New packets are 
transmitted in the slot immediately following the one in which they were generated. The 
effect of time slotting is that packets can either suffer complete overlap or be successfully 
transmitted (Fig.4.8). This limits the vulnerable period to just the packet duration, and the 
throughput equation becomes
T ,= V * '
In this case T is maximum when ?q=l/2, leading to a maximum value of
T = -  = 0.368
e
Fig. 4.7 is a graphical depiction of the throughput equation for Pure and Slotted ALOHA.
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Slotted Aloha Delay Performance
If Slotted ALOHA is used, a guard time dg slots is used to account for propagation delay
differences among the users at different ends of a satellite beam coverage. Therefore, each 
slot will be of length (1 + dg) and the reservation delay for Slotted ALOHA is given by
Dr = ( t0+ K/2)(eG(1+dS> -1) + 2dp + 1 + (1 + dg )/2  
where the last term corresponds to the slot access time.
The main drawback of Slotted ALOHA is the fact that it is necessary to provide global 
synchronisation for the stations in the network, and this increases the cost and complexity of 
implementation. Other problems are the need to provide a guard time, which reduces the 
efficiency, and the fact that this protocol works better only for fixed size messages, as will 
be shown later.
4. 7 .1 .4  Selective-Reject Aloha
Selective-REJect (SREJj-Aloha is an unslotted random access technique which can achieve a 
maximum throughput comparable to that of Slotted Aloha but without requiring timing 
synchronisation [RAYC87b]. It involves a subpacketization of messages in conjunction 
with a Selective Reject ARQ retransmission strategy.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.9, messages are first formatted into a variable number of equal length 
subpackets (the final packet may be truncated). The first subpacket contains the network 
level overhead. All subpackets contain their own overhead for link level addressing and RF 
acquisition preamble. Subpackets are transmitted, unslotted, on the channel and a wait for 
acknowledgement timer set. If this timer expires without receipt of an acknowledgement the 
entire message is scheduled for retransmission. An acknowledgement may indicate partial or 
complete success of the transmission; only unacknowledged subpackets are scheduled for 
retransmission. Retransmissions occur after a random waiting time.
Several crucial design options are apparent from Fig. 4.9; these include the choice of 
subpacket size and the mean and distribution of waiting times before retransmission. The 
subpacket size requires a balance between the additional overheads (preamble, header, FCS) 
imposed on each subpacket and the reduction in the number of retransmissions by dividing a 
message into many subpackets. The choice of waiting time is of great importance for the 
stability of the system. Many retransmission policies are possible, e.g. uniform distribution, 
negative exponential, stepped backoff.
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Fig. 4.9 SRE.T Retransmission Technique
The model described here is based on the analysis of Raychaudhuri [RAYC87b]. Messages 
are formatted into K subpackets, where K=[A/T(i] (next higher integer) , A is the message 
data length and the subpacket length. An overhead of length Tovh is added for each 
subpacket.
Corrupted subpackets are retransmitted in an unslotted ALOHA way until all K subpackets 
are successfully transmitted. Messages can be of varying length, e.g. exponentially
distributed with mean length L. New messages are generated with effective rate Xa and 
retransmitted with effective rate Xj-.
Flow equations
Equations for steady state flow into and out of the system are developed, with variables the 
number of backlogged terminals n and the distribution of the retransmitted message length
c(x). It is assumed that for exponentially distributed messages the retransmitted messages
are also exponentially distributed. By solving the pair of message and packet flow equations 
the equilibrium values of C & n can be obtained. A direct way of doing this is to plot these 
in the (n,C) plane and identify the equilibrium points from their intersections.
Stability
A single equilibrium point corresponds to an unconditionally stable system, while multiple 
intersections indicate bistable behaviour. The nature of equilibrium points can be determined
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quantitatively by using the concept of drift. Stable equilibrium points are those where the 
system returns to after a small perturbation in the backlogged condition.
Throughput and Delay
By approximating the average steady system backlog n by the equilibrium value n* 
[RAYC87b], the throughput S and average delay d are given by:
S=(N-n*)A,a 
d=n*/(N-n*)Xa=n*A/S 
4 .7 .1 .5  SREJ-Aloha with FCFS rescheduling
Under light traffic Aloha-like protocols provide a low access delay to the channel but break 
down, overwhelmed by retransmissions, under heavy traffic (for slotted Aloha this occurs 
when offered traffic > 28% of channel capacity). Fixed TDM schemes provide efficient use 
of the channel under uniform heavy traffic but are wasteful of channel capacity with low 
traffic when many of the slots are idle. Adaptive TDM schemes offer very high throughputs 
but at the cost of a long access delay whilst terminals negotiate their position in a distributed 
queue. The SREJ-Aloha with locally synchronous FCFS retransmission is an enhancement 
of the SREJ-Aloha scheme in which the side information concerning the time and order of 
arrival of the subpackets, broadcast within the subpacket acknowledgments, is used to 
organise the retransmissions so as to avoid further collisions [RAYC89]. The system 
alternates between a random access mode, similar to SREJ-Aloha, and a synchronous mode 
during a retransmission interval (RI). Additional information giving the message ID, 
subpacket sequence number and message length in subpackets is required in each subpacket 
header and acknowledgement. A remote terminal also requires an event timer and 
knowledge of the timing offset to the hub station. An illustrative sequence is shown in Fig. 
4.10.
The hub only acknowledges correctly received subpackets (hence the absence of ACKs for 
El or E2), which are received by the terminals after some delay Tp. Each terminal can 
determine the number of missed subpackets and their ordering for transmission within the 
retransmission interval. Messages missed in their entirety (e.g. message E) would be 
scheduled for retransmission during some later random access period. The retransmission
interval starts at time Ts after the receipt of the Kth terminal ID which marks the end of the 
current acknowledgement phase. Further retransmissions could be initiated due to previous 
channel events still in progress - the additional retransmissions are stacked at the end of the 
current RI.
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Fig. 4.10 SRE.T/FCFS Scheme
It is also interesting that the protocol supports an implicit reservation mode of operation. If 
L is the maximum number of subpackets allowed for continuous transmission in the RA 
mode then a message of M subpackets (M > L) will see the initial L subpackets transmitted 
and the remaining M-L (plus any needed retransmissions) scheduled for the RI mode.
The performance of the protocol is governed by many parameters e.g. choice of K and L, 
subpacket size etc. In [RAYC89] a somewhat simplified analytical model, based on 
message flows, is developed; the solution to a set of flow balance equations will give 
throughput and expected delays. This analytic model is useful to select the retransmission 
delays necessary to provide stability. It is necessary to ignore transmission delays in order 
to obtain a tractable analytical model, which, together with the other complexities, led us to 
use simulation to investigate the full performance of the protocol.
4 .7 .2  Tree-CRAs
In the previous section we have seen that, although relatively simple to implement, ALOHA- 
type protocols suffer from stability problems in the absence of external control. A new 
major innovation in Random Access communications came in 1977 , with the introduction of 
the concept of a Collision Resolution Algorithm (CRA) [CAPE77], which was further
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developed in [TSYP78]. A complete survey of CRAs can be found in [MASS81]. 
Capetanakis has shown that if the packet arrival rate is not too high, CRA’s result in stable 
random-access systems. The key parameter of the system is then its maximum stable 
throughput.
A CRA can be defined as an algorithm (distributed in space and time) that organises the 
retransmission of colliding packets in such a way that every packet is eventually transmitted 
successfully with finite delay. Furthermore, the transmitters to which this is relevant, 
become aware of this fact and the time when it occurs [MATH85]. At that point the packet 
collision is said to be resolved. These algorithms operate in a slotted-time environment, and 
require broadcast feedback information from the receiver to all the transmitters of the channel 
collision state in each slot. Some of the CRAs require only binary feedback information 
(collision or no collision), while others require ternary feedback information (no 
transmissions, one packet transmission or collision). In order to be used in a random-access 
system, a CRA needs a Channel-Access Protocol (CAP). The CAP is a rule which 
determines when new packets are sent for the first time. The simplest CAP is the free-access 
protocol, which allows new packets to transmit immediately in the next slot following their 
arrival. On the other hand, in blocked-access protocols packets must wait for their initial 
transmissions until certain previous collisions have been resolved. Generally, CRA-based 
systems using free-access protocols, have the significant implementation advantage over 
those using blocked access protocols that the inactive transmitters do not have to 
continuously track the channel collision state information as in the latter case.
From the CRAs developed recently , the highest stable throughput (0.48775) was obtained 
by Mosely [MOSE85], for a single-channel, ternary feedback, blocked-access CRA. 
However, ternary feedback algorithms suffer from catastrophic deadlock failures in the 
presence of channel feedback errors, and are thus not suitable for implementation in a fading 
environment. Also, the implementation advantage discussed earlier, let to the development of 
a number of free-access, binary feedback algorithms, and Mathys has developed the best 
such algorithm to date [MATH85], with a maximum stable throughput of 0.416.
All of the above work considered only the multiple-access problem over a single channel. 
Recently however, interest in the multiple-access problem over multiple-parallel channels has 
emerged [TAN 87], [WONG87]. We describe here the binary feedback, free-access CRA 
algorithm over multiple channels due to Tan [TAN 87], that will be shown to be a possible 
choice for the connection request procedures in a reservation protocol, discussed in the next 
Chapter.
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4 . 7 .2 .1 Binary feedback, Free-access CRA
Consider the situation of Q identical parallel channels, where Q > 2. All channels are 
synchronously slotted, with slot sizes equal to the packet transmission time. Packet 
transmissions are allowed only at the start of a slot. Every channel provides binary feedback 
(collision or no collision state) information on its channel state to all the network users. In 
the case where the round-trip propagation delay is negligible compared to the packet 
transmission time, it is assumed that the feedback information for each slot is known to the 
users immediately at the end of the slot. In the case of a VSAT or a LMSS this assumption 
is not valid, since the propagation delay is significant. The algorithm will be modified later 
to account for this propagation delay.
The free-access CRA multiple-access protocol is specified with the following rules:
1. New packets are transmitted immediately at the start of the first slot following their 
arrival by independently selecting one of the Q channels to send over. The 
probability of selecting each channel is 1/Q.
2. Collisions over the Q channels in a slot are resolved on a channel by channel 
basis. This means that the collisions (if any) over channel 1 in that slot are first 
resolved , followed by the collisions (if any) in channel 2 in that slot, and so on.
3. The colliding packets over channel i in a slot will next transmit (when all 
collisions in that slot over channels 1 to (/ - 1) have been resolved) by independently 
selecting one of the Q channels to send over, with probability 1/Q.
The collision resolution procedure is similar to the single-channel Q-ary collision resolution 
procedure considered in [MATH85]. The main difference is that Mathys' algorithm solves 
collision sequentially over a single channel, while the scheme described here solves 
collisions in parallel over Q channels.
The protocol is implemented at each terminal in the following way: Each user is assumed to 
have at most one packet either ready for transmission or in the process of being transmitted 
at any given time. The value C of a counter at each terminal indicates the packet transmission 
times governed by the protocol. A packet transmission is initiated at the start of a slot only 
when C = 0. The value of C at each user is incremented or decremented at the end of each 
slot based on the channel state feedback information of all Q parallel channels according to 
the following rules:
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1. If C = 0 at the start of a slot, then C remains unchanged if either the user terminal 
does not have a packet ready for transmission or the user terminal has successfully 
transmitted a packet in that slot.
2. If C = 0 at the start of the slot and the user terminal's transmitted packet has just 
suffered a collision on channel j  in that slot, then C is reset to the number of 
channels i, where i < j, over which there are packet collisions in that slot.
3. If C > 0 at the start of a slot, then the feedback information from all Q channels at 
the end of the slot is used to increment or decrement C as follows. If there are no 
packet collisions over all Q channels in that slot, then decrement C by 1. If there are k 
channels with packet collisions in that slot, then increment C by (k -1).
It is clear that the value C of a user terminal's counter is positive if and only if it has a 
blocked packet waiting for retransmission. This blocked packet's next retransmission time 
occurs when C becomes zero.
For the case of significant propagation delays, a number of interleaved CRAs are operated. 
If the round-trip propagation delay between transmitters and receivers is equal to d - 1 slots, 
then d interleaved copies of the above multiple-channel free-access CRAs are operated. The 
first algorithm operates in slots 0 , d, 2d,...; the second algorithm operates in slots 1, d +1, 
2d + 1; and so on. For large propagation delays, the implementation advantage of free- 
access over blocked-access algorithms can be substantial, since all users have to monitor the 
evolution of d concurrent algorithms for the blocked-access algorithms.
A detailed description of the operation of this particular CRA and a rigorous theoretical 
analysis of the delay and throughput performance can be found in [TAN 89] and [TAN 93]. 
Here we present an overview of the analysis for the delay and throughput.
Throughput Analysis
The objective of the throughput performance analysis is to determine the maximum 
achievable throughput of the multiple-channel free-access CRA described earlier, under the 
assumption of infinite user population. The new packet arrival point process is assumed to 
be Poisson, with rate X packets per slot. The analysis is the same for both cases of zero 
propagation delay and of significant propagation delay. The properties of what is called the 
Collision Resolution Interval (CRI) play an important role in the analysis of CRAs. A CRI 
is defined as the time period from the start of the slot where the initial collision(s) occurs up 
to and including the slot when the initial collision(s) have been resolved. CRIs can be 
nested, and a CRI that is part of a larger CRI is called a sub-CRI, where a CRI which is not
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a sub-CRI of any other CRI is called a CRI from scratch. The following throughput 
analysis is similar to that in [MATH85] for the single channel CRA.
For a generic CRI from scratch, let U denote the number of packets transmitting in the first 
slot. So U is a Poisson random variable, with mean X. Moreover let Y(U) denote the 
random length of this CRI and let L# = E[Y(U) /  U = N  ] denote its expected length given 
that U = N. Define the generating functions L(z) and L*(z) of the sequence {Ln  } by
Then L* (X) is the unconditional mean length of a CRI from scratch. A packet input rate X is 
defined to be a. stable throughput rate if L* (X) is finite. Since the mean length of a CRI 
from scratch is an upper bound on the average packet delay, it follows that average packet 
delays are finite at stable throughput rates.
Since Y (0) =Y (1) = 1, it follows that
L* ( z) = e ZL ( z) (4.1)
Lo = L !  = 1. (4.2)
Taking the Poisson generating function of (4.1) with the above initial conditions yields the 
following functional equation forL* (z)
L* (z) - 0L* (X+ z/Q) = 1 + 0 L* (X)f(z) + L* d)(X)g (z), (4.3)
with initial conditions
L* (0) = 1, (4.4)
L* d)(0 ) = 0, (4.5)
where
/(z) = -(l+z/(2)e-z/Q, (4.6)
g(z) = - z  er^O. , (4.7)
and
(4.8)
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Hence, by setting z = A and solving for L* fi)(A), we get,
where
(4.9)
So for L* ^(A) to be positive and finite , n(X) < 1 must be satisfied. Therefore,
A<<2-1 (4.10)
is the limit on the packet rate.
Finally, using (4.9) with the initial conditions of (4.4), for z = A, the following expression 
for L* ( A) is obtained,
Hence Amax is the maximum stable throughput packet rate over the Q channels for the CRA 
under consideration, and can be determined numerically from (4.12).
Delay Analysis
The average packet session delay is determined using the following Law of Large Numbers 
(LLN) consideration. The average session delay is obtained by taking the sum of the random 
session delays of all packets which are successfully transmitted over a sequence of M  CRIs 
from scratch, divided by the random number of these packets in the limit as M  tends to 
infinity. Since the sequence of M CRIs from scratch evolve in a statistically independent 
manner due to the Poisson arrival process, the LLN can be applied here. Then, the number
where
1 -  n( X)
m =  0
{[ 1 -  ji( X)Q“m+ (X/Q)n( X)Q-2m] . e^U)Q"
This is valid for all values of A such that fi( X) ^  Q'1. Therefore Amay is the solution of
P (  ^ max ) — Q (4.12)
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of packets successfully transmitted in the sequence of M CRIs is, in the limit as M  tends to 
oo, almost surely equal to X. M.L* ( A,). Let Jn  be the expected value of the sum of the 
session delays of all packets successfully transmitted in a CRI from scratch given that N  
packets initiate this CRI. Define the generating functions of the sequence {Jn  } as
~  N
J (z )  =
N = 0
/* (  z) = e-z/ (  z) (4
Then M.J *( X) is the unconditional expected value of the sum of the session delays of all 
packets which are successfully transmitted over a sequence of M  CRIs from scratch. So, 
using the LLN, the sum of all session delays of all packets which are successfully 
transmitted over a sequence of M  CRIs from scratch is, in the limit, almost surely equal to 
M.J *(A). Hence, the average packet session delay Ds is given by
_ r  M.J*(X) J*(X)■ -....  D-= lim/  m->ooX . m . l * U )  x . l *(X)  (414)
An expression for L* (X) was derived earlier, so in order to compute the delay, J  *(A) has to 
be determined. It was shown in [TAN 92] that J  *(A) is given by solving the functional 
equation
J  *(z) - QJ *( X + z/Q ) = QJ *( X)f (z) + [1 + /  *(D( X)]g (z) + z + p(z), (4.15)
with initial conditions
J*  (0) = J *  (1) (0) = 0, (4.16)
where
/(z ) = - ( l + z / 0 e-^G , (4.17)
g(z) = - ze~z/Q, (4.18)
p(z) = z(l -  t z/Q ){L*(X + z / Q ) ~  e ^ QL* ( X)
(4.19)
This solution, at z = X, yields the following expression for J  *(A):
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J * ( X)  = L * (k )
R(g,X)[ l+RG>(p,X)] 
1 - R (I)(g,X)
+ R(p,X)
(4.20)
where, for any function/ ( . ) ,
oo
R a>(f,z) = X  \J°}(K +  zQ‘m)
m = 0
and
m = 0
0, m = 0
Combining (4.14) and (4.20), yields the following expression for the average delay
R(g, X)[l +R(1) (p, X)]
(4.21)
1
I - R a> (g, X)
Explicit expressions for the terms in (4.22) are given in Appendix /.
+  R(p, X)
(4.22)
Stability of the CRA
For protocol operation to remain stable at all times, the throughput per channel must always
remain below the channel capacity, Xmax • This is defined in [TAN 89] as a function of Nr, 
and is plotted in Fig. 4.11.
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Fig. 4.11 Channel Capacity Vs No of Parallel Channels
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We can see that the channel capacity reaches a maximum of 0.402 at Nr = 3, and then starts 
decreasing rapidly as the number of parallel channels is increased. This defines an upper 
limit on the number of possible channels that can be used with throughput high enough for 
satisfactory operation.
4 .7 .2 .2  Problems with Tree CRA Random Access
In principle, Tree CRA -type protocols appear to have capacity and stability advantages over 
ALOHA random access, and appear to be attractive solutions, especially for fixed length data 
messages traffic. However, in implementations, they are occasionally subject to deadlocks 
in the presence of incorrect channel observation, due mainly to the highly structured nature 
of the collision resolution process[MASS81]. In satellite channels, the need of interleaving 
that we discussed earlier, might lead to latency delay problems, which can only be eliminated 
at the expense of maximum stable throughput. Finally, they tend to suffer from the 
implementation complexity and inherent inefficiency that causes problems in all slotted 
systems (e.g. Slotted ALOHA) and are not very suited for variable length traffic loads. All 
these factors tend to offset the potential advantages that one would expect from a purely 
analytical comparison. However, the Tree CRA discussed in detail earlier might be a 
suitable choice for particular traffic scenarios, as we see in the next Chapter.
4.8. SUMMARY
A review of established approaches to satellite and VSAT network multi-access has been 
presented. This has been by no means a complete survey of all the available schemes, but 
rather a selection of representative solutions to the problem of sharing the satellite channel 
resource. We have focused on the analysis of throughput, delay and stability performance 
for ALOHA and Tree CRA based protocols, and a discussion of some of the advantages and 
limitations these schemes poses, and some implementation considerations. The next Chapter 
deals with the performance evaluation of these schemes in particular traffic scenarios, and 
with ways they can be used in a more complex set-up to accommodate different traffic types 
with reasonable efficiency.
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Chapter 5
Multiple Access Performance 
Evaluation for Multiservice VSAT 
Networks
This Chapter deals with the performance evaluation and optimisation (using 
analysis and simulation) of some of the access schemes discussed earlier, in 
specific traffic scenarios. We focus on efficient ways of partitioning the 
available bandwidth so that we can accommodate a mix of packet-type and 
stream-type services. Various traffic mixes are considered, from variable type 
data-only services to integrated voice & data service provision. The analysis 
includes investigation of the use of a novel free-access, multiple channel CRA 
and modifications of the Selective Reject Aloha protocol that make key 
parameters such as the subpacket size or the retransmission strategy adaptive to 
changing traffic loads._________________________________________________
5.1. INTRODUCTION
The performance of multiple access protocols for both packet data and “real-time” or “time- 
constrained” applications, such as voice transmission, is examined next. We investigate the 
problem of integrating low-bit-rate coded speech in a VSAT satellite environment and 
conclude by a re-examination of the general approaches to the multiple access problem that 
could enable VSAT systems to support a wider range of services.
We focus on random access optimisation and efficient ways of partitioning the available 
bandwidth (in either Frequency or Time Domain) so that we can accommodate a mix of 
services. As there is no single “optimum” multiple access scheme for all traffic scenarios, 
we choose a few typical VSAT scenarios and investigate the performance of access protocols 
that appear to be most suitable for each case. The integration of voice and data over the same 
channel is not considered here, but will be treated in the following Chapter. We assume that 
the same star VSAT network is used in all cases and consider three traffic scenarios:
1. Transmission of variable length data messages. These include small, one-packet 
data transmissions, medium size interactive data, and longer file transfers.
2. A mix of file transfer reservations and voice calls.
3. Traffic consisting of various data services and occasional voice call requests.
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5.2 . METHODOLOGY & SIMULATION CONSIDERATIONS
5.2 .1  Justification for Using Simulation
The main tools used in the study of the performance of communication networks are analysis 
techniques and simulation [KLEI93]. Analytical models can be developed to support the 
validity of simulation models, but there are difficulties in using analysis for detailed 
performance studies. Analytical models are generally limited to homogeneous traffic 
models, and, for variable message length systems, they require exponential assumptions for 
tractability. In most cases a mathematical model will only lead to an algorithmic or numerical 
approximation result, and not explicit performance expressions. Furthermore, it is 
extremely difficult to obtain the detailed performance statistics (such as delay distributions) 
that are of great importance in the design of packet networks. These are readily available 
from processing results from simulation runs of network models [LAW 82], [WATS88].
Another great advantage of simulation techniques is the fact that it is very easy to modify the 
model parameters and investigate their effect on the system performance [GRAY80]. Since 
most channel access protocols are often modified, with experience, using heuristic 
measures, such as various retransmission backoff policies in random access and queue 
management policies in demand assignment, the flexibility of simulation models makes it 
possible to incorporate these changes and study their effect [JOSE88]. Trying to do so in 
analysis is usually not possible, as basic premises of the analytical model are often 
invalidated by these changes, so a completely new model has to be developed after every 
change.
For all these reasons, the main tool used for the performance evaluation is discrete-event 
simulation, and in particular the BONeS Designer simulation package [COMD93]. This was 
developed for this specific purpose and is both flexible and efficient in building network 
models and processing performance results from simulation runs.
5 .2 .2  Simulation Model Input
The inputs to all the system models we consider are the various traffic source models. A 
detailed discussion of traffic source modelling for a VSAT system was given in Chapter 3.
5 .2 .3  Simulation M ethodology
The main objective of the simulation process is to determine channel access delay and 
throughput as a function of traffic load on the channel. The multiaccess protocol operates at 
the link level in terms of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model [ISO 
94], but it is also necessary to incorporate network level acknowledgement and flow control
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procedures at the remote stations, and these also have an effect on the overall delay messages 
experience. The structure of the simulation models therefore incorporates both link and 
network level processes at each VSAT.
It is important to retain generality in the discussion, so that the performance comparison is 
based on fair criteria. The protocols are described in terms of a standard broadcast channel 
environment in which VSATs can independently determine the success or failure of their 
transmissions. A VSAT network is logically equivalent to a broadcast channel since the hub 
is assumed to receive and rebroadcast acknowledgement and control information on the 
Hub-to-VSAT TDM channel. The same basic model can be used for both star and mesh 
configurations, provided the appropriate propagation delay is assumed.
In general, we can think of the simulation program as the asynchronous execution of N 
remote station logic flow diagrams (N being the number of VSATs), interrupt driven by 
message arrival, channel feedback and decision events. The output of all stations is 
combined to determine the success or failure of each transmission, and this information is 
used to provide acknowledgement and control status to each remote station process. We use 
a particular type of simulation technique, discrete-event simulation, in which, instead of 
examining the channel status continually, a status check is only triggered when a particular 
event occurs. This method is particularly advantageous in modeling asynchronous channels 
because computer time is not wasted examining idle periods, which would be a very 
demanding and expensive computational task [LAW 82].
Three conceptually separable processes can represent the station’s logic, although sometimes 
they are not distinguishable in the model implementation: the supervision, transmit/receive 
and channel observation process.
• The supervision process is responsible for controlling the entry of new arriving 
messages into the station input queue and for starting transmit process of one or more 
of these messages. It deals with flow control to ensure that the network remains in a 
stable mode.
• The transmit/receive process contains the basic channel access logic of the 
multiaccess protocol and is responsible for the transmission and retransmission of 
messages until they are successful, for receiving acknowledgement and feedback 
information and for dealing with tasks such as sub-packetisation, time stamping etc. 
A number (determined by the flow control strategy) of parallel transmit/receive 
processes can be active at a particular VSAT at any time.
• The channel observation process keeps track of channel feedback and returns 
information to the supervision and transmission processes, which are driven by these 
feedbacks and by new message arrivals.
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The same basic supervisory logic is used for all multiple access protocols. A simple flow 
diagram of the main steps is shown in Fig. 5.1. New messages are generated(by one or 
more traffic sources) at random at each remote station based on predetermined probability 
distributions. For a finite-size buffer, if the arriving messages find the buffer full they are 
discarded, otherwise they are queued for transmission either in a FIFO queue or based on 
specific priorities determined by the type of service. After processing a message the 
supervision process returns to an idle state. After a successful transmission, the number of 
occupied buffers and active transmit processes are updated, and the message that has reached 
the head of the queue is forwarded to the transmit process.
Interrupt from Transmit Process 
| Successful Message
Is K < Km ax ?
Is W < Wmax ?
K = Buffer Size 
W = Window Size
Are there \  
Msgs. Queued 
for TX? y
New Message 
Interrupt .
K = K-1 
W = W-1
K = K+1
Discard Message
IDLE STATE
START TRANSMIT 
PROCESS
Queue Message for 
Later Transmission
Move First Msg.
for TX 
Update Queue
Fig.5.1 Generic Supervision Process Flow Chart
The transmit/receive and channel observation processes are different for each multiaccess 
protocol. We discuss these processes using the ALOHA protocol as an example. Fig. 5.2 
shows the transmit process for ALOHA (slotted and unslotted).
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Fig. 5.2 Transmit Process for ALOHA
In a VSAT network using the ALOHA access scheme for the satellite channel the following 
sequence of events takes place during a message transmission:
1. A new message is passed to the transmission process from the supervisory 
process, as was discussed earlier.
/
2. The message is processed and the required overheads for network and link level 
addressing and the RF acquisition preamble are appended.
3. The message is transmitted on the channel, and an interval timer is started.
4. The time-out period TTO is typically set just above the channel feedback delay. 
This is equal to the duration of the transmitted message plus the channel propagation 
delay.
5. If the message arrives successfully at the destination, a positive 
Acknowledgement(ACK) is send to the transmitting station via the backhaul channel. 
Provided this arrives before the time-out period, the transmit process cancels the TTO
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and the VSAT knows that the message was successful. It is know ready to accept 
new messages for processing.
6. If the time-out expires and no ACK is received, the transmitter assumes the 
message was not successful (either due to collision or corruption). It then begins the 
retransmission process. The random delay before retransmission is obtained from a 
pre-determined distribution.
Fig. 5.3 shows the channel observation process for ALOHA. The process is normally in an 
idle state and is interrupted by every successful transmission on the channel. If the message 
is addressed to that station it is accepted and transferred to the appropriate terminal. If a 
positive ACK is received for a station’s transmission (star) or the station observes its own 
message (mesh) the transmit process is identified and interrupted. The observation process 
returns to the idle stage and waits for the next successful transmission.
Interrupt from 
Successful 
Transmission
YES
NO
NO
YES
Interrupt to  
Transm it Process
Correct 
Destination 
. ID ?
r  Tx ID = 
VSAT ID ?
(This Station 
k TX?)
Transfer Msg. to  
Data Sink
IDLE STATE
SUCCESSFUL
TRANSMISSION
Fig. 5.3 Channel Observation Process for ALOHA
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5 .2 .4  Performance Evaluation - Criteria and Simulation Objectives
The general criteria in comparing the performance of multiaccess protocols were discussed in 
an earlier section. We focus here on the specific performance measures we aim to obtain 
from our models, and the specific statistical information that can be used in the network 
design. The use of powerful simulation tools makes an enormous amount of information 
about the performance of a network available to the network designer. Selecting the most 
important information and processing it in a way that is really useful in the network design is 
no easy task, and sometimes is as important as the task of building a particular model.
Apart from the basic performance characteristic of delay as a function of throughput, there 
are other parameter relationships that can prove very important in the network design. For 
example, it is necessary to determine the effect on both delay and throughput, of increasing 
the number of active VSATs, or, alternatively, of increasing the traffic load of a fixed size 
network. Other useful measures are the total channel traffic (successful messages + 
retransmissions), the queueing delay a message experiences before it is transmitted for the 
first time, the average number of backlogged VSATs (stations in a retransmission mode), the 
average number of retransmissions (and their distribution) a packet experiences before it is 
successful, the fraction of messages that suffer no collision, etc. Also, apart from the mean 
delay, other distribution statistics are useful, such as the probability of exceeding a certain 
percentile level (e.g. 95%) and the maximum delay messages experience. Composite 
message length distributions are very valuable as well, as the distribution of the retransmitted 
messages in a random access system would be different from that of new messages. Note 
that most of these statistical parameters can only be obtained from simulation runs. 
Statistical results are gathered by simulating the generation of messages, and tagging these 
with a number of fields or attributes, such as the message type, priority, length, origin and 
destination, and by time stamping it at desired points of the model (such as time of entry into 
a queue or time of successful transmission). By inserting probes at the relevant points of 
interest (e.g. when a message leaves the system) we can gather all this information, and 
obtain statistical measures of performance at the end of a simulation run [COMD93].
An important (and often overlooked) aspect of performance is channel stability. Since we 
deal with a system in which unsuccessful messages are fed back to the channel for 
retransmission, for a given user population and traffic source mix, there will be a value of 
the retransmission waiting time below which the system becomes unstable. It is important to 
design a system with safeguards against this possibility. The results given here are for the 
stable, steady-state system performance. In order to investigate the system stability it is 
necessary to examine the operation over a sufficiently long period of time. A more efficient 
alternative way to do this is to apply a “stress test”, i.e. start with a system in completely 
backlogged condition under heavy load and see if it would be possible to gradually return to
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a stable, uncongested mode. Tests of this type are necessary in cases where we try to 
optimise the retransmission procedure of a random access scheme.
5.3. VARIABLE LENGTH DATA TRAFFIC SCENARIO
We next turn our attention to specific studies of network performance. In the first case, we 
do not have to deal with the complications of multimedia traffic so we can focus on 
techniques that rely a lot more on random access than on channel reservations. Since VSAT 
systems were originally developed to deal with bursty, packet data traffic, there is a vast 
amount of literature discussing multiple access schemes for this type of traffic scenario 
[RAY87a,b], [JOSE88], [ABRA90]. Some of these are considered here, and one of the 
criteria for our selection is the applicability of modified versions of these schemes in the 
random access part of the more complex protocols that we will later investigate for other 
traffic loads. We start by investigating the performance of Aloha and SREJ Aloha, 
discussed in the previous chapter.
5 .3.1 Channel and Protocol Parameters
The type of service we consider is a typical interactive, inquiry/response-type data traffic 
scenario, with relatively low and bursty traffic volume at each station. In general, for a 
random access scheme to be a feasible choice, the average data rate at the stations needs to be 
orders of magnitude lower than the available channel speed [MASS81]. For simplicity, we 
assume only a single terminal is connected to each VSAT, although it will not be difficult to 
extend our analysis to the case of several terminals multiplexed at each VSAT. Three typical 
VSAT modem rates are considered, 64, 16 and 8 Kbits/s. Table 5.1 shows the traffic 
parameters used.
5 .3 .2  Results and Discussion
Fig. 5.4 shows the Delay/Throughput performance characteristics of Aloha, Slotted Aloha 
and SREJ-Aloha, while Fig.5.5 shows the mean and 95% delay performance versus 
network size. We can see that SREJ-Aloha clearly outperforms the other protocols. Note 
that the throughput considered is the effective or net throughput which does not include 
subpacketisation overheads. The total SREJ-Aloha channel throughput is higher than this. 
Fig. 5.6 shows how SREJ-Aloha compares with a Dynamic Reservation Aloha system. 
Clearly for lower traffic loads, it represents a better and much simpler choice.
The advantage of using a SREJ approach is further demonstrated by Figs. 5.7 which 
compare the new and retransmitted message length distributions for two message arrival 
rates. We see that the retransmitted message distribution is more heavily biased towards the 
single-packet case (45 and 50%) than the new message distribution (28%). If conventional 
Aloha was used, messages suffering only single subpacket collision would still have to be
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retransmitted in their entirety and, although approximately the same number of message 
collisions would take place, the distribution of the retransmited messages would be biased 
towards longer messages.
Another important performance advantage is the apparent insensitivity of SREJ Aloha to the 
new message length distribution. This is particularly important when the input traffic 
consists of a wide variety of applications that could have different lengths, e.g. single-packet 
messages, very long file transmissions, and a mix of uniform and exponentially distributed 
medium-size data messages.
Having demonstrated the superior performance of SREJ-Aloha for this scenario, the next 
step would be to try to optimise its performance by appropriately adjusting the various
protocol parameters.
Jt- r iH A W T ! pai?a\ain*H*p<
Number of VSATs
Interactive Terminals per VSAT
New Message Arrival Rate
New Message Length Distribution
Average Message Length
Maximum Message Length
Slot Guard Time (G) (Slotted Protocols)
Channel Rate
Single-hop Propagation Delay
N = l 0 - l 0 0  
l
O.l Msg/s
Truncated Exponential 
800 bits ( l00 bytes) 
2048 bits (256 bytes) 
G =32 bits (4 bytes)
8, 16, 64 Kbits/s 
dp = 0.27 sec
PR O TO C O L PAJKcAiVXxL J.
Modem Acquisition Preamble (P)
Link Level Overhead(L2)/Packet-Subpacket 
Network Level Overhead(L3) / Message 
Retransmission Delay
P =32 bits (4 bytes)
L2=56 bits (7 bytes)
L3=64 bits (8 bytes)
Optimised for stable operation for each load
E>ATA PACKET PARAMETERS
ALOHA Packet
Slotted ALOHA Packet 
Slot Size
OivlZiJ i dCKCl J^L ^
SREJ Subpacket (S) 
SREJ Subpacket Size
Variable Length Data + L2 + L3 + P
Fixed Length Data(+ Filler) + L2 + L3 + P = 2200 bits 
Slotted ALOHA Packet + G = 2232 bits
Multiple, Fixed Length Subpackets 
S = Fixed Data length + L2 + P 
Optimised based on the value of L
Table 5.1
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5 .3 .3  SREJ Aloha Optimisation
Several crucial design options are apparent that can significantly affect the system’s 
performance. Two of the most important parameters are the subpacket size and the 
retransmission policy (and mean retransmission delay) for collided packets.
5 .3 .3 .1  Subpacket Size
The choice of subpacket size is critical, as it plays a major part in the protocol’s performance. 
This is demonstrated by Fig. 5.8, which shows the delay/throughput characteristics for the 
same traffic load for different subpacket sizes. The choice of the best subpacket size 
involves achieving a balance from conflicting criteria and is fairly sensitive to the input traffic 
load. Clearly, by dividing a message to very small subpackets we decrease the probability of 
the collision per subpacket, and therefore limit the number of packets we need to retransmit 
every time (as we only retransmit collided subpackets). However, the need to add overhead 
for each subpacket (which is independent of the actual subpacket size) means that the 
efficiency (i.e. net throughput) is decreased with decreasing subpacket size.
In the analysis in [RAYC87a] an appropriate robust “optimum” subpacket size is chosen and 
then the protocol’s performance is evaluated with the subpacket size kept fixed. However, 
the optimum subpacket size only applies to a particular traffic load and network size, and in a
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real network implementation the various stations will not cany homogeneous traffic. 
Clearly, in an environment where the traffic load changes with time, it would make sense to 
adaptively adjust the subpacket size to ensure the best possible performance. We next 
suggest a waywith which this can be achieved.
_c
3.52.5
Fig. 5.8 Effect of Subpacket Length
By monitoring the new message arrival rate, the mean message size and the collision 
statistics (e.g. number of VSATs in backlogged(retransmission) mode) the NMC chooses a 
subpacket size that is close to optimum for stable operation and broadcasts this information 
to all active users. Any new messages entering the system are packetised using the updated 
information. This update can be done on a regular, periodic basis (at time intervals the 
stations expect) or whenever predetermined load values are reached. A look-up table, 
derived from analysis and performance measurements, can be a simple way to implement 
this. An implementation of a staircase or sigmoid function using a simple neural network 
configuration might be a more elaborate but rather more difficult way to do this.
Fig. 5.9 shows the effect of subpacket size on the mean data message delay as the load 
changes. We can use this type of plot to establish the subpacket size which results in 
minimum average delays for a particular channel data rate for example, and can use this 
information to adjust the subpacket size with changing capacity allocations.
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5 .3 .3 .2  Retransmission Policy
The topic of optimising retransmission for ALOHA-type random access channels has been 
investigated in the literature in the past, e.g. [LAM 75], and a number of backoff policies 
have been suggested in order to ensure stable operation. Backoff techniques are based on 
adaptation of mean retransmission delay as a function of the number of successive collisions 
experienced by each message.
In [RAYC90] it was shown that, for Aloha channels, the step-function backoff might be a 
better choice from the well-known exponential backoff policy. The reason is that in such an 
environment, one or two successive collisions do not imply network congestion, and step 
backoff tends to delay the onset of retransmission rate reduction until several successive 
collisions have been experienced.
We compare the performance of our network for two alternative retransmission policies:
1. Negative exponential random waiting time - No backoff.
2. Uniformly distributed waiting time W=U[0, Xr(r)], with step-function backoff, 
where the step function is:
Ar(r) = < „ „ „
1 \ r{R),r = R
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We first need to choose the best value of R for our system, and simulation of the system 
shows that R=4 offers slightly better performance, although the effect of the variation of R is 
not that significant. We then investigate the performance of a modified version of the above
policy, in which Xr(f) is made adaptive to the load intensity defined earlier. In optimising
Xr(r) VSATs can use the feedback information used earlier in optimising the choice of 
subpacket length.
Fig. 5.10 shows the improved performance that the use of the adaptive step backoff has over 
simple exponentially distributed retransmission. Fig. 5.11, which represents a plot of the 
number of backlogged stations versus the channel throughput shows an even more important 
advantage of the second retransmission policy. We can see that as the number of backlogged 
stations is increased the throughput falls sharply if the non-adaptive retrasmission is used, 
but appears to be more stable in the load-adaptive step retransmission case.
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Note that the abnormal kinks in this plot are due to the fact that this represents a transient 
“time-snap” during the simulation, and not post-processed average results. The approach 
we follow in the investigation of adaptive retransmission techniques is very similar to the 
one recently suggested in [VLEU94] for Aloha channels. However, that dealt with the 
simple, fixed-length Aloha case where it is possible to derive analytical expressions for the 
stability conditions and the relationship between throughput and backlog. This is not 
possible in the more complex case we investigate here, but the nature of plots like Fig. 5.11 
could be compared to the corresponding graphs in [VLEU94].
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5 .3 .4  SREJ Aloha with Implicit Reservation
In Chapter 4 we introduced an extension of SREJ-Aloha, SREJ/FCFS that was shown 
[RAYC89] to offer better performance for particular traffic loads. A comparison of the delay 
and throughput performance of SREJ-Aloha and SREJ-Aloha/FCFS for the same traffic load 
is shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13.
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Fig. 5.12 Delay Comparison SRE.T Aloha-SRE.T/FCFS
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We can see that SREJ-Aloha/FCFS supports a maximum throughput of 35% of the channel 
capacity as compared with 26% for SREJ-Aloha. If we alter the traffic characteristics to 
include longer file transfers the corresponding throughput and delay curves appear as shown 
in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15.
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Fig. 5.14 Delay Comparison SRE.T Aloha-SRE.T/FCFS
In this example 50% of the traffic comes from short interactive messages, uniformly 
distributed from 1 to 270 characters, whilst 50% derives from longer messages uniformly 
distributed from 270 to 900 characters. These longer messages make use of the reservation
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mode in that only the first 6 subpackets are transmitted in RA mode. Note the strange U- 
curve in the delay characteristic - this is discussed in more detail later but for small N is 
caused by having to wait for K different IDs to be seen before initiating retransmissions.
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Fig. 5.15 Normalized Throughput: SRE.T Aloha-SRE.T/FCFS
The main conclusions from these results are that the SREJ-Aloha/FCFS protocol can provide 
a significantly improved performance over a range of traffic models but, unlike the SREJ- 
Aloha scheme, implementation can be quite difficult, as it involves very precise scheduling 
between synchronous and asynchronous operation. It offers significant advantages for 
traffic consisting of a combination of very long file transfer and small/medium size 
interactive message transmission, but for time-constrained systems and situations where the 
duration of the transmission cannot be determined a priori it does not appear to be a suitable 
choice.
5 .3 .4 .1  Simulations o f a 9.6 KBits/s Channel
Simulations were performed for a 9.6 KBits/s channel, as was initially proposed for the 
CODE system as we wished to compare these schemes against other schemes that had been 
suggested at the time [NESB89], [FERN89].
Interactive Data Traffic
The first scenario was an inquiry/response system in which inbound messages had a mean 
of 100 characters with a 300 character response. Each terminal was assumed to generate an 
average of 20 transactions/hour (0.0056 messages/sec/terminal) and a mean response time of 
between 2 to 5 seconds was considered reasonable with 95% better than lOsecs. After
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allowing for various processing delays plus satellite path delay we estimated that the 
response time would be 1.7sec + the random access delay quoted in all subsequent figures. 
Simulation runs were not continued once these figures were exceeded which explains why 
some of the following curves appear incomplete.
The first choice was to select the subpacket size, L, where L = Preamble + Header + Data. 
We assumed a fast acquisition modem with a preamble of 4 characters and a compact header 
of 5 characters - these remained fixed during simulations in which L was varied. The 
choice of an optimum subpacket length is governed by a tradeoff between stability or system 
capacity, low transmission delay at medium channel load and throughput (which lower limits 
the subpacket size). We determined that L = 35 characters, out of which 9 are header + 
preamble, could support 285 terminals with a 0.2 maximum throughput. This subpacket 
size was used in all the simulations from now on.
We varied the retransmission policy and found little difference between a uniform or 
negative exponential distribution of retransmission times - we thus selected an exponential 
distribution, mean 0.5 sec, in subsequent experiments. It is possible to increase the system 
capacity at the expense of mean transmission delay by selecting a longer mean waiting time 
before retransmission.
We also examined the effect of message length distributions - at low traffic the differences 
were slight (dominated by retransmission delays etc.) but at higher traffic the increased delay 
with increased variance became apparent - the throughput was not significantly altered. 
Results are shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Fig. 5.16 Effect of Message Distribution on Delay Performance
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In the SREJ-Aloha/FCFS scheme the choice of K, the number of distinct messages IDs 
needed to initiate an RI is of importance.
Delay characteristics for K =1,3,5 are shown in Fig. 5.17a,b.
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Fig. 5.17a Effect of K on Delay & Throughput
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Fig. 5.17b Effect of K on Delay & Throughput
We can see that small K gives lower transmission delays at the expense of system capacity. 
Plotting delay vs throughput indicates that a throughput of over 0.3 (= 440 terminals) can be 
achieved with K = 5 whereas K = 1 limits us to 390 terminals. These differences are not
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dramatic and thus most applications would probably choose K = 1 or 2 to benefit from a 
lower transmission delay.
-B- Mean, K = 4 
-+■ 95%, K=1 
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Fig. 5.18 Effect of K on 95% Delay
The 95th percentiles, shown in Fig. 5.18, are however different as with larger K the longer 
the waiting time for an unsuccessful packet to be retransmitted in the next triggered RI and 
with a lower number of terminals a few long delays dominate the 95%. It can be seen that 
K=1 outperforms K=4 up to a certain traffic at which point it degrades quickly due to more 
retransmissions whereas K=4 degrades more slowly.
The choice of K also affects the length of the RI as once initiated it is used to transmit all 
subpackets queued for retransmission. The fraction of the time devoted to the RI should 
only weakly depend on K except that with lower K implying more frequent but shorter 
intervals the effect of idle times become more important. The maximum duration of a RI 
should be linear in K but some messages generated after the K^1 and before the start of the 
RI are stacked for transmission within the RI thus adding some random component.
Comparing the two schemes, SREJ-Aloha and SREJ-Aloha/FCFS operating under similar 
choices of subpacket length etc., we can see that SREJ-Aloha/FCFS outperforms the other 
especially at higher channel loadings. In the scenario considered we can provide comparable 
service to 40% more terminals (400 Vs 285) based on mean response times. If the 95^ 
percentile is used then this allows an improvement of over 50% in system capacity (300 vs 
140 terminals).
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Mixed Transaction/File Transfer
In this scenario we assumed 50% traffic to be short (100 character mean uniform distribution 
50-150 characters) and 50% from longer transfers (mean 600 uniform 200-1000 characters). 
The message arrival rate was again fixed at 20 transactions/hr/terminal. The maximum 
number of subpackets NR transmitted during the RI is such that if M = message length in 
subpackets then M < NR for interactive and M > NR for file transfer giving NR = 8 
subpackets. Again SREJ-Aloha/FCFS outperforms SREJ-Aloha as can be seen from the 
delay characteristics where the later can barely support 75 terminals compared with 220 of 
the former. The throughput increases linearly with the number of terminals as the fraction of 
time occupied by the RI increases.
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5 .3 .4 .2  Voice & Data Integration
Treating packetised low bit rate speech (in this case < 9.6kb/s) like data packets is not 
attractive - the SREJ-Aloha/FCFS imposes an average delay of 700ms to which must be 
added processing delays. SREJ-Aloha is better with a delay of 400ms. These delays 
however include retransmissions which would be better discarded for speech - an additional 
field in the subpacket header would indicate no-retransmission.
An alternative scheme is to make exclusive use of the retransmission interval whenever a 
terminal wishes to transmit speech - only a short reservation is made in the asynchronous 
mode and the packetised speech is transmitted during the following synchronous mode. 
Since the duration of the speech burst is not known in advance it is necessary to include a
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reservation message in each asynchronous interval during the speech burst and to accept the 
waste of the final, unused, RI. The value of K must be set to 1.
The length of the RI is a crucial design choice - the asynchronous interval between two RIs 
must be sufficient to transmit the next reservation message but the synchronous interval must 
be long enough to give an efficient channel and to decrease the delay. This can be seen from 
Fig. 5.20 where RI < 0.54 - TR- Ts.
^ ............. 0 .54 se c  +T R ............ -►
Fig. 5.20 Use of RI for Speech Packet Transmision
The first reservation message would be longer (giving call information) than the subsequent 
messages just holding the channel. Other stations may attempt to transmit during the random 
interval separating two RIs - given the short duration of the asynchronous interval this 
should not prevent the system from detecting the forthcoming speech. However it is 
possible that the reservation message is destroyed in which case the station enters the 
backlogged state for a random time. If the reservation message was transmitted without the 
usual guard time Tg following the RI then the first subpacket should not experience a 
collision.
5.4 . DATA MESSAGE AND VOICE CALL TRAFFIC MIX
In this case we consider a traffic scenario consisting of three types of service:
1. Small Size Data Message Transmission: Typically single packet messages. These 
could be updates of the value of a particular quantity (e.g. share price) or specific 
requests from a central database (e.g. number of items in stock).
2. File Transfer Transmission: Connections for file transfer or other relatively long 
data transmission (e.g. complete list of prices for items on sale).
3. Voice Calls: Typically business calls of short duration (e.g. a mean call time of 
120 sec), using low-bit-rate coded voice for efficient use of channel capacity.
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Different classes of traffic have different performance requirements. Stream-type traffic 
(voice calls, file transfer) usually require a collision-free allocated channel, while random 
access transmission could work well with small data messages. It is therefore necessary to 
develop an access scheme that accommodates all traffic classes in an efficient way. One way 
of treating this problem is to develop a combined random access / channel reservation 
protocol and try to make it adaptive to changing traffic mix.
There are a number ways the satellite bandwidth can be allocated, and the service the 
network must provide determines which is the best choice. There are also other factors that 
affect the choice of allocation scheme, such as the complexity of implementation and the 
network architecture.
Some of the channel allocation options are listed below, in an order of increasing 
complexity:
• The bandwidth is divided into identical sub-channels, and a fixed number of these 
is allocated for random access and reservation requests while the remaining sub­
channels are available for stream traffic connections. The partitions are determined by 
the expected traffic load. A special case of this would be to define a single random 
access channel for reservations and make the rest available for connections.
• There are no predetermined reservation, voice or data message channels. 
Reservations take place over multiple channels, and the partition between the 
channels is dynamically determined according to changes in the traffic load. All 
channels are identical.
• Same as before, but message channels are not identical and do not have a 
predetermined bandwidth. The required bandwidth is reserved for each 
transmission.
The dynamic VSAT Access Protocol described next, resembles in some ways some earlier 
implementations such as C-PODA, used in SATNET [JAC079], in that it is a reservation 
scheme that dynamically re-assigns reservation channels for optimum performance. 
However, this particular protocol is different in the following aspects:
1. The VSATs use a low-cost antenna, with a gain of about 40dBi. This would limit 
the channel data rate to about 8Kbits/s for a 12 KHz bandwidth channelization 
[WILL94].
2. The expected message generation rate per VSAT is low, and short data messages 
(of the order of 1 Kbit) are anticipated. This means that it is impractical to reserve 
channels by piggybacking reservation requests on outgoing messages.
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3. The main protocol requirement is to support as many VSATs as possible with an 
“acceptable” message delay. (The term “acceptable” refers to the maximum 
requirements for a specified Quality of Service).
C O L L IS IO N
R E S O L U T IO N
A L G O R IT H M
Fig. 5.21 Integrated Adaptive Multiple Access Protocol
The protocol operation is split in two parts (Fig. 5.21):
• Channel Reservation: Users with long data messages or voice calls transmit their 
requests in this part of the protocol. A random access mode operates and a collision 
resolution scheme is used to resolve possible collisions of the request packets. The 
choice of the access scheme could be an important factor in the protocol’s overall 
performance.
• Message/Call Transmission: Successful requests enter a global queue (operating in 
a FCFS mode) for message or voice call channels, and when a suitable channel 
becomes available it is allocated for the duration of the transmission.
5.4 .1  Protocol Operation
The satellite channel of capacity B is subdivided into N  equal size channels, each having a 
capacity B/N . There are now Nr reservation, Nv voice channels and Nd data channels , 
such that Nr + Nv + Nd = N  (Fig. 5.22). Note that the terms “channel' and “sub­
channel' do not necessarily represent frequency allocation. Channel division may take place 
in either the time or frequency domain, or even using Spread Spectrum techniques.
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Fig. 5.22 VSAT Network Architecture 
5 .4 .1 .1  Packet Data Message Service
A message reservation request contains information about the message’s origin and 
destination ID, type (Short Data Message/File Transfer) and length. When a VSAT has a 
message to transmit, it monitors the status channel to find the identities of the current 
reservation channels and sends a reservation request over one of these (Fig. 5.21) The 
Network Management Centre (NMC), located at the Hub, assigns the Nm message channels 
to the VSATs whose reservation requests were successful. It also keeps track of how long 
each customer has been in service at each channel and how many requests are waiting to be 
served. Using this information, it can estimate what the backlog is at each channel at a 
specific time.
The VSAT then times out and waits for an Acknowledgement (ACK) from the NMC. If 
positive acknowledgement is not received within a pre-set period, the VSAT retransmits the 
request after a random waiting time. For slotted systems a guard time is used to compensate 
for the propagation delay difference for VSATs at different ends of a beam coverage 
[HANS 83].
When the Hub receives a reservation request, it assigns the message channel with the 
smallest backlog to it, calculates the time before backlog is cleared and returns ACK to the 
transmitting VSAT. The ACK contains the ID of the VSAT, the ID of the assigned message 
channel, and the holding time, dh, if known. The VSAT can start transmission on the 
assigned channel at the allocated time.
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5 .4 .1 .2  Voice Calls
If a successful voice call request arrives at the NMC and there are voice channels available, 
the NMC will assign the call to one of these and return an acknowledgement to the call 
originator. The ACK contains the ID of the originator and the IDs of the respective assigned 
inbound and outbound channels. For two-way voice communications and a star network 
architecture, voice channels have to be assigned in pairs, one from the outbound channels 
and one from the inbound channels. However, the inbound is much less congested than the 
outbound so we can assume that for every free outbound channel there is always a free 
inbound channel. The situation is simpler in a mesh system, where after the call set-up is 
completed, VSATs can do directly to each other. A voice request arriving when all call 
channels are busy will get a busy signal and will be cleared from the system (switching 
system with pre-determined blocking probability). There is always a trade-off between the 
data delay constraints and the call blocking probability, and this trade-off will be examined 
next.
A very important performance parameter that has to be optimised is the channel partition, 
Nr : Nv : Nm. The Hub must dynamically re-assign voice, data and reservation channels 
from the available channel pool so that the blocking probability of the voice traffic and the 
total average delay of the data traffic are minimised. It therefore has to estimate the voice
message arrival rate Av and the data message arrival rate A d , by counting the number of
successful requests for each type of message that have arrived in a given time interval. For a 
heavy traffic load, there should be more message channels so that the backlog is cleared, and 
fewer reservation channels, so that there is a limit on the system input. On the other hand, if 
traffic is light, more reservation channels should be allocated for optimum performance.
The analysis that follows will determine the optimal partition for a given set of Av and A j . .
The Hub can use such information to periodically select the optimum operation point for the 
system, and inform the VSATs of all channel re-assignments. In order to avoid any possible 
confusion, a waiting period, typically one round-trip propagation delay, is used before a re­
assignment is activated.
5 .4 .2  Performance Analysis
In this analysis of the protocol's performance, the delay characteristics for different message
arrival rates are obtained and the channel allocation ratio a  *=Vr /Nm. is optimised to
minimise end-to-end message delay. The optimum channel allocation ratio then defines the 
optimum system delay-throughput performance characteristic. We compare the performance 
of the system for three different random access schemes operating on the reservation
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channels: Aloha, Slotted Aloha and a new free-access CRA operating over multiple 
channels.
5 .4 .2 .1  Model Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the analysis of the protocol's performance:
1. Stations generate Poisson traffic with rates Av calls/s and Ad messages/s.
2. There are N  active VSATs and they randomly choose between the Nr reservation 
channels, for either a voice call or a data message transmission.
3. Each VSAT carries either one active message or one call at a particular time.
4. All reservation, message, and acknowledgement channels are error free (i.e. error 
rates are negligible).
5. Processing delays are negligible compared to the channel propagation delay.
6. Binary feedback information (Collision/No-collision) about the channel state can 
be transmitted to all users.
7. Both data and voice channels are assigned in a FCFS way. Voice channels operate 
in a “blocked calls cleared” mode.
8. Successful reservation requests arrive at the Hub in a Poisson manner, with rate 
Av+Ad. {Av,Ad are both i.i.d. Poisson R.V.’s).
9. Arriving data messages consist of a reservation part of length Tand an information
part of length p. For simplicity in the analysis, the reservation part is assumed to 
consist of one packet, with length equal to the channel slot size in slotted systems.
10. There is no restriction on the distribution of the voice call duration.
5 .4 .2 .2  Reservation Channel Delay
This is the time from the generation of a new reservation request to the time it arrives 
successfully at the NMC. The mean Reservation Delay, Dr , is the mean random access
delay over the satellite channel and delay expressions for the three protocols used here were 
given in Chapter 4.
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5 .4 .2 .3  Message Channel Delay
Successful reservation requests enter a global queue, identical to the arrival process of the 
reservation requests at the Hub, except for a time shift of dp slots. The message channel 
delay is therefore given by
Dm = dft + dg + d j  + dp (5.1)
where : dB = Queueing delay for the message in the global queue,
dp = Channel propagation delay,
dg = Guard time to compensate differences in propagation delay, 
d j -  Transmission delay of message on satellite channel.
In this protocol, the NMC assigns the channel with the minimum backlog to an arriving 
reservation request. This minimum-wait queueing system is equivalent to the standard 
M/G/s queue. There are exact expressions for the expected waiting time in an M/G/s 
system [CROM34], however a very good approximate expression is given in [BOXM79], 
with a maximum error of 3%. Using this, dB is given by
dB I r i + I f A Uo +  r i i _ i I
W m
3 \ q I AfoW + ACiXl-MK*)]
where:
(5.2)
»=0
A(S) = 5 + 1 3 P
1 + 1
25 + 1
^ v+1
-1 (5.3)
Nd(s) can be recursively computed using the method discussed in [LI 84], and Wm  is the 
waiting time of an M/M/s queue:
1 1 (sp r
WV = P
d - p ) 2 s s!
s - 1
(sp) , (sp)s 1
k! +
Lk = 0
s ’ ( 1 - p )
(5.4)
where: p = traffic intensity per channel = X(3 / s 
P = the average service time of the M/G/s system
The overall mean message delay is then given by
D — Dy + Dm (5.5)
where Dm and Dr were defined earlier.
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5 .4 .2 .4  Voice Channel Blocking Probability
Once a voice channel is assigned, it remains occupied until either side of the conversation
hangs up, and information about this status change arrives at the Hub. In this way, a total of 
2dp seconds is wasted for each voice channel re-assignment. Therefore, any successful
voice request will hold the channel for an average time of
where dv is the average call duration and the dg the guard time discussed earlier.
This is an M/G/s/s, s-server loss system, in which a blocked call is cleared from the queue. 
In such a system the blocking probability depends only on the mean of the service time 
[SCHW85] and is given by the Erlang-B formula:
The behaviour of the total average message delay D and the blocking probability PB can be 
studied as a function of the total input traffic and the channel partition ratios.
5 .4 .2 .5  Protocol Stability
For the system to remain stable the following two conditions must be satisfied:
\
(i). The random access protocols in the reservation channels must be stable. The 
conditions for stability were discussed in Chapter 4.
(ii). The global queue operating in the message channels, must remain stable. 
Therefore, the channel utilisation must always be less than unity, i.e.,
Dh — ( 2dp + dg + dy ) (5.6)
k=0
where
p = — [d + 2d + d ]r  v  g  L V  g  J
(5.7)
(5.8)
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5 .4 .2 . d Numerical Results & Discussion
Using the delay expressions defined earlier, the performance characteristics for the network 
are computed. The behaviour of the average data message delay and the voice call blocking 
probability are studied as a function of the total input traffic and the channel partition ratios. 
Fig. 5.23 represents the trade-off between the maximum throughput for voice and data for 
three voice call holding times. The total average normalised delay versus the channel 
allocation ratio a  =Ni/Nm is plotted, for a range of message and call arrival rates. This
gives the optimal operating points that are then used to find the normalised data message 
delay as a function of ocoptimal- Fig- 5.24 is an example of such a plot for the CRA, while
Fig. 5.25 is a plot of the total average normalised delay versus the channel allocation ratio 
for various message arrival rates for the CRA.
Fig. 5.26 compares the system performance for two traffic loads when the CRA, Aloha and 
Slotted Aloha operate on the reservation channels. Fig. 5.27 shows the normalised data 
message delay when the allocation ratio a* is optimal (obtained from the minimum of the 
curves in Fig. 5.25). Results are obtained for a range of message arrival rates and blocking 
probabilities of 2% for voice calls.
*  0.06
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Slot Size t  = 32 msec0.05 dv=1 00 sec
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dv=150 sec
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Data Message Arrival Rate (m sg/sec)
0.00 30.00 50.0040.00
Fig. 5.23 Max. Throughput for Voice and Data
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5.4 .3  Conclusions
The use of the CRA instead of conventional ALOHA or Slotted ALOHA, always reduces the 
average delays the users experience. An even more important feature of CRA is that the 
delay versus channel allocation ratio characteristics for CRA appear to be much smoother 
than for ALOHA; this could be a significant advantage for the NMC which has to 
dynamically optimise a. Even though ALOHA needs fewer reservation channels, it still has 
a delay higher than CRA. Furthermore, the delay and throughput performance of the CRA 
does not suffer for the stability limitations of ALOHA-type protocols. The assumptions on 
which the delay analysis of ALOHA is based, make the results given here for ALOHA an 
optimistic upper bound that would be impossible to achieve in a practical system 
implementation. Simulations show that a satisfactory operating point for an ALOHA-type 
protocol is at a 25% to 30% throughput backoff from the maximum theoretical capacity.
The only inherent assumption in the CRA analysis is that the global queue in the message 
channel delay has Poisson arrivals. In a more rigorous analysis this assumption has to be 
validated or corrected by studying the output performance statistics of the CRA, using 
simulation. A simplifying assumption in the analysis was that channels are error free. In a 
practical implementation bit error rates in the range of 10“5 - 10“^  are expected, so 
acknowledgement and transmission protocols have to be developed. Also, the effect of 
fading on satellite channels has to be accounted for in a more detailed analysis.
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5 .5 .  DATA SERVICES AND OCCASIONAL VOICE CALLS
A network of 100 VSATs is assumed, with a traffic mix of mainly interactive data traffic 
with occasional requests for voice calls. The SREJ Aloha access scheme discussed earlier is 
used, with its parameters dynamically optimised. The parameters used in the simulation are 
given in Table 5.2. Figs. 5.28, 5.29 show the performance of data messages for various 
available transmission rates (which correspond to particular maximum blocking probabilities 
for voice calls) as the new message arrival rate changes.
PROTOCOL PARAMETERS
Number of VSATs N =  100
Overall Capacity 128Kbits/s
Message Arrival Rate 0.05-1 msg/s
Message Distribution Trunc. Expon., Mean=800 bits
Subpacket Data I = 200-700 bits
Subpacket Overhead 0 = 1 2 0 bits
Table 5.2
3.
2 .
2 0 .
Fig. 5.28 Delav/Throughput Characteristics
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Fig. 5.29 Throughput Vs Arrival Rate
The network designer can use these results to estimate the mean and 95% data performance 
for a particular maximum voice call blocking probability, or alternatively determine how 
many voice calls we can offer if we set particular limits on the data message performance. 
The effect of adding new users or changing the traffic load can be estimated using a similar 
method. For example, using the information of Figs 5.28,5.29 and setting as requirements 
that the Mean Data Message Delay does not exceed 1.5 s and the Blocking Probability for 
voice calls is 5%, we can estimate the net throughput we can expect for a particular channel 
allocation and the maximum voice traffic that the network can support.
Figs. 5.30-5.33 show results for the network studied earlier. Various cases of voice 
compression are considered, in the range of 1.6 to 16 Kbits/s. Values for the Mean Opinion 
Score (MOS) results are taken from the literature [DIM093] and from some limited tests we 
performed. Clearly reducing the transmission rate increases the possible number of voice 
calls we can process, but also corresponds to a degradation in the quality of service. 
Depending on the type of application however, even very low bit rates could be tolerated. It 
is interesting to note that by using compressed speech at 8 Kbits/s instead of PCM at 64 
Kbits/s there is a possible 800% increase in the voice traffic for only a 10% degradation in 
the MOS result (Fig. 5.33).
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5.6. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
To achieve the best possible performance in a multiservice VSAT network, it is important to 
adopt a multiaccess protocol that suits a particular traffic mix. By making this protocol 
adaptive to changing traffic loads we can increase the efficiency of our system, but this 
always implies a more complex, expensive and possibly less robust implementation.
We have shown that for traffic consisting of a variety of data services random access 
protocols are acceptable, and that the SREJ-Aloha outperforms conventional Aloha, does not 
require time synchronisation and is not very sensitive to the message length distributions. 
We looked at how the system’s efficiency can be further improved by making key 
parameters such as the subpacket size and the waiting time before retransmission adaptive to 
the changes in the network load. We showed that an enhancement of SREJ-Aloha, that 
alternates between synchronous and asynchronous operation and employs collision-free 
retransmissions in a FCFS order, can offer much higher throughput, and would be more 
suitable for a traffic scenario that includes long file transfers. With suitable adjustments it 
could even be used for establishing stream-type traffic connections.
If, on the other hand, the network traffic consists of a mix of data messages and voice calls, 
a more suitable approach would be to divide the available bandwidth into reservation, 
message and voice channels and dynamically assign these to the users. Various possible 
random access schemes could be used in the channel reservation part of this system. It
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would be desirable to choose a scheme that not only offers acceptable delay and throughput, 
but also appears to be stable with changes in the traffic load, if we are to dynamically adjust 
the channel allocation for maximum efficiency. We showed that a proposed CRA has these 
properties and appears to have a number of advantages compared to conventional Aloha 
schemes.
Finally, we investigated the data and voice throughput trade-offs in a system that is used 
primarily for data transmission, but could also be used for occasional voice call connections. 
Depending on the required quality for each service, we can adjust the bandwidth allocation 
of the system. We have investigated the trade-offs of parameters such as required data 
throughput, maximum allowed data delay, voice call blocking probability (and hence voice 
traffic throughput) and speech quality (MOS score for specific compression scheme).
Having investigated the integration of various VSAT services by adjusting the multiple 
access protocol that operates on the satellite channel we next turn our attention to the possible 
improvements in performance if we can also achieve integration of voice and data over the 
same channel.
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Chapter 6
Voice and Data Integration Over the 
Same Channel
The performance advantages of integrating voice and data packets over the same 
channel are discussed. In particular, we try to take advantage of compression and 
multiplexing techniques and of the inherent properties of the various traffic 
sources for the most efficient use of the satellite bandwidth. We discuss the use 
of a Voice Activity Detector that enables the re-use of the longer silences in a 
conversation, and look at the impact that certain parameters such as hangover 
duration have on our service. Finally, we derive expressions for lower bounds 
on the frame loss statistics if data are transmitted in a random access mode over 
an assigned voice channel which can be used as a guide for an investigation of 
the feasibility of the use of redundancy and frame substitution techniques to (teal 
with speech loss through collisions.
6.1. INTRODUCTION
Having investigated the problem of sharing a common satellite channel amongst a large 
number of VSATs in the previous chapter, we turn our attention to maximising the efficient 
use of this resource. We look at the possibility of integration of voice and data on a second 
level, over the same channel.
In particular, we look at various compression and multiplexing techniques that enable the 
most economical bandwidth use and discuss the use of a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) that 
enables the re-use of the longer silences in a conversation. We investigate the impact that 
certain parameters such as the hangover duration (defined later) have on the overall 
performance of our system and provide numerical results based on experimental 
observations and analysis.
Finally, we derive expressions for the probability of collision for talkspurts and speech 
frames if data are transmitted in a random access mode over an assigned voice channel. 
These provide low bounds on the frame loss statistics and can be used as a guide for further 
investigation of the use of a combination of redundancy and frame substitution techniques to 
compensate for speech packet loss through collisions.
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6.2. SIGNAL PROCESSING & MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUES
Various techniques have been developed for processing the baseband voice signals used in 
satellite communication networks. Some of these are also used in other telecommunication 
areas, while others are inherent to satellite systems. Since VSAT networks are essentially 
digital systems, we only focus on the techniques that are relevant to digital communications. 
These involve coding techniques for analogue/digital conversion and error control, voice 
activation and speech interpolation. In our discussion we concentrate on the effect of these 
in the performance of the satellite network.
6.2.1 Speech Coding for Satellite Communications
The first objective of coding is the digital representation of analogue signals which are 
intended to be transmitted by digital techniques. The major techniques that have been used 
in satellite systems are:
• Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) [CCITT Rec. G.711], resulting in a total 
bit rate of 64 Kbits/s per speech channel (56 Kbits/s in N. America).
• Delta Modulation (DM).
• Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM).
• Pulse Code Modulation and Adaptive Differential Coding 
(ADPCM), achieving a bit rate of 32 (or 28) Kbits/s.
• Low Bit Rate (LBR) Coding (below 16 Kbits/s).
Since we are dealing with a system that is both power and bandwidth limited, we are 
interested in minimising the required bit rate for voice transmission and thus maximising the 
efficient use of the satellite channel (even if this results in some degradation in the Quality of 
Service). We therefore focus on current research on techniques that can reduce the bit rate 
for telephone signals to 16, 8, 4.8 Kbits/s or even lower. This implies the use of 
sophisticated coding schemes which require a considerable processing time (tens of 
milliseconds) and need a specific internal frame time for packet arrangement management. 
However, for satellite applications this delay should not constitute a fundamental drawback.
6.2 .2  The CELP Algorithm
The Code-Excited Linear Predictive (CELP) speech coding algorithm has been recently used 
to produce good quality speech at bit rates below 8Kbits/s, the principal rates of interest for 
this project. The basic CELP algorithm applies vector quantisation of the excitation signal to 
achieve efficiency in coding, a technique described as fractional bits per sample coding. It 
was first reported by Shroder and Atal in 1985 [SHR085], and over the last decade CELP
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has emerged as the most viable LPC-based algorithm at these bit rates, and there is an 
increasing number of CELP-based coders developed [KOND94]. However, the high 
complexity of CELP and its relatively low robustness to transmission errors means that the 
basic algorithm has to be extensively revised to meet the constraints of a VSAT application.
6 .2 .3  Multi-Rate Coding for VSAT Applications
It is possible to use a speech coder with multi-rate capability with a VSAT system. In such a 
system, if only packetised speech needs to be transmitted, a higher rate codec can be 
switched on to provide better quality speech. The arrival of data messages at the VSAT 
could trigger a switch of the speech to a lower rate codec that will allow the multiplexing of 
data packets on the same channel, using the bandwidth that becomes available from the 
higher speech compression, at the expense of lower speech quality. An example of such a 
VSAT system was developed by Multipoint Communications [EVER94]. In that system, a 
DAMA/SCPC scheme allows the VSATs to request frequency allocation on demand from a 
central Hub, while a CELP coder that could operate at two gross bit rates (6.4 and 9.6 
Kbits/s) is used. A detailed description of this system is given in [ATUN91].
Any EEC scheme adopted for such a system have to be simple and effective, because of the 
inherent complexity of the CELP algorithm and the significant space segment propagation 
delay. A Hamming coding scheme, applied in a multi-dimensional array configuration that 
achieves high and variable error correction capabilities is a suitable choice because of its 
relative simplicity. A limited increase in the decoding complexity could increase the error 
correction capability of the codes [ATUN91]. Although typical satellite channels suffer from 
low average BER, in VSAT systems with low gain antennas based on low-power satellites 
the average BER is expected to be slightly higher than conventional satellite communications 
(typically < 2 %). Occasional fading due to rain attenuation and interference, especially in 
the 20/30 GHz bandwidth, could also produce bursty errors [WILL93], which should be 
compensated for by the link budget, margins.
The high propagation delay the speech signals experience, especially in the case of double­
hop VSAT systems, means that the speech codec implementation should also reserve 
processing capacity for echo cancellation [KOND94].
The following issues need to be considered when choosing a speech coding for a VSAT 
System:
Speech Quality: Since VSAT systems often fink remote locations to the terrestrial 
network (PSTN), the output codec speech quality should be acceptable to PSTN 
subscribers. It should also comply to CCITT standards for international satellite 
links.
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Tandem Connections: Possible tandeming or transcoding will be necessary for 
VSAT-to-VSAT connections or possible cases where the called subscriber is on 
another digital network (fixed or mobile). The codec must therefore produce good 
quality speech without applying post-processing techniques which might distort the 
speech signal. Some aspects of this are treated in [DIM094].
Speech Compression: In order to serve as many users as possible, it is obvious 
that lower rate codecs must be used, enabling the multiplexing of many channels 
using the available bandwidth. Of course speech quality is proportional to speech 
rate/channel.
Robustness: Since the objective is to maximise efficiency, it is not desirable to 
dedicate too much of the capacity to redundancy for FEC. Therefore the codec has 
to be inherently robust, and low redundancy used only for ensuring operation 
during the more severe channel degradations.
System Complexity: VSAT systems can only be an attractive alternative if they are 
a cheaper solution compared to terrestrial links. The cost and complexity of the 
hardware subsystems (such as speech and channel codecs, echo cancellers, 
modems, etc.) should therefore be kept to a minimum.
A simple comparison for the dual-rate vocoder example discussed earlier can be seen in 
Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. Results for the Mean Opinion Score Tests are taken from [ATUN91]. 
As we would expect, the 9.6 Kbits/s codec speech quality is consistently better than the 6.4 
Kbits/s one, although the difference is decreased from 14% to 7% as the channel BER is 
increased (Fig. 6.1). Looking at the standard deviation statistics for the MOS results (Fig. 
6.2), it appears that the scoring of the listeners is more consistent for the 9.6 Kbits/s codec. 
This can be attributed to the fact that the degraded quality that appears in the error free case 
for the lower rate coder makes it more difficult to judge the quality degradation when channel 
errors are gradually introduced.
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Fig 6.1 MOS Vs BER Comparison (6.479.6 Kbits/s)
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Fig. 6.2 Comparison of MOS Standard Deviation (6.479.6 Kbits/s)
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6.3. VOICE SILENCE UTILISATION
6.3 .1  Voice Carrier Activation
By using a voice activity-operated switch a bandwidth/power advantage can be achieved, by 
not transmitting the silences from pauses in conversation.
The basic parameters that define the operation of the voice-activity detector are:
• The threshold level above which speech is assumed to be present (typically -30 to 
-40 dBmO for a fixed threshold level switch).
• The time taken by the voice switch to operate on detection of speech (typically 6- 
10 ms).
• The hangover time during which the voice switch remains activated after the 
cessation of an active speech burst (typically 150 to 200 ms).
The threshold level needs to be set to a very low value to avoid missing large portions of 
speech at the beginning of a talkspurt and at low speech levels. This of course makes the 
system susceptible to high noise levels, which is one of the problems that need to be taken 
into account.
6 .3 .1 .1  Voice Activity Detection /  DSI
In a LBR coded speech system, Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) may be used to allocate 
the channel for other uses when there is no active speech to be transmitted, thus increasing 
the efficiency of channel utilisation. The DTX transmission simply takes advantage of the 
fact that a voice call is not active continuously on a channel. Statistics from measurements of 
typical duplex conversations show that each party is active less than 50% of the time, and 
even during these “active” periods, there are sizable gaps between words and expressions, 
reducing the activity of the channel to 40% of the duration of the connection. This leads to 
an approximate theoretical gain of 2.5 (defined as the ratio of Number of Speakers/Number 
of Channels needed to service them) and a realisable practical gain of 2. This technique is 
generally known as Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI).
Speech Interpolation (SI) has evolved through three significant phases. The first was the 
early analogue Talk Activity Speech Interpolation (TASI) systems [MIED62] in which 
speech loss (“freeze-out”) and the resolution of contention for channel capacity were the 
main problems. Next, the introduction of digital technology made possible the use of 
variable quality coding to mitigate the freeze-out problem [CAMP76]. A typical example of 
this is ADPCM-TASI [TOWN80]. In the third phase, buffered SI was used, in which 
talkspurt delay is used as another criterion for further mitigating the freeze-out impairment. 
The advantage here is that delay is being used in a multiserver, statistical TDM, teletraffic
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mode of operation, rather than in a single server, store-and-forward, packet voice mode of 
operation [GRUB81].
Thus, the evolution of Speech Interpolation brings to attention three degrees of freedom for 
managing the multiplexing of speech talkspurts, which are speech loss, variable quality 
coding and talkspurt delay. In particular, the concept of using delay is very general and has 
applicability for low bit rate coded to high bit rate digitised speech talkspurts, as well as data 
messages, and is compatible with a transparent approach to networking.
A Voice Activity Detector (VAD) can therefore be used to indicate the active times and thus 
take advantage of the longer silence gaps for multiplexing other calls or transmitting data 
packets over the same channel. The VAD is the most critical part of the DTX system and its 
operation is based upon these basic assumptions:
• Speech is a nonstationary signal. Its spectral shape usually changes after short 
periods of time, typically 20-30 ms.
• Background noise is usually stationary during much longer time periods and it 
changes very slowly with time.
• The speech signal level is usually higher than the background noise level, 
otherwise speech is unintelligible.
Based on these assumptions, a VAD algorithm can be developed that will be able to detect 
silence gaps and distinguish background noise (with or without speech). Assuming that in 
most VSAT systems the background noise is relatively low a simple fixed energy threshold 
can be used to detect the silence regions (unlike mobile systems, where there is a high and 
variable noise environment that needs to be compensated by a more adaptive algorithm).
In order to eliminate the possibility of cutting out speech mid-bursts a further condition is 
applied, by adding a hangover stage to the VAD output. Before making the final decision 
that there is no active speech present, a number of non-speech frames have to be detected 
consecutively. This is defined as the hangover time, which is typically in the order of 60 to 
100ms (3 to 5 20ms-frames). If after the defined hangover time the decision still indicates 
no speech the DTX controller is notified from the VAD. Different implementations of VAD 
systems are available, and a description of such a system implementation for CELP coding 
can be found in [KOND93].
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6.4. USE OF VOICE SILENCES FOR DATA TRANSMISSION
We assume a VSAT network using a reservation multiple access scheme to allocate channels 
to incoming voice calls. We isolate a typical channel and focus on optimising the efficiency 
of our system by taking advantage of the silent intervals of speech. We initially assume that 
once a voice call has been successful in obtaining a channel it will be the only call on the 
channel and it can use it for the duration of the conservation, but, during the detected silent 
intervals, data packets from messages waiting for transmission from the same VSAT 
terminal can be send through this channel.
Because of the significant satellite propagation delay (which is much higher than the silence 
durations and detection times) it is not possible to co-ordinate data transmission from VSATs 
other than the ones that are using the channel for the voice call.
6.4.1 Delay Considerations
Early studies in this area have dealt with variable network delay without due regard to 
talkspurt length and continuity. Under these circumstances, tests show that intelligibility 
starts to degrade when speech segment delay is about equal to the speech segment length, for 
example at 60 and 200 ms lengths. This suggests that higher delays are tolerable for longer 
speech segments. Similarly, quality ratings of variable delay on 65 or 100 ms speech 
packets indicate poor quality for mean packet delays of about 165 ms (and variation ± 35 
ms) [GRUB 81].
6.4 .2  Purpose and Significance o f Talkspurt Hangover
The purpose of hangover, as shown in Fig. 6.3, is to bridge short silent periods in speech, 
thereby creating fewer and longer talkspurts.
TALKSPURTS WITH NO HANGOVER
1^ 1 m m m
HANGOVER
r ~
TALKSPURTS WITH HANGOVER
M  1 r n r n m ......i
Fig. 6.3 The Concept of Talkspurt Hangover
The main significance of hangover is to first reduce overall exposure to the variable delay 
impairment by reducing the effective talkspurt rate and, secondly, to force any variable delay
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occurrences to be imposed on relatively long silent periods among phrases and sentences, 
where there are much less perceptible than if imposed on relatively short silent periods 
among words and syllables. Other significant aspects of hangover are minimisation of 
speech detector induced back-end clipping of talkspurts, and reduction of signalling 
overhead in SI systems. The latter also applies to data/talkspurt multiplexers to ensure that 
once channel capacity is secured it is not prematurely released. The effect of this is the 
reduction of the number of talkspurts and thus ensuring a more continuous flow of speech. 
It is obvious that a disadvantage of hangover is the effective increase in speech activity, since 
channel capacity is occupied by hangover during part of the speech silent time.
6.4 .3  Results and D iscussion
The impact of hangover on talkspurt rate is shown in Fig. 6.4, while Fig. 6.5. shows its 
impact on the effective speech activity. Results are based on the experimental analysis in 
[GRUB 81], performed on 135 s of male monologue source speech, and with the speech 
detector threshold fixed near optimum for zero hangover.
200 -
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150 200
Fig. 6.4 Impact of Hangover on Talkspurt Rate
The talkspurt rate decreases from 200/min (no hangover) to just over 20/min with 180 ms 
hangover (a factor of almost 10 to 1) while, correspondingly, the effective speech activity 
increases by just over 20% (from about 57% to 78%). Note that this observations are based 
on monologue speech. The expected corresponding increase in activity in a dialogue 
(conversation) will approximately be only half as much, i.e. 10%.
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We can also see that at a hangover of about 135 ms the reduction in talkspurt rate nearly 
levels off. This implies that most short silences among words and syllables have been 
“bridged”, and further reduction will only be possible if the hangover is increased to the 
point where relatively long silence periods among phrases or sentences are bridged. 
Therefore, a hangover in the area of (135 ± 30) ms will be a suitable choice for our purpose. 
It is also possible to vary the speech detector threshold with the hangover in such a way as to 
maintain constant overall speech quality due to speech detection [GRUB 82].
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Fig. 6.5 Impact of Hangover on Effective Speech Activity
Fig. 6.6 illustrates the impact of hangover on the average talkspurt and silence durations for 
monologue speech and a fixed detector threshold. We can see that silence durations are 
increased by a factor of 5 to 1 (from 120 to 600 ms), which again verifies that the shorter 
silences were absorbed while the longer ones remain. Talkspurts undergo a 10 to 1 increase 
in duration (from 200ms to 2s).
Another important factor affecting the speech quality is the variance in delay the speech 
packets experience. In the case of a satellite network there is no complicated routing process 
that can introduce a big variation in the delay packets experience, however, because the 
channel propagation delay is so high, problems might arise even if there is a small variance 
in the delay. The introduction of a hangover has the additional advantage of mitigating the 
variable delay impairment by increasing the mean duration while reducing the rate of 
talkspurts. In general, fairly large delays can be accommodated provided a sufficiently long 
hangover is used [GRUB81].
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Fig. 6.7 shows the amount of information that can be transmitted over the silent intervals 
during a typical, 120s call, for a particular value of the hangover and four different channel 
rates (4.8, 6.4, 8, and 16 Kbits/s). This is calculated from the statistics of the silence
intervals.
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Fig. 6.6 Impact of Hangover on Average Talkspurt and Silence Durations
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Fig. 6.7 Effect of Hangover on Transmitted Data in a 120s call
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6.5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
It was shown [WEEST78], that if the data load is increased in a system multiplexing voice and 
data sources, large data queues could build up. In this section we will try to determine the 
improvement in performance obtained by transmitting data packets during the silences in the 
voice conversation, basing our analysis on the mathematical model initially suggested in 
[FTSC79]. Our model is thorough in that, it does not only consider the silent voice intervals, 
but also the random fluctuations representing whether the voice call is present on the 
channel.
6.5 .1  Performance Model - Single Channel
A single channel case is considered, in which the voice calls have priority over the data 
packets, in that data packets are transmitted only when there are no voice calls present in the 
system, or the voice conversation is in a long silent period. We assume that the arrival 
process of voice calls and data packets are independent Poisson processes, with parameters 
Xi and X2, respectively. We assume the voice call and data packet lengths are exponentially 
distributed with means j i r 1 and [I2' 1, respectively. No queue is allowed for voice 
calls(arriving calls are cleared if a voice call is present) and an infinite queue is allowed for 
data packets.
We also assume that a voice call begins with a talkspurt, and the length of the talkspurts is 
exponentially distributed with mean a*1. At the end of a talkspurt there could be one of two 
types of silence, type 1 - (short), with probability II and type 2 - (long) with probability (1- 
II). The silence lengths are also exponentially distributed , with means p r 1 and p2_1, 
respectively. All these random variables are assumed to be statistically independent and the 
voice conversation can end in either activity or silence. Data packets can be transmitted at all 
times when a voice call is not present and when there is a voice call in type 2-(long) silence 
intervals.
Voice calls always have priority over data packets, and new calls arriving pre-empt any data 
packets being transmitted. The pre-empted packet is placed at the head of the data queue, 
and packets are selected in a FCFS mode when the channel becomes available for data 
transmission.
Let <2v and Qd be the steady state number of voice calls and data packets in the system. 
Furthermore, in steady state define V to be the random variable representing the status of the 
voice call. We then have:
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v  =
0 -  NoCall
1 -  Talkspurt
2 -  Silence(Short)
3 -  Silence(Long)
Define Pu  = Pr{V = i,QD = j j , for i = 0 ,1,2 ,3 and j = 0,1,... .
The steady state equations for Py become, for j = 1 , 2 , :
( A j  +  A 2 ) P 0 ,0  =  P l f t . O  " ^ P l f t . O  " * " /^ 2 ^ >0 ,l
+  A 2 + / t 2 ) P 0 j  =  +  P l f t , y  " * " P l f t , y  "** A ^ f t . y + l  “P  ^ z f t . y - l
(A2 +  ct +  p x)Pl0 — AjPq o +  f t P 2 o +  f t  f t ,0
(A 2 +  Of +  j  =  A ^ q j  +  A ^ 2 ,y  f t  f t , j  f t f t , y - l
(A2 + f t + p l )P2,o= « n p 10
(A2 +  f t  +  /ij )P 2(,  =  OflTPj j  +  A2P2 j_x
(A2 + f t  Pl)Ps,0 = &0- ~ n ) P 1>0 P/^ft.l
(A2 +  f t  P / O f t j  =  —n ) P l y- + A 2P3j _1 +P2^3,y+l
For lzl< 1, define P. (z) = ft jZ-7
y=0
Then, from equations (6.1)-(6.4) we have a system in matrix form
with
and
A(z)P(z) = B(z)
A(z) =
P(z) =
~a0(z) - f tz fllZ "Pi*
-A, a,(z) ■A "ft
0 - a n  a2(z) 0
0 - a ( l - U ) z 0 03 (Z)
>o(z)‘ rp 11 0,0
Pl(z)
Pz(z)
,B(z) = fi2( z - l )
0
0
A ( ? l p_ 3.°_
(6 .1)
(6 .2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6 .6)
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ao(z) = _^ 2^2 + (^1 + ^ 2 + ^ 2)* “  M2 
^(z) = —^ 2Z + ^ 2 + #  + Mi
a2 M  = ” 2^* + ^ 2 + A + Ml
a3(z) = -A 2z2 + (A2 + P2 + fix + \i2 )z -  H2
Therefore, once Pi(z) is determined, Po(z),P2(z) and Ps(z) can also be calculated.
Using Cramer’s Rule in the matrix above, we have
det[A,(z)] 
l(z> det[ A(z)]
where
det[Al(z)] = -  1)a2(z)[P3,o(Aao(z) + A lV ) + A a3(z)^0,o]
and
det[A(z)] = a0(z)a1(z)«2(z)fl3(z) -  an « 3(z)(A«o(^) + ^ iMi*) 
-a { \ -  U)za2(z)(p2a0(z) + ^ iMi-z) “  ^ a i i z ^ W z
Therefore, if we calculate Po,o and P^o , the problem is solved.
Applying L’Hospital’s Rule in (6.7), we have
P,det[A'(l)]
where
= P +P1 0 ,0  ^  1 3,0
Pt = Pr{y = 1}- 1I -  Mi
1 + Pi
As was shown in [YECH73], there exists a unique zo, in (0,1) such that det[A(zo)]: 
the numerator of (6.7) must also be zero at zo, we have
A,o(A^o(^o) + i^Mi^o) ^ \a2>{Zo)Pa,o = ®
and combining (6 .10) and (6 .11)
p  = _________  Pia3(zo)det[A,(l)]____________
P2(/^ 2 PiXA "*_//i)(AjC[3(zo)“ ^2^o(zo) —^ i/^ iZo)
(6.7)
(6.8) 
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)
:0. Since
(6.12)
(6.13)
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This determines Psto and Po,o can be found from (6.10). Thus Pi(z) is specified, and 
P0(z), P2(z), P3(z) can also be found now.
In order to investigate the system’s performance we need to determine the expected number 
of data packets in the system, which can be defined [CHUN67] as:
E{Qo) = ^o(l) + P[( 1) + ^ (1) + ^,(1) (6-14)
Unfortunately, it is not possible to derive rigorous expressions for the parameters of interest, 
but it is simple(but tedious) to obtain numerical values by solving the problems for specific 
values of the parameters, and thus establish the effect of they have on the system 
performance.
The prime quantity of interest, the waiting time of data packets in the system, can be derived 
by applying Little’s Theorem. Thus,
E{Wd) = - ^  (6.15)
We also need to determine the maximum throughput of data packets. Clearly, for a stable 
Xsystem, p2= —  must be less than the proportion of time the channel is available for 
AL
transmission of data packets, which is given by Po + P3 = Pr{ V = 0} + Pr{ V = 3}.
The existence condition for the random variable Qd is :
q ( l - I I )
p2(P0 + P, = - ! —  + -& -m  (6-16)F2' 0 3 l+p, i + p ,  t| «n ; q(i-n)
Pl+P 1 p2+Pl
and the maximum throughput is then
Smax = (Po + P3)ft2 (6*17)
It will be of particular interest to compare the waiting time for the data with the case where 
data does not use the long silences in conversations, which can be derived from the analysis 
in [WEIN78] as
(1+f l f  , A
e (w d ) = 7------ £ 2------ ^ ----r (6.18)
( °> (1+ a)(1-A P 2-P 2)
The maximum throughput achieved in this case is given by/
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Smax = H2 /(l+  Pi) (6.19)
Finally, if we suppose that a separate channel is always available for data packets, instead of 
using the channel that the voice conversation takes place on, then the data performance up to 
transmission can be modelled by the basic M/M/1 queue (or M/M/s for s available channels). 
The waiting time will then be simply
e (w d) = — V  (6 .20)
1 <1 n 2- X
and the maximum throughput
Smax = F2 . (6-21)
6.5 .2  Results & Discussion
Using the analysis developed in the previous section, some performance results are 
calculated. Fig. 6 . 8  shows the waiting times experienced by data packets as a function of the 
data packet arrival rate when the long silences in the conversations are not used, but data can 
only be transmitted when there is no call taking place. Fig. 6.9 shows the same 
characteristic, but this time data packets use the longer silence intervals in the conversations.
Fig. 6.10 represents a comparison of the two cases for a load of 0.1 Erlang (Ai=0.1s-1)-
The case when a separate channel is always available for data transmission is also included 
for comparison. Fig. 6.11 shows the maximum throughput achieved as a function of the 
voice load change for the three cases of Fig. 6 .8 . Fig. 6.10 is a plot of a family of curves 
(for three different data loads) of the delay experienced by the data as a function of the voice 
call holding time. The parameters for the voice conversation are taken from the literature 
[GRUB82],[FISH79]. The main parameters used are given in Table 6.1.
V O ICE CALL PARAM ETERS
Mean Call Arrival Rate, (0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05} s' 1
Mean Call Service Rate, jii 0.01 S'1
1/Mean Talkspurt Duration, a 20 s- 1
1/Mean Short Silence Duration, pi 100 s- i
1/Mean Long Silence Duration, p2 .35137 s- 1
Probability, FI 0.9685
........................ ....  DATA MESSAG E PARAM ETERS
Mean Packet Service Rate, JX2 100 s i
Mean Data Arrival Rate, Xi Variable} 10,..., 100} s_1
Table 6.1
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Fig. 6.8 Waiting times for data packets when data does not use silences
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Fig. 6.9 Data packet waiting times when long silences are used
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Fig. 6.10 Improvement in performance when data uses Ion# silences
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Fig. 6.11 Maximum Throughput for different Voice Loads
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Fig. 6.12 Sensitivity of Data Delay on Voice Holding Times
From Figs. 6.8-6.10 it is immediately obvious that the waiting time packets experience is 
significantly reduced once data packets are transmitted during the longer silence intervals of 
voice conversations. Another interesting conclusion is that, as is shown in Fig. 6.11, the 
maximum throughput is also increased, and the increase is substantially greater with 
increasing voice load.
The effect of the voice call holding time on the data performance is shown in Fig. 6.12. The 
holding time is varied in the range of 0.001 to 100 s (|ii=1000 to 0.01 s_1), while the voice 
load remains fixed at pi=l Erlang. When ^2=40 s_1, the waiting time decreases as the call 
holding time decreases, as would be expected. This is because the channel is occupied by 
voice calls for shorter periods of time, so it is available for data transmission more often. At 
?i2=40 s'1 however, the waiting time is decreased initially, but eventually, as the holding 
time continues to be decreased, the waiting time starts to rise again.
Although on first look this looks surprising it can be explained from the fact that the 
maximum throughput, given by Eq (6.17), decreases to JI2P0 , since as the voice holding time 
((if1) goes to zero P3 also goes to zero. For this voice load of pi= l, Po=l/(l+Pi)=0.5. 
For data loads greater than 0.5 therefore a saturation condition is reached which causes an 
increase on the packet queue and thus the packet waiting time. This is the case for all data 
arrival rates 7^> 50 s-1, and is more visible on the third curve, where ^2= 60 s_1, which is a 
lot sharper.
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6.6. RANDOM ACCESS VOICE / DATA TRANSMISSION
j
As it is not possible to co-ordinate data transmission during the voice silences from VSATs 
other than the ones that are using the channel for a voice call any attempt to transmit a data 
packet without knowing the status of the channel will probably lead to a collision with one or 
more speech frames (We assume that a VAD is being used, otherwise the probability of 
collision is 1!). Both the voice and data packets will be corrupted, but, although the data 
message can be repeatedly retransmitted after a random waiting time until it is successful, 
this is not possible for the corrupted speech frames. The requirements of real-time speech 
transmission are such that it is not possible to receive frames out-of-sequence and the 
significant channel propagation delay makes it impossible to retransmit collided speech 
packets. Therefore, the transmission of packetised voice and data over the same channel, in 
a transparent, random access mode does not appear to be a feasible option, however 
attractive this option could have been because of the simplicity and efficiency of such a 
system.
However, it will be interesting to calculate the probabilities of success and collision that arise 
when data packets are transmitted in a random access mode over a channel that is used for 
speech transmission. This will establish low bounds on the collision statistics of such a 
system, with respect to the data packet length and arrival rate distributions. This information 
will enable us to consider whether it will be possible to transmit a low volume of bursty data 
traffic over a voice channel, retransmitting collided data packets and treating collided speech 
packets as lost, and using frame substitution or redundancy techniques to achieve speech of 
acceptable quality.
6.6.1 Probability o f Success in a Random Access Voice/Data Channel
In [McBRI88] renewal theory is used to develop the probability of successfully transmitting 
variable length packets in a finite-user unslotted ALOHA channel operating in a VS AT 
network. This analysis is extended here to the case of data transmitted over a channel 
occupied by a voice call. We assume that additional voice calls are inhibited from using the 
channel.
We assume there is one VSAT, involved in speech transmission with a VAD, and N  VSATs 
involved in data transmission, sharing a channel, and that interarrival times between new 
arriving packets are independent, identically distributed (iid), random variables. We assume 
an unslotted, ALOHA-type, collision resolution process operates on the channels and that 
colliding data packets are placed in the retransmission mode, and are retransmitted with a 
resulting rate A*. Successive retransmission attempts are also (iid). We further assume that 
all other users are in the origination mode and that the multiplexing of users at a VSAT is
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such that arriving packets from a VSAT cannot collide with other packets from that VSAT. 
The properties of the voice source were defined in the earlier chapter on source modelling.
At a particular time t, there are k backlogged users (in a retransmission mode), (N-k) users 
in the origination mode, one user involved in speech transmission and we assume the 
channel is operating in a stable, steady-state condition. For the moment we are not interested 
in the possible collision between data packets, but focus instead on the probability that a data 
packet (“equivalent” to the new and retransmitted packets) hits the speech signal during a 
talkspurt (or silence). Fig. 6.13 illustrates the talkspurts and data packets arriving on the 
channel, where time t is chosen randomly between two successive talkspurts.
t  (k+l)TALKSPURTS
Y^We.t<k+i)-tk
TIME► 1
Target DATA PACKET
Fig. 6.13 Timing Diagram
The probability PQ, that the data packet does not collide with the speech, as shown in 
Fig.6.13, is the probability of the joint event that the previous talkspurt and the next 
talkspurt do not collide with the data packet. This can be interpreted as the combined 
probability of the data packet transmission starting in a silence interval and finishing before 
this interval is over.
Defining: Pj = Pr[Data packet transmission starting in a silence interval]
P2 = Pr[Data packet transmission finishing before silence is over]
jis, jxt = Mean Silence, Talkspurt Duration
Xt = Mean Silence, Talkspurt Arrival Rates
T = Data Packet Duration 
We have P0 = P1 *P2 (6.20)
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Pi = T !iT  = —  (6'21)JL+J_ v s +v<
V s Vt
and, for a fixed size data packet of length T:
P2 = ^ \L ,e * 'xdx = e> = e ^ T (6.22)
Therefore, P = ——— (6.24)
V s + V t
For variable length data packets with a negative exponential message length distribution, 
and with mean data length p ,^
oo  f o o  |  ©o
P 2 = f H  \\ide~lldtdt = f n de~ifls+fld)tdt = ———  (6.25)
0 I f  J 0 V s + V d
It is interesting to note that the probability of success depends on the data packet size, not the
arrival rate, at this stage.
6.6 .2  Results and Discussion
6 .6 .2 .1  Probability o f Talkspurt Collision
Using Figs. 6.4-6.6, we select values for p s, p t and ?itand plot Eq.(6.24). We assume that
the introduction of the hangover does not alter our analytical model, but only affects the 
values of the parameters in the equation. Fig. 6.14 is a plot of PQ versus T, the data packet 
size.
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Fig. 6.14 P± versus T
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Fig. 6.15 shows the probability of collision, which is Pc = 1 - P0., for the case of zero 
hangover. From this graph we cane see that, even for very small T, the probability of 
collision is very high. However, this represents the probability that a talkspurt will suffer 
collision. We need to determine from this the probability of collision that an individual 
speech frame will suffer, as a talkspurt of duration 0.18 s will comprise, on average, 6 or 7 
frames of 30 ms.
6 .6 .2 .2  Probability o f Frame Collision
The probability that a frame is lost is the conditional probability that the talkspurt in which it 
belongs suffered a collision and that the size of the colliding packet was such that it affected 
the frame in question. The first probability is simply Pc from the previous analysis, so we 
need to determine the second factor, Pf.
Using the same parameters as before, for a data packet of size T, and exp. arrival rate 
Pf= Pr[Time Between Data Arrivals <x] *[pdf of Talkspurt Duration]
Pt = l \ l - e - idXh te ^ :Xcbc = —^ L—  (6.26)
JoL r  V .+ K
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This makes sense, as X& »  Jit means that Pf. —>1, as we would expect. The data arrival 
rate therefore affects the probability that a particular frame is lost.
Therefore, Pfc = Pf*Pc  (6.27)
Provided that a talkspurt has suffered collision with one or more data packets, the worst case 
scenario is that all frames are lost (Pf.=1), and the best case scenario is that only one frame is 
lost. Fig. 6.16 shows that these two extreme cases represent boundaries between which the 
value of Pfc can be found. Even if the best case is considered, and we assume that our 
analysis gives pessimistic results, the probability of frame collision is always above 10%.
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Worst Case-All Frames Collided
05 - Pf Range
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Fig. 6.16 Boundaries for Frame Collision Probability
This analysis clearly shows that transmitting bursts of data packets over a voice channel 
without considering the state of the channel will quickly lead to loss of significant parts of 
the speech signal and repeated retransmission of the collided data packets, and thus heavy 
degradation of the speech quality and instability in the data transmission. The difficulties 
associated with the block-type nature of the low rate coding algorithms used here limit the 
effectiveness of simple frame substitution techniques for the recovery of collided speech 
frames. If two or more consecutive frames are lost, the vocoder synchronisation could be 
lost and this would cause severe problems in the connection.
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It could be possible to investigate techniques such as protection of the sensitive parts of the 
frame by interleaving, but apart from the fact that this will introduce redundancy and hence 
decrease the efficiency of the transmission, the improvements in performance will not be so 
significant. Even if more sophisticated methods are developed (always at the expense of 
hardware complexity and processing time) they will probably offer marginal improvements 
in the face of such severe loss rates. It must be therefore necessary to look at other ways to 
tackle the problem of data packet and voice frame collision for this system to become 
feasible.
One idea would be to use a system in which voice (which is the critical parameter as it cannot 
be retransmitted) always wins over data in a collision. This means that the voice signals 
survives the collision with the data packets, and can be decoded successfully (or at least with 
minor losses) at the receiver, while data packets are usually destroyed and must be 
retransmitted. This implies transmission at different power levels of voice (high) and data 
(low) bursts, thus achieving an “artificial capture” effect [KWAK93]. This is similar to the 
case in mobile communications, where the difference in the distance of transmitters from a 
receiver means that the signal from the nearest transmission will be stronger and thus survive
I
any collisions from other units further away. This is used to significantly improve the 
throughput of random access schemes. The difficulty in a VSAT case however, will be that 
the distance variation is insignificant in a satellite network, and the use of two power levels 
for different types of traffic (keeping in mind that power is one of the most important 
commodities in a VSAT network) might be rather difficult to implement (depending on the 
limitations of the link budget we have to work with) and could result in wasted power.
Another method that has been used in radio networks [YANG94] is to use Spread 
Spectrum/CDMA techniques to code the voice and data signals using different sequences. 
This means that, if only one voice transmission is permitted per channel, the voice signal can 
be protected from collisions with data packets, while if two or more data packets collide they 
must be retransmitted using the rules of a Random Access algorithm. This again implies 
complexities in implementation and expensive equipment however.
6.7. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
In order to achieve the highest possible utilisation of the satellite bandwidth, it is not enough 
to develop an efficient resource allocation scheme. Various compression and multiplexing 
techniques can also be employed, taking advantage of the properties of the various traffic 
sources to ensure the most economical bandwidth use. For example, speech coding and 
compression can be used to reduce the required bit rate for transmission without significant 
degradation in the speech quality. This enables the multiplexing of several calls on a 
bandwidth that would normally carry only one uncompressed transmission, and by using a
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multi-rate codec this can be adaptively used to accommodate data as well as speech packets. 
The CELP algorithm can be used to produce compressed speech of reasonable quality at bit 
rates below 8 Kbits/s. It is obvious that the Quality of Service required would determine the 
required minimum bit rate, but the limits are changing as more sophisticated algorithms and 
hardware are developed.
A Voice Activity Detector enables the re-use of the longer silences in a conversation. We 
have presented a model of the situation where data packets are transmitted during these 
longer silence intervals and takes into account long and short silences as well as idle times 
between calls. Numerical results based on this analysis show that substantial reductions in 
the waiting time data packets experience and an increase of the total throughput could be 
achieved in a VSAT system using vocoders with activity detection. There is always a trade­
off between the improved data performance and the quality of transmitted speech, which 
depends on to the duration of the hangover that is used to determine if a silence is long 
enough to be used for data transmission. Other parameters of importance in such a system 
were considered, such as the sensitivity of the data performance to changes in the voice 
holding times for particular traffic loads.
Finally, the possibility of transmitting bursts of data packets over a voice channel in a 
random access mode was discussed and an analytical model giving bounds of the collision 
statistics of such a system was developed. This analysis clearly shows that transmitting 
without considering the state of the channel will quickly lead to loss of significant parts of 
the speech signal and repeated retransmission of the collided data packets, and thus heavy 
degradation of the speech quality and instability in the data transmission. The difficulties 
associated with the block-type nature of the low rate coding algorithms used limit the 
effectiveness of simple frame substitution techniques for the recovery of lost speech frames. 
Even if some improved methods are developed they will probably offer marginal 
improvements in the face of such severe loss rates. It is therefore necessary to look at other 
ways to tackle the problem of data packet and voice frame collision for this system to 
become feasible. The use of different power levels or spread spectrum techniques for voice 
and data packets are two possibilities, that should at least protect the speech frames in 
collisions with data packets, while allowing for the retransmission of collided data packets. 
However, any potential improvements in performance of such a system must always be 
weighed against the complexities in implementation and the equipment cost.
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Chapter 7 
ATM Service via Satellite
We discuss the role of satellite networks in the provision of access to the IBCN by 
looking at two possible scenarios. The first is based on our experience from the 
CATALYST (RACE II) project that demonstrated the interconnection of broadband 
islands via satellite. We study the performance of various client/server protocols 
supported by LANs with ATM interfaces linked via satellite. The second deals with 
using VSATs for the provision of access to ATM/ISDN to remote users. The need 
for optimisation of the capacity allocation scheme is discussed, using a preliminary 
performance analysis for a dynamic reservation TDMA system, taking advantage of 
the flexibility and the statistical multiplexing capabilities of ATM, and supporting 
various VBR and CBR services.
7.1. INTRODUCTION
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been adopted as the main technology for the 
implementation of the Integrated Broadband Communications Network (IBCN). However, 
the deployment of an ubiquitous terrestrial infrastructure to support this technology could 
probably take many years [CHIT94], and the traffic demands on this network are as yet 
unknown. Satellite networks offering broad geographical coverage and fast deployment 
appear to be an attractive option for the early deployment of the IBCN and could play a 
major role in its development, provided a number of difficulties arising from the nature of 
satellite systems can be overcome.
Satellite networks can play two main roles:
• the interconnection of a few geographically distributed broadband networks, 
usually called “broadband islands” (Fig. 7.1).
• the provision of a network interface to a large number of thin-route users that 
want access to the IBCN (Fig. 7.2).
We discuss the first role based on our experience from the CATALYST Project1, a RACE II 
European project (RACE II/R2074) [LOUV94] which through a series of demonstrators
1 CATALYST was a collaborative project. It is inevitable that some of the work described here did not 
originate from the author. We acknowledge this fact, and in particular the contribution of Mr P. 
Komisarzcuk, CSER.
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investigated the applicability and compatibility of satellite technology with the terrestrial B- 
ISDN. The second role is more closely related to the VSAT systems discussed earlier. 
Since in this scenario a large number of medium/small size stations, carrying traffic of bursty 
nature need to be served by the satellite, the choice of multiple access protocol is a major 
design problem, made more difficult from the fact that we have to deal with various classes 
of traffic but also need to provide compatibility with the ATM format. Some initial work in 
this area is discussed and the foundations are laid for further investigation.
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7.2. BACKGROUND
j
7.2.1 B-ISDN & Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
Over the past few years Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) has emerged as the prominent 
communication architecture to support multi-media applications and Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM) [DePRY92] has since been adopted as the way to implement B-ISDN, mainly 
because of its efficiency and flexibility.
In ATM, information flows in fixed-size blocks called cells, each consisting of a header and 
an information field. Cells are transmitted over a Virtual Circuit, and routing is based on the 
Virtual Circuit Identifier (VCI) contained in the cell header. Slots are allocated to a call on 
an asynchronous(demand-based) manner and the bandwidth is efficiently used, since no 
bandwidth is consumed unless information is actually being transmitted. ATM can 
accommodate Variable Bit Rate (VBR) services and can be used to improve bandwidth 
efficiency by statistically multiplexing traffic from bursty sources [ONVU94]. ATM can 
also accommodate circuit-oriented and Continuous Bit Rate (CBR) services by allocating 
bandwidth based on a fixed rate for a connection, given that sufficient resources are 
available.
7.2.2 Networking via Satellite
Computer networking has seen a tremendous growth during the last two decades, and there 
are today numerous global networks, using a mixture of terrestrial and satellite links (e.g. 
Bitnet, EARN). However, there is little experience concerning the interconnection of 
broadband networks using high-speed satellite links. The problem is made difficult from the 
fact that such a network must cope efficiently with both the high transmission rates 
(Mbits/sec) associated with ATM/B-ISDN and the substantial satellite channel round-trip 
propagation delay of 0.5-0.6 sec.
 ^ One of the major issues seen as affecting the rapid implementation of B-ISDN in Europe 
over the coming decade is the requirement to provide such a service over a wide 
geographical area, without substantial initial investment. The actual demand and traffic 
characteristics of potential network users are as yet unknown, and future customers are 
likely to be skeptical about joining a network at a very high initial premium. Communication 
satellites, as a possible way of offering broadband island interconnectivity, appear to be a 
very attractive option because:
• B-ISDN services can be provided over a large area, without the need of excessive 
investment in the early phase.
• Satellite communication systems can be complementary to terrestrial networks, 
especially for widely dispersed users.
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• Common alternative channels can be provided for routes where demand and traffic 
characteristics are uncertain, so that resources are used at maximum efficiency.
• The broadcast nature of satellites can be used for cases where the same message has 
to be transmitted to a large number of stations (point-to-multipoint transmissions).
• A wide range of customer bit rates and circuit provision modes can be supported.
• Satellite networks offer transparency to the type of services carried.
• New users can be accommodated swiftly with simply installing new earth stations 
at customer premises. Thus possible network enlargement is not a significant 
planning problem.
• By using satellites the full range of services could be offered, rapidly and without 
the need of major investment, to areas where the terrestrial network infrastructure is 
not very well developed, as is the case of the Eastern European countries.
For these reasons a number of research projects, such as the UNIVERSE project 
[BURR86], the SATINE project and the COST 226 projects [HARR91] investigated high 
speed networking via satellite, and more recently under RACE II, the CATALYST project 
[HADJ94],[LOUV94] was the first to look at the use of satellites for broadband island 
interconnection.
7.3 . B-ISDN INTERCONNECTION VIA SATELLITE
The CATALYST Project (RACE II/R2074) demonstrated the applicability and compatibility 
of satellite technology with the terrestrial B-ISDN. In particular, the problem of broadband 
island interconnection was investigated with a five-stage demonstrator program [LOUV94]. 
The experience from these demonstrators illustrated how satellite technology could extend 
access to the Integrated Broadband Communication (IBC) in the early years of its 
development and the final stage approached what would be required for a practical 
implementation of an IBC [POLE94].
7.3.1 The Catalyst N etwork
A generalised CATALYST architecture is shown in Fig. 7.1, in which the LAN and MAN 
islands are linked using LAN/ATM internetworking units (LAIUs) developed for this 
project. The initial demonstrator stages were based on existing satellite technology and 
capabilities. In particular, a ELI ELS AT II was used, but the results could be extended to 
other satellite systems. The island types used included native ATM systems, Distributed 
Queue Dual Bus (DQDB), Fibre Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), and IEEE 802.3 
(Ethernet). The demonstration systems should be considered as an engineering work bench 
as opposed to an operational system, and several architectural and operational simplifications 
were assumed (e.g. statically defined point-to-point links, no LAN translation).
The ATM interface, ground station and satellite configuration was initially tested with ATM 
test traffic generators and used for the transmission of CD quality sound for the first
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demonstration. The first Ethemet-to-Ethemet demonstrator network was implemented 
during the fourth quarter of 1993 and the interconnection of the remaining ATM island types 
(FDDI and DQDB) was demonstrated by the end of 1994 [LOUV94],[CHEL94].
7 .3 .1.1 Satellite Performance Characterisation
Link budgets, based on full European coverage, show that up link interference from other 
earth stations is a limiting factor [HARR91]. Therefore high earth station EIRPs were 
needed to support full transponder TDMA transmission at tens of Mbits/s. Using EEC 
coding, transmission of several megabits/s would however be feasible with full European 
coverage using medium size earth stations, provided the transponder gain is adequate. In the 
case of EUTELSATII it is essential to use the high-gain setting if smaller earth stations are 
to be used. The down link can support a total capacity of at least 20 Mbits/s in a 36MHz 
bandwidth transponder. This lower limit corresponds to bandlimited operation with rate 1/2 
coding and QPSK modulation. With higher rate codecs and more efficient modulation the 
transponder capacity could be increased, at the cost of larger earth stations however. It is 
clear that there is always a trade-off between earth-segment and space-segment cost and 
complexity.
Satellite Link Performance Parameters
• Information Rate—the total information rate chosen for the space segment of the 
CATALYST demonstrator is: IR = 24.576 MBits/s.
• Coding/Modulation—3/4 rate convolutional coding with soft-decision Viterbi decoding 
/QPSK
• Interface—to CCITT Standards (At the time of implementation).
• Satellite—A EUTELSAT II satellite at 7° East position was used with:
Transponder Bandwidth = 36 MHz,
Up link Carrier Frequency =14 GHz,
Down link Carrier Frequency = 12.5 GHz
Link Budgets were calculated for a range of antenna diameters, for the point-to-point 
interconnection between two broadband islands, based on the above parameters.
FEC Coding
The system was required to directly support stream traffic, which could tolerate a moderate 
bit error rate (<1(M) and ensure satisfactory throughput for data traffic (using end-to-end 
ARQ) for channel with error rates 1 0 - 5  or better. Non-ARQ traffic is generally more
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sensitive and lower error rates than these are required. A powerful FEC channel coding had 
to be used for the expected Carrier/Noise ratio. Note that ATM has FEC in the header but 
not the actual cell. There is however error checking for each cell payload if layers AAL3 or 
AAL4 are used.
Coding gains of 4-5 dB were provided by soft decision Viterbi decoding of convolutional 
codes. The use of convolutional codes requires synchronisation of coders and decoders at 
the start of each burst.
The cell error rate was measured during the first demonstrator phase and was found to be in
range of 10“6 - 10" ,^ with a single aberration of 4x10"^ during testing [CET 93]. The 
header errors were not corrected during these tests in order to provide measurements of all 
cell errors.
Compatibility with ATM
The transmission of fixed-length packets (cells) over a satellite network has a number of 
similarities with the ATM transmission mode. The ATM cell size appears to be well suited 
for satellite transmission [HARR91], and also appears to be a suitable basic unit for 
segmenting data packets. ATM techniques will be useful in multiplexing various types of 
data, voice and video sources in the satellite gateways. There are, however, a number of 
important differences between a satellite network, which is capacity limited and has a 
significant propagation delay, and the broadband transmission medium foreseen for B- 
ISDN. It was therefore necessary to take these into account in the system design. As we 
see later these represent major bottlenecks that the satellite part introduces to the end-to-end 
system performance.
The effect of higher error rates over the satellite channel might also represent a problem in 
the integration of satellites with terrestrial B-ISDN. ITU-R Recommendations for Fixed 
Satellite Services specify a BER of 10'7 at 95% of the time, while the specifications of 
performance over a fibre link specify a BER of 10'9 at 99.9% of the time. Another 
complication is the possibility of bursty errors in a satellite system, that result in the loss of 
more than one cell at a time.
Multiple Access
The access methods used in LANs assume very short transmission times and are therefore 
not suited for wideband satellite systems, in which the propagation delay is 250-300 ms. 
Pure contention access schemes are also not suitable, if the satellite capacity is to be used at 
maximum efficiency. As the satellite capacity is an expensive, limited resource while the
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offered traffic will probably be highly variable, some type of efficient demand-based control 
access must be employed.
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) was the chosen access scheme for the satellite link. 
A fixed TDMA was used for the first, simple stage of the demonstrator. A demand 
assignment method needs to be developed for a realistic implementation that must be able to 
provide an efficient, dynamic allocation of the satellite resource and continue to offer 
satisfactory performance as the network expands. The reasons behind the choice of TDMA 
and future developments are discussed in Section (7.4.4). The system used in this case was 
very similar to the one used for the French Telecoml satellite [SAL082]. The way ATM 
cells are packed into TDMA frames is shown in Fig. 7.3.
IWU to Ground Station - TDMA @ 34.368 Mbps
7 bytes 530 bytes = 10 ATM cells
TDMA
Header 123.371 microseconds |
1
125 microseconds
Ground Station to Satellite - TDMA @ 24.576  Mbps
Synchronisation
Preamble/guard Packed cells
2.8125 ms
17.175 milliseconds 1
1
20 milliseconds
Fig. 7.3 ATM Cells into TDMA Frame Format
A guard time is inserted between bursts to ensure that adjacent bursts do not interfere. The 
first burst in the frame (Reference Burst) serves for frame identification and synchronisation, 
and is transmitted by the Network Controller. The other bursts transmitted by the traffic 
stations have two parts:
• A header(H), consisting of:
CBR : Carrier and bit-timing recovery sequence 
UW : Unique Word (burst synchronisation codeword)
C : Control Information(Station Identification, housekeeping)
• A data message(D), consisting of as many sub-frames as destinations, and 
representing the transmitted information.
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The capacity required by the satellite physical layer (satellite transmission header) is added to 
the capacity required by the stream connections at the ATM level. The satellite frame should 
be kept as small as possible for two reasons: The first is that the satellite frame infers a 
constant delay, equal to the frame length, on the cells of a stream connection and therefore 
the frame size should be small enough to satisfy the delay limit specified by the telephone 
service, while allowing for the satellite propagation delay of about 270 ms and the 
processing delay introduced by the terrestrial network. The second reason is that a pseudo- 
bursty output process, proportional to the frame size,^appears at the output of the satellite 
network as input to the ATM interface and affects the efficient statistical multiplexing of 
cells. Choosing the optimum frame size is not simple, because when the frame duration is 
reduced the link efficiency is also reduced, because the satellite header becomes significant in 
comparison. Also the granularity of the capacity assignment is increased as the frame 
duration is decreased, creating difficulty in adapting the assigned capacity to the required bit 
rate.
The guard times and preambles used in the frame structure represent wasted capacity, and 
the usual way to minimise this is to increase the burst length, keeping the overhead to an 
acceptable fraction of the overall traffic. FEC coding further increases the length of the 
preambles. A frame duration in the range of 20-30 ms is suggested for acceptable 
performance in this system.
Traffic from a particular station is usually grouped into a single-burst frame. Data packets 
may be further delayed by up to one frame period. If, however, data packets from a 
particular LAN are extremely short, and an earth station has little other traffic to transmit, 
these could either be transmitted with large relative overhead, or delayed until enough data 
has accumulated. Usually the burst lengths will vary from frame to frame.
With a digital demodulator implementation, it is possible to eliminate the burst preambles, 
thus avoiding the need to group packets into very long bursts. Stations may transmit many 
bursts per frame. In this way, short, high priority traffic can be easily accommodated in the 
part of the frame preassigned to that earth station, and the delay variability for stream traffic 
can be reduced. Furthermore, it is possible to divide large traffic units into small segments 
and transmit these as individual bursts, so that the frame can be divided into fixed slots, 
simplifying the capacity allocation process.
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Satellite Network
The key points of the satellite network are:
• Network Management: In the multipoint implementation, a Network Control 
Centre (NCC) is responsible for monitoring and controlling the synchronisation of 
all terrestrial stations.
• Traffic Shaping: There are two important aspects:
(i) Routing, i.e., guiding the traffic through the network. A management 
centre reads the address of a message and decides if the address belongs to its 
management group, in which case it accepts the message. If the address does 
not belong to that group, it is passed to a higher management centre for 
further analysis;
(ii) Traffic Rate(bandwidth). Several types of services exist in a B-ISDN 
network, and they require different transmission rates. An efficient 
bandwidth allocation scheme is therefore necessary to maintain the 
appropriate quality of service for each traffic type;
• Data Transmission: Data transmission usually requires a very high link integrity, 
which may be achieved in a variety of ways. The most effective method usually is 
to use ARQ. The transmission quality required is then mainly determined by the 
need for a high throughput efficiency, rather than by the overall link integrity target. 
End-to-end flow control is required on each connection, to prevent information loss 
at the receiver, so it must be controlled at the receiver;
• Burst Time Plan: A burst time plan is required to:
(i) Set up the space segment based on the previous negotiation with the 
network users;
(ii) Provide additional bandwidth if a specific service asks for it;
(iii) Incorporate new activated users to the network;
• Burst Synchronisation: With the high rate digital transmission used in the satellite 
link careful burst synchronisation is a very important issue. As the network 
expands and covers a wide geographical area differences in the propagation delay 
across the satellite link become noticeable. The satellite movement will also affect 
the propagation delay experienced at different parts of the network (20Km/h radial
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velocity induces burst position change of 40 ns/s). As loss of synchronisation will 
lead to serious degradation or complete breakdown of communication, it is essential 
to guard against this possibility. Guard times should be incorporated between the 
TDMA ffames(at the expense of the channel efficiency) and periodic re-adjustment 
of the burst timing should take place at the earth stations.
• TDMA Terminal: The traffic terminals used were from the T.D.MAX product 
range, from ALCATEL [ALCA92]. An ATM interface card (called a TIM-ATM) 
was developed specifically for the CATALYST Project. The IIM-ATM was able 
to recognise a limited number of VPIs, and assign a specific TDMA sub-burst to 
each VPI. The TIM-ATM was also able de-multiplex the ATM traffic into pre­
defined channels. On the receive site, the TIM-ATM was used to receive several 
channels and multiplex them together on the ATM link.
7.3 .2  System Performance Study
One of the first tasks of the CATALYST Project was to simulate the initial demonstrators 
before implementation. These models were used to judge the expected user performance, 
highlight any potential problems and report the results to the partners involved with the 
network implementation.
Fig. 7.4 shows the internetworking protocol architecture assumed in the model.
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Three types of workstation protocols have been studied: stop and wait (as typified by Novell 
NetWare), a windowed protocol (such as the Network File System (NFS) or the TCP/IP 
suite), and a high level blast protocol (based on an infinite window size, high level blast 
protocol over the Novell Internetwork Packet eXchange (IPX) network protocol). These are 
illustrated in Fig. 7.5.
The workstation characteristics are taken from measurements and traces of 1KKE 802.3 
workstation (IBM PC clones and SUN workstations). The parameters for the IWU LAN 
front end are based on performance measurements carried out [KOMI93] on a Retix 4660 
local MAC bridge. The initial AAL/ATM characteristics are based on available 
implementation and chipset information. AALO has been chosen as the CATALYST AAL 
protocol as it provides the greatest efficiency and least complexity. Furthermore in the initial 
demonstration network the whole satellite bandwidth is available for LAN connection and 
therefore there is no need for dynamic bandwidth allocation. Ultimately, when the satellite 
bandwidth is shared between various interconnected islands, traffic shaping will be required. 
Alternatively, large buffers at the ground station could be introduced in order to cope with 
network load fluctuations. Detailed description of the model for the workstations, LAN 
Interfaces and transmission models can be found in [HADJ94].
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Fig. 7.5 Modelled Protocol Stacks
7 .3 .2 .1 Simulation Model
An overview of the simulation model, is shown in Fig. 7.6. The model consists of the 
following components:
• An IEEE 802.3 channel model.
• Workstation models.
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• An IWU model comprising an IEEE 802.3 MAC bridge “front-end” which 
interfaces between the 802.3 LAN and the ATM network .
• An ATM multiplexor model (ATM-AM) capable of multiplexing two ATM 
sources onto a single ATM link to the satellite ground station.
• A satellite ground station model, which places the ATM cells into TDMA 
frames.
• Satellite Channel, operating in a simple fixed TDMA scheme.
The 802.3 MAC bridge “front-end” and the ATM node forms the IWU.
The simulation parameters are shown in Table 7.1. The system is slightly asymmetric in that 
frame processing resources for filtering plus WAN transmission are exceeded by WAN 
receive plus forwarding processor resources. These LAN process times are taken from 
measurements made on a Retix 4660 local bridge and from ATM chip performance 
information. Thus under some LAN traffic conditions small queues will build up at the 
remote LAN interface. The simulation model included AAL 3/4 and AAL 5 convergence 
sublayer (CS) processing (which were disabled to look at performance variation with AAL 
protocol) and optionally provides processing for the Layer 3 (L3) frame header and trailer 
(from DQDB) as the end-to-end network layer component.
Inter Working Unit
FDDI i/f
G.7xxFDDI ATM 
G.7xx i / f
802 .3  i /f G.7xxIEEE 802 .3 Ground
Station
ATM
-AM
ATM or DQDB Q
Fig. 7.6 Simulation Model - Block Diagram Overview
Cells are created at the nominal B-ISDN rate of 155.56 Mbps (a cell processing time of 2.8 
ps) and queue for satellite access (at 34 Mbps to the ground station). Cells can be buffered 
at the input to the network and released in accordance with some traffic shaping 
mechanisms. Alternatively the cells can be released to the network at the B-ISDN rate and 
stored in the network whilst waiting for access to the satellite link. Clearly, congestion
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control would be easier if cells could be stored at the source. The choices for cell transition 
or traffic shaping are discussed in more detail in [HADJ94].
LAN Traffic Characteristics
The last element of this discussion looks at the LAN traffic requirements for the simulation 
model. Worst case LAN traffic consists of a burst of back-to-back frames. Rickert 
[RICK90] discusses the inadequacy of bridge performance criteria (which are also applicable 
to routers), as found in the IEEE standard, and manufacturers own literature. Rickert 
proposes a more telling performance measurement on a LAN bridge using the bridge 
performance with back-to-back frames.
In Rickert’s test scenario each frame is time stamped at source and transmitted. The frames 
pass through the bridge or router to the destination LAN where they are received and time 
stamped. From this information latency (delay) and frames dropped can be determined. 
Unfortunately even high end LAN test tools have trouble in transmitting minimum sized 
back to back frames making this form of measurement difficult without specialised 
equipment.
Such a test scenario is created in the simulation to look at worst case traffic on LAN - ATM 
and ATM - Satellite performance. An 0.1 second burst of back-to-back frames of certain 
sizes are created and the end to end delay (i.e. LAN to LAN) is determined. The variance in 
transmission delay for the frames is determined from the data.
Secondly file transfer from one workstation to a remote file server is simulated for a range of 
file sizes from 100 bytes to 10,000 bytes. No other LAN traffic is simulated in order that 
optimal performance is presented without the distraction of delays caused by LAN traffic. 
The chosen protocol suite is Novell Netware, with the original stop and wait protocol and a 
version of the burst protocol. As shown in [ZWAE86] the stop and wait protocol is the least 
optimum transfer protocol and the burst protocol most optimum.
The workstation and server processing times for the stop and wait version of Novell 
NetWare 3.11 are taken from benchmarking results [KOMI92]. Some benchmarks have 
been carried out on the burst mode Novell NetWare [THOM92] but with regard to wide area 
performance rather than workstation and server processing time per frame. The frame 
processing time in the burst mode is assumed to be identical to that of the stop and wait 
processing.
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7 .3 .2 .2  Performance Results
Typically the major parameters of interest in a network are:
• frame transit time through the network,
• interactive response time through the network e.g. Remote Procedure Calls 
(RPC), file transfer, database enquiry, etc.
• network throughput, in bytes per second, or RPC’s per second, or database 
queries per second etc.
• data link utilisation (% of available bandwidth used in a single sequence of 
transactions).
Other parameters, such as fairness, are often given a lower priority. For a network node 
parameters of interest include buffer utilisation, frame queue statistics and CPU utilisation.
The simulation model provided information on the following:
• End - to - end performance between interconnected LANs. The response time and 
throughput for Novell NetWare file access, using the least efficient (stop and wait) 
and most efficient (burst) protocols.
• Buffer usage in the interworking unit (both at the LAN interface, the LAN - ATM 
and the ATM network interfaces).
• The ATM cell transmission characteristics end to end.
• The end to end performance between peer AAL protocols.
• The frame and cell transmission delays across the Satellite link.
Fig. 7.7 shows a comparison of the efficiency of layers (AAL 3/4) and (AAL 5). Figures 
7.8 and 7.9 show the response time and throughput for read file access over the 
CATALYST network utilising half the satellite bandwidth in a point to point connection 
between two IEEE 802.3 islands. The figures show the expected performance for Novell 
NetWare Stop-and-Wait read file access, a blast protocol transferring data from memory to 
memory based on the Novell IPX and for NFS read file access (with a block size of 8 and 
64 Kbytes).
The simulation results show that for an NFS user there is a significantly greater chance of a 
protocol time-out when considering the effects of background load than for Novell NetWare, 
as five frames must be transported within the 0.7 seconds time-out period. For the Novell
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NetWare stop and wait protocol 144 ms grace is allowed in frame delays (due to background 
load etc.) whilst for NFS with an 8 Kbyte read/write block size only some 96 ms grace is 
allowed in the transmission of the 6 frames (produced in an 8 Kbyte exchange). For NFS 
with a read block size of 64Kbytes (producing 43 IEEE 802.3 frames) typically only 10 ms 
grace exists which is an insufficient margin for reliable file access, due to delays from 
background LAN and ATM load, in the CATALYST network with the NFS {not TCP/IP) 
time-out.
Figure 7.10 shows the limits on performance due to protocol processing. The effect of 
frame processing on TCP/IP performance is much less than for the burst protocol as there is 
a significantly longer time spent waiting for acknowledgments in the TCP/IP protocol. The 
typical frame processing parameters are given in Table 7.1 for three typical LAN 
workstations. High end workstations can process frames in real-time from an IEEE 802.3 
network - in which case the limit is then the IEEE 802.3 transmission rate - or the smallest 
transmission rate in the system (either due to constraints in the satellite bandwidth or through 
traffic shaping (i.e. peak rate limiting) in the ATM network). The TCP/IP performance 
difference between Sun workstation and IBM 486DX33 clone is practically identical, due to 
propagation delay in the network. Also, for the stop and wait protocols, there is no 
difference in user performance.
Fig. 7.11 shows the restriction in user throughput with traffic shaping at the IWU. Only the 
performance of a typical workstation is shown as there is no significant effect on the 
performance of TCP/IP or the other protocols for a single user with peak rate limiting until 
the bandwidth is restricted below 1 Mbps.
The performance of FDDI networks interconnected through the CATALYST network is 
approximately the same as for the IEEE 802.3 network as the interconnection network is 
limited to approximately the IEEE 802.3 transmission rate. The differences lie in the size of 
frames that can be transmitted on the FDDI network and that the FDDI IWU does not need to 
filter frames and so has less processing per frame than its IEEE 802.3 counterpart.
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Workstation/Computer Frame Processing IEEE 802.3 LAN:
386SX16 486DX33 Workstation e.g. Sun Sparc Station 10
mf: lxl0"6 O.lxlO'6 0 .1x10-6
cf: lxl0 '3 1x10"^ 0
Protocols: Novell NetWare stop and wait and burst mode, Suns NFS, TCP/IP (with no 
extensions for high speed, long propagation delay networks).
IWU - LAN Interface: (typical Retix 4660 bridge values)
Filtering processing: 38 (is per frame
Forwarding: 40 (is per frame
IWU - ATM Interface:
L3/Int A Routing protocol processing: 30 (is per frame
AAL, Convergence Sublayer: 20 (is per frame
AAL, Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer: 5 (is per cell
ATM Processing: 5 (is per cell
Peak Rate Traffic Shaping Processing: 2.5 (is per cell
Peak Rate Traffic Shaping(cells/second): 24000,16000,12000, 8000, 4000.
ATM Multiplexor (ATM-AM):
ATM-AM Input Buffer Depth: 77 or 154 cells deep
ATM-AM Output Buffer Depth: 1 cell deep
ATM-AM - Ground Station Propagation Delay: 0 ms
ATM-AM to Ground Station Transmission Rate: 34.368 Mbps
IWU to ATM-AM Propagation Delay: 0 ms
IWU to ATM-AM Transmission Rate: 34.368 Mbps
Ground Station TDMA Interface:
Satellite Propagation Delay: 250 ms
Transmission Rate: 24.576 Mbps
General Characteristics:
Buffers which are not specified are assumed infinite. CPU contention between processes - 
non prioritised. On the VME Bus there is no contention, mean data rate of 24 Mbytes/sec. 
No errors are simulated in the model at present. 20 ms TDMA frames, 480, or 320 cells per 
frame
Table 7.1. Simulation Parameters
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7.3 .3  Conclusions
From our analysis of Broadband Island interconnection via satellite we can conclude that:
• The response time and throughput for Novell NetWare file access, showed a 
worst case 0.56 sec response time for an individual stop and wait protocol interaction 
which is within the 0.7 sec Novell time-out. However, the transmission of protocols 
with time-outs in the order of 0.6 sec or less could cause problems .
• The restriction of bandwidth with peak rate limiting will not greatly affect the 
performance of most common protocols. The Novell NetWare burst protocol will, 
however, be limited to the peak rate limit (less the IWU and ATM protocol 
overheads).
• The choice of protocol window size is an important parameter in determining the 
system’s throughput, and the window sizes used in terrestrial LAN-LAN 
connections might not suit this case (where we have high data rates and high 
channel propagation delay), especially if we have to deal with bursty channel 
errors. More suitable protocol extensions need to be considered [JAC092], 
[CHIT94].
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1.4. PROVISION OF ATM SERVICE TO REMOTE USERS
This is more closely related to the VS AT systems that have been the main focus of this 
thesis. In this scenario, a large number of medium/small size (below 3.4 m in diameter) 
stations, carrying traffic of bursty nature, need to be served by the satellite. As we saw 
earlier, the multiple access is a major design problem.
The 155 and 622 Mbits/s transmission rates conventionally associated with ATM are well 
above the maximum rates possible with today’s VS AT technology. However, in practice, 
most individual users will usually require significantly lower traffic rates, especially if there 
are only a few data or voice terminals located at a remote location (Fig. 7.2). This large 
number of users with bursty traffic will need a cost-efficient way to occasionally access the 
B-ISDN/ATM network. There is therefore a need for a scheme that allows them to share a 
channel, takes advantage of the “bandwidth on demand” property of ATM while at the same 
time provides a compatible interface to the ATM technology.
7.4 .1  CBR/VBR Traffic
Detailed description of models of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) 
Traffic Sources is beyond our scope here. A large amount of work has recently been 
devoted to this topic, and [OMNU94] contains a detailed description of the state-of-the-art 
and a comprehensive reference list. For the purpose of our analysis we focus on the basic 
characteristics of CBR and VBR services.
CBR services generate traffic at a constant rate, and can be simply described by fixed bit 
rates. A CBR source is considered active during the duration of the connection, therefore a 
constant bandwidth is reserved for the whole connection. Typical examples of CBR 
services include voice and video transmission, document retrieval and remote file transfer.
Most typical traffic sources alternate between active and silent states and have a peak-to- 
average bit rate much greater than one. If we try to present this to a network as CBR traffic 
by means of buffering or controlling the bit generation rate, this would result in the under­
utilisation of the bandwidth resources and degrade the quality of service. Although this 
would simplify the network management task, it would be more natural to provide VBR 
service to VBR sources. This is especially advantageous in a VSAT satellite network where 
the nature of the traffic is bursty, bandwidth is a very expensive commodity and hence a 
“bandwidth-on-demand” approach is usually the best option. The flexibility of ATM allows 
the statistical multiplexing of VBR traffic from a number of traffic sources at each node 
(VSAT), and by using an efficient allocation of the satellite channel capacity we can achieve 
a multiplexing of traffic from different nodes.
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7 .4 .2  Network Architecture
We will not discuss the system implementation or protocol layer development, but instead 
focus on a teletraffic analysis and parameter optimisation of the multiple access scheme used. 
Although many random access/reservation protocols have been developed for VSAT 
networks carrying bursty data traffic [RAY87] conventional contention protocols (e.g. 
ALOHA-type) cannot be used in this scenario because they cannot give any service 
guarantees to a user. It could be theoretically possible to use extensions of these for 
asynchronous traffic (with no guarantees) but they are not suitable for mixing various kinds 
traffic, in particular delay-sensitive applications.
For CBR and VBR ATM traffic, Reservation protocols (e.g. FDMA, TDMA) with static 
(pre-assigned) bandwidth reservations based on estimated fixed (for CBR traffic) or peak 
(for VBR traffic) could be used, but this would be wasteful and actually defeat the 
“bandwidth on demand” advantage. Such a scheme could be used to interconnect a small 
number of stations with well known traffic characteristics (as was the CATALYST network) 
but not for a large number of users. Dynamic reservation systems appear to be a better, but 
more complex solution but there are still difficulties. A dynamic reservation TDMA scheme 
appears to be the best choice, and satellite systems accommodating both synchronous and 
asynchronous traffic using TDMA-based techniques have been recently proposed, e.g. 
[ZEIN91 ], [CELA91 ].
7 .4 .3  Contention Protocols for Asynchronous ATM Traffic
From the earlier analysis of SREJ-Aloha and in particular Fig. 5.4 (Chapter 5 ), we see that 
for a VSAT network of 100 stations, carrying a typical VSAT traffic mix with transmission 
rates in the range 64-128 Kbits/sec, the optimum choice of subpacket length is in the range 
of 350-450 bits. Recall that the ATM cell size is 53 bytes(424 bits). This suggests that it 
could be possible to divide variable length data messages into subpackets consisting of an 
ATM cell plus the SREJ overhead and use a protocol very similar with the SREJ Aloha 
system discussed in Chapter 5. We can thus estimate the mean data throughput of the 
system for a particular maximum acceptable transmission delay (including retransmissions). 
Spare bandwidth can be dynamically reserved for time-sensitive traffic transmissions which 
can take place without collisions. We always assume that a satellite channel BER that would 
enable a guaranteed QoS could be provided.
A significant advantage of the SREJ-Aloha protocol is that it does not appear to be very 
sensitive to the distribution of the length of incoming messages [KURA87]. We can 
therefore identify messages with variable length ATM bursts and message subpackets with 
ATM cells. Note that, looking back at conventional Aloha, we see that this correspondence
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does not apply. In the conventional Aloha analysis[ABRA70], fixed size packets are used 
and it is not possible to identify these with variable length ATM bursts or fixed size ATM 
cells. However, more recent work [SCH094], has looked at ways that the classical Aloha 
model can be extended to the study of ATM links for generic traffic distributions and how 
ATM bursts can be identified by Aloha packets.
7 .4 .4  An Adaptive TDMA System for CBR/VBR Traffic
A more efficient use of the capacity of the TDMA system can be achieved if we provide a 
combination of pre-assigned and on-demand capacity in each link, matching the broad mix 
of VBR and CBR traffic we expect. The TDMA system allows the satellite transponder to 
operate at maximum efficiency. Also, the flexibility of TDMA allows ATM cells to be 
mapped into the variable length TDMA sub-bursts as the basic unit (slot) of transmission.
The TDMA Reservation System consists of a finite number of VSATs, a central reservation 
unit (Hub), and a single channel, shared by all active VSATs (Fig.7.2). The reservation unit 
coordinates terminals for accessing the channel. A VSAT with a message to transmit, sends 
its request with the message size to the Hub, which will then let the terminal know when to 
start the message transmission. The TDMA frame (Fig. 7.12) is divided into Reservation 
slots and Data slots. The reservation slot is that period of time in which terminals report 
their requests to the reservation unit. There are only a few reservation slots available and a 
VSAT selects one at random without knowing if another station is trying to use the same 
slot. There is a possibility of collision, and if after a time-out period the VSAT does not 
receive an acknowledgment of its request it waits a random time and retransmits it. The 
acknowledgment from the Hub is transmitted in TDM mode over a separate, faster channel 
(Hub-to-VSATs). Data slots represent the part of the frame in which a terminal can transmit 
its message. In every frame there are many data slots and the Hub will assign enough 
sequential data slots to a particular successful request. A data slot is assigned to at most one 
terminal and therefore there is no possibility of collision.
TDMA Frame
Header Subframe Subframe Subframe Subframe
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Fig. 7.12 Reservation TDMA Frame Structure
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Fig. 7.13 Analysis of TDMA Frame Partition
The available data slots can be reserved for the duration of a CBR connection or allocated on 
a burst-by-burst basis to VBR services. We can see that the frame partition (i.e. number of 
slots allocated to reservation, CBR and VBR traffic) needs to be adjusted to the traffic load 
and mix we have (Fig. 7.13). Clearly, an adaptive allocation using a moving boundary 
would represent a more efficient use of the capacity, if the traffic load changes with time. A 
possible implementation scenario would be to allocate a portion of the capacity to each VSAT 
according to its mean traffic rate (based on the load of all the sources connected to that 
station) and its QoS requirements, and allow it to request additional capacity using 
Reservation TDMA. Thus a service with strict low delay/jitter requirements (e.g. voice or 
video) could use the allocated capacity, while a less demanding service (e.g. packet data) 
could take advantage of the capacity reservation, resulting in a more efficient channel use.
7 .4 .4 .1  Traffic Analysis
We consider a VSAT network with a maximum channel capacity of 2 Mbits/s. Part of this 
can be assigned to each VSAT and the remaining capacity left for dynamic reservations. For 
example, if we expect to have a mean overall traffic rate of 0.1 Mbit/s per VSAT and there 
are 10 active VSATs, we can allocate 50% of the channel capacity (IMbit/s) for this by 
dividing it equally amongst the stations. The remaining 50% is available for dynamic 
reservations every time the load at a particular VSAT exceeds the allocated capacity. Figs. 
7.14-17 show the performance for fixed and demand assigned allocation, for various 
capacity partitions. These could determine the capacity partition required for a particular 
QoS, based on the traffic load.
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7.4 ,4 ,2  Effect o f Propagation Delay
If a satellite system is used to provide ATM services, the long channel propagation delay 
imposes important limitations on the system’s capabilities. However, future developments 
in satellite communications could reduce the delay and thus improve the system’s 
performance. The introduction of on-board processing satellites [COAK95] would half the 
reservation delay, as only one hop will be required. The introduction of Medium Earth Orbit 
(MEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) systems would decrease the propagation delay from 270 
ms (for GEO) to around 80-100ms (MEO) and 16-20ms (LEO). Fig. 7.18 represents a 
simple indication of the possible improvement in performance for the system studied here, 
although a number of other factors need to be taken into consideration for a precise 
comparison. Note that the propagation delay plays a part in determining the window size 
required for optimum throughput. For channels with longer propagation delays window 
sizes need to be larger, and this could have significant implications in the performance of 
protocols such as TCP/IP [JAC092].
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7.4 .5  TCP/IP Performance
An essential service a VSAT system offering LAN interconnection will be required to 
support is File Transfer, and TCP/IP is one of the most common and robust protocols for 
this application. To see the effect of the satellite delay and channel errors on the protocol’s 
performance a simplified implementation of a VSAT system consisting of 10 stations and 
using the Reservation TDMA scheme described earlier is simulated, for both star and mesh 
configurations. Fig. 7.19 shows the throughput as a function of the channel capacity for 
both configurations, for the error-free channel case.
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It is obvious that the window size of the TCP transport protocol is a limiting factor. With a 
window of 48 Kbytes, which is the maximum window the current SunOS implementation of 
TCP allows, the maximum achievable throughput is 1.9 MBits (which corresponds to 1.5 
MBits/s net throughput) for the mesh case and 1.6 MBits/s (1.25 MBits/s net) for a star 
system, at the maximum channel speed of 2 MBits/s. For smaller windows we can see that 
increasing the channel speed does not increase the throughput and leads to low capacity 
utilisation. Also, for smaller windows we can see an almost linear relationship between 
capacity and throughput until the saturation point is reached. A star configuration (with 
double-hop delays) has a much lower throughput than mesh, especially as the window
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limitations become less significant, so there is a clear advantage if mesh architecture is used, 
as we would expect.
Fig. 7.20 shows the effect of the channel BER on the system’s throughput. For BERs >10-5 
the throughput is significantly affected, but below that the effects are not so profound. Note 
that there are practical limitations in simulating a system with BER lower than 10-5 . The 
throughput decrease is more sharp for larger window sizes.
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7 .4 .6  Effect o f  Buffer Size
The system discussed earlier assumed one pair of interconnected workstations, and die 
TCP/IP window appears to be the major bottleneck. However, if multiple workstations are 
interconnected via a bridge at every VSAT, and packets are buffered on a FCFS before 
transmission on the channel, the queueing delay imposed on the system is an additional 
bottleneck, which becomes increasingly more significant as the arrival rate of new messages 
is increased. This has been demonstrated by the analysis in [YANG92], and is also apparent 
in our simulation results. Fig. 7.21 shows the queue build up for the case of an “infinite” 
buffer and the delay cells experience in the queue.
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To investigate the effect of the buffer size on the performance we simulate the system 
described earlier with the addition of a fixed size buffer at every VSAT. A total channel 
capacity of 25 Mbits/s is assumed, and 2 Mbits/s are allocated to each VSAT while the 
remaining 5 Mbits/s are left for dynamic reservations. Arriving ATM cells are queued in a 
FCFS order and transmitted via the allocated channel. If the buffer becomes full, an 
overflow procedure is activated, and excess cells are diverted to the shared channel, where a 
Reservation TDMA scheme of the type described earlier operates. Fig. 7.22 shows the 
performance for a VSAT for 4 different buffer sizes. Clearly, as the traffic load increases, 
by keeping the maximum buffer size small we avoid the build up of large queues and achieve 
much better mean delays for a particular throughput. By examining Fig. 7.23, showing the 
performance of the Reservation TDMA system that uses the shared capacity we do not 
observe significant differences in performance, in spite of the fact that the load is higher in 
the case of the smaller size buffers. These systems can lead to a more efficient use of the 
capacity, especially if it can be adjusted to the specific requirements of individual users. If 
there is an available estimate of the mean total traffic expected at a station, an equivalent 
capacity can be allocated and an appropriate size buffer can be used. When traffic exceeds 
this allocation, a buffer overflow directs the extra traffic to the shared channel. In this way, 
the operator can guarantee a Quality of Service that a user requires, but also have the 
capability of providing additional capacity upon request, without any guarantees.
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7 .4 .7  Conclusions
The use of VSATs for the provision of access to ATM/ISDN networks for remote users was 
investigated. The need for optimisation of the capacity allocation scheme was discussed 
using some preliminary performance results for a dynamic reservation system. Investigation 
on the effect of the satellite propagation delay showed that improvements in performance are
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possible if “next generation” satellite technology (on-board processing, LEO or MEO orbits) 
is used.
Some bottlenecks in the performance of protocols such as TCP/IP introduced by the satellite 
link were highlighted. We have seen that the link capacity, the channel error rate and the 
buffer size at the earth stations could have severe implications on the system’s performance, 
and there are advantages to be gained by a more efficient sharing of the satellite resource.
7.5. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER WORK
Satellite interconnected networks, offering broad geographical coverage and fast 
deployment, appear to be an attractive option for the early deployment of the IBCN and 
could play a major role in its development, provided a number of limitations arising from the 
nature of satellite systems can be overcome. The feasibility of the use of satellites for the 
interconnection of broadband islands, using standard protocols has been demonstrated, but 
there is a growing demand for remote user connection to the IBCN. VSAT networks could 
be configured to provide this service.
Further work, aiming at a system offering full ATM connectivity via satellite could focus on:
• Investigation of performance of more dynamic and efficient satellite access 
scenarios.
• The traffic characteristics across the network, including the effects of LAN and 
ATM traffic mixing and more complex traffic shaping mechanisms implemented at 
the earth stations.
• Examination of the system’s sensitivity to bursty channel errors, and, in particular 
the loss of synchronisation, possible undetected AAL errors and the difficulty in 
implementing an adequate congestion control scheme.
• Investigation of the effect of dynamic windowing and variable time-outs in the 
performance of File Transfer over a satellite link.
• The interface between satellite and terrestrial (fixed and mobile) networks to 
ensure service transparency and truly global coverage.
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Conclusions and Further Work
VSAT networks have been very successful during the past decade as private networks 
offering a variety of data communication services. Recent advances in telecommunications 
technology combined with the relaxation of regulations and the globalisation of computer 
communications have created a growing demand for VSAT networks offering a much 
broader range of services, like telephony and multimedia applications. We have tried to 
address some of the technical issues that need to be resolved so that these services can be 
added to existing VSAT networks, without a significant increase in the complexity and cost 
of installation and operation, key issues in the viability of VSAT technology.
In particular, we have focused on the development of adaptive, dynamic protocols that will 
result in the most efficient allocation of the space segment, one of the most expensive 
commodities in the service provision. We have also investigated how recent innovations, 
such as the development of cheap, low-bit-rate vocoders, enabling a large number of voice 
users to share the limited bandwidth, and the use of Voice Activity Detection to take 
advantage of idle intervals in conversations, could be incorporated and thus further improve 
the efficient use of the channel. Finally, as VSAT networks need to be made compatible 
with the developing terrestrial Integrated Broadband Communication Network and to extend 
to areas such as network interconnection and provision of Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM)-based services, we have addressed some of the problems that need to be resolved 
and provided some suggestions of the important role VSATs could play in the ATM era.
A comparative study of established multiple access schemes proposed for VSAT networks 
showed that some of these, such as R-TDMA, Aloha-based protocols, Selective Reject 
Aloha and Tree CRAs, could, after certain modifications, be suitable for the traffic mix we 
consider. We have studied these in greater detail, using analysis and simulation, focusing 
on the throughput, delay and stability performance and considering particular implementation 
aspects. We have shown that to achieve the best possible performance in a multiservice 
VSAT network, it is important to adopt a multiaccess protocol that suits a particular traffic 
mix. By making this protocol adaptive to changing traffic loads we can increase the 
efficiency of our system, but this always implies a more complex, expensive and possibly 
less robust implementation.
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We have showed that, for traffic consisting of a variety of data services, random access 
protocols are acceptable, and that the SREJ-Aloha outperforms conventional Aloha, does not 
require time synchronisation and is not very sensitive to the message length distributions. 
The system’s efficiency can be further improved by making key parameters such as the 
subpacket size and the waiting time before retransmission adaptive to the changes in the 
network load. An enhancement of SREJ-Aloha, that alternates between synchronous and 
asynchronous operation and employs collision-free retransmissions in a FCFS order, can 
provide a significantly improved performance over a range of traffic loads but, unlike the 
SREJ-Aloha scheme, implementation can be quite difficult, as it involves very precise 
scheduling. This extension offers significant advantages for traffic consisting of a 
combination of very long file transfer and small/medium size interactive message 
transmission, but for time-constrained systems and situations where the duration of the 
transmission cannot be determined a priori it does not appear to be a good solution, 
although it could, if suitably adjusted, be a basis for establishing stream-type traffic 
connections.
If, on the other hand, the network traffic consists of a mix of data messages and voice calls, 
a more suitable approach would be to divide the available bandwidth into reservation, 
message and voice channels and dynamically assign these to the users. Various possible 
random access schemes could be used in the channel reservation part of this system. It 
would be desirable to choose a scheme that not only offers acceptable delay and throughput, 
but also appears to be stable with changes in the traffic load, if we are to dynamically adjust 
the channel allocation for maximum efficiency. A novel Free Access, Multiple Channel 
Collision Resolution Algorithm was introduced that appears to have these properties and 
offers better and more stable performance compared with conventional Aloha schemes.
In a system that is used primarily for data transmission, but could also be used for 
occasional voice call connections, there is always a data and voice throughput trade-off. 
Depending on the required quality for each service, we can adjust the bandwidth allocation 
of the system. We have investigated the effect of parameters such as required data 
throughput, maximum allowed data delay, voice call blocking probability (and hence voice 
traffic throughput) and speech quality (MOS score for specific compression scheme).
In order to achieve the highest possible utilisation of the satellite bandwidth, it is not enough 
to develop an efficient resource allocation scheme. Various compression and multiplexing 
techniques can also be employed to ensure the most economical bandwidth use. For 
example, speech coding and compression can be used to reduce the required bit rate for 
transmission without significant degradation in the speech quality. This enables the 
multiplexing of several calls on a bandwidth that would normally carry only one 
uncompressed transmission, and by using a multi-rate codec this can be adaptively used to
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accommodate data as well as speech packets. Results show that significant throughput 
improvements are possible if some of the recently developed voice compression techniques, 
such as the CELP algorithm, are used to compress speech at bit rates below 8 Kbits/s. It is 
obvious that the Quality of Service required would determine the required minimum bit rate, 
but the limits are changing as more sophisticated algorithms and hardware are developed. 
The penalty paid in terms of voice quality degradation is not significant if the channel 
average BER is not unusually high, however problems and severe degradation of speech 
quality appear if successive frames are lost. The link budget should therefore account for 
bursty errors that occasionally appear in satellite channels due to rain attenuation or fading.
A more efficient use of the satellite channel and improvements in the data performance are 
possible if we manage to integrate voice and data packets over the same channel. In 
particular, it is possible to take advantage of the inherent properties of the various traffic 
sources (such as the ON-OFF states of a voice source). A Voice Activity Detector enables 
the re-use of the longer silences in a conversation. We have presented a model of the 
situation where data packets are transmitted during these longer silence intervals that takes 
into account long and short silences as well as idle times between calls. Numerical results 
based on this analysis show that substantial reductions in the waiting time data packets 
experience and an increase of the total throughput could be achieved in a VSAT system using 
vocoders with activity detection. There is always a trade-off between the improved data 
performance and the quality of transmitted speech, which depends on to the duration of the 
hangover that is used to determine if a silence is long enough to be used for data 
transmission. Other parameters of importance were considered, such as the sensitivity of the 
data performance to changes in the voice holding times for particular traffic loads.
The possibility of transmitting bursts of data packets over a voice channel in a random access 
mode was discussed, and an analytical model giving bounds of the collision statistics of 
such a system was developed. This analysis clearly shows that transmitting without 
considering the state of the channel will quickly lead to loss of significant parts of the speech 
signal and repeated retransmission of the collided data packets, and thus heavy degradation 
of the speech quality and instability in the data transmission. The difficulties associated with 
the block-type nature of the low rate coding algorithms used limit the effectiveness of simple 
frame substitution techniques for the recovery of lost speech frames. Even if some 
improved methods are developed, they will probably offer marginal improvements in the 
face of such severe loss rates. It is therefore necessary to look at other ways to tackle the 
problem of data packet and voice frame collision for this system to become feasible.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been adopted as the main technology for the 
implementation of the Integrated Broadband Communications Network (IBCN). However, 
the deployment of an ubiquitous terrestrial infrastructure to support this technology could
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probably take many years, and the traffic demands on this network are as yet unknown. 
Satellite networks offering broad geographical coverage and fast deployment appear to be an 
attractive option for the early deployment of the IBCN and could play a major role in its 
development, provided a number of difficulties arising from the nature of satellite systems 
can be overcome.
Satellite networks can be used for:
• the interconnection of a few geographically distributed broadband networks,
usually called “broadband islands”
• the provision of a network interface to a large number of thin-route users that
want access to the IBCN.
We have discussed the first role based on our experience from the RACE-II CATALYST 
Project, which through a series of demonstrators investigated the applicability and 
compatibility of satellite technology with the terrestrial B-ISDN. An end-to-end performance 
analysis of file transfer between two interconnected LANs was presented, and potential 
problems and incompatibilities of the satellite segment were highlighted.
Results of the response time and throughput for Novell NetWare file access, showed a worst 
case response time within defined Novell time-out limits. However, the transmission of 
protocols with time-outs in the order of 0.6 sec or less could cause problems, due to the 
significant propagation delay in the satellite channel. We concluded that the restriction of 
bandwidth with peak rate limiting will not greatly affect the performance of most common 
protocols. The Novell NetWare burst protocol will, however, be limited to the peak rate 
limit (less the IWU and ATM protocol overheads). Another observation is that the choice of 
protocol window size is an important parameter in determining the system’s throughput, and 
the window sizes used in terrestrial LAN-LAN connections might not suit this case (where 
we have high data rates and high channel propagation delay), especially if we have to deal 
with bursty channel errors. More suitable protocol extensions for long delay systems need 
to be considered.
The use of VSATs for the provision of access to ATM/ISDN networks for remote users was 
also investigated. The need for optimisation of the capacity allocation scheme was discussed 
using some preliminary performance results for a dynamic reservation system. A possible 
implementation scenario could be based on a capacity allocation to each VS AT according to 
its expected mean traffic load and its QoS requirements, while allowing users to request 
additional capacity using Reservation TDMA over a shared channel. In this way, a service 
with strict low delay/jitter requirements (e.g. voice or video) could use the allocated capacity,
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while a less demanding service (e.g. data transmission) could take advantage of the capacity 
reservation, thus maximising the efficient use of the channel.
Some bottlenecks in the performance of protocols such as TCP/IP introduced by the satellite 
link were highlighted. We have seen that the link capacity and the channel error rate could 
have severe implications on the system’s performance, and there are advantages to be gained 
by a more efficient sharing of the satellite resource. If multiple workstations are 
interconnected via a bridge at every VS AT, and packets are buffered on a FCFS order before 
transmission, the queueing delay imposed on the system is an additional bottleneck, which 
becomes increasingly more significant as the arrival rate of new messages is increased. 
Investigation on the effect of the satellite propagation delay showed that improvements in 
performance are possible if “next generation” satellite technology (on-board processing, 
LEO or MEO orbits) is used.
The analysis of the SREJ-Aloha protocol has shown that for a typical VSAT data network 
the optimum choice of subpacket length is compatible to the ATM cell size. This suggests 
that it would be possible to divide variable length data messages into subpackets consisting 
of an ATM cell plus the SREJ overhead and use a very similar protocol to the one discussed 
earlier. We can thus estimate the mean data throughput of the system for a particular 
maximum acceptable transmission delay (including retransmissions) and use this to provide 
an ATM-compatible service. Spare bandwidth can be dynamically reserved for time- 
sensitive traffic transmissions which can take place without collisions.
Although most of the objectives of this research project have been achieved, it would be 
interesting to see some of the aspects discussed in this thesis implemented in an experimental 
set-up. This will require the software implementation of some of the protocols, suitable 
adjustments to existing vocoders for connection to a VSAT terminal and a series of 
measurements over a satellite channel. Our recent involvement with the CODENet Project, 
an experimental VSAT network interconnecting academic sites across Europe might provide 
the opportunity for this, and some preliminary steps have already been made. Any 
experimental results can then be fed up to the simulation models for further performance 
optimisation. Experimental tests are particularly important in services such as packetised 
speech, where an estimate of throughput or delay is not enough. The perception of the 
listener is vital in assessing the quality of the service.
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Some areas for further research suggest themselves, in most of the topics that have been 
discussed.
More work needs to be done in the parameter optimisation for the SREJ Aloha protocol. 
Investigation of dynamic flow control mechanisms could offer ways of improving the net 
throughput and a more rigorous investigation of retransmission policy that does not rely on 
the exponential approximation might provide a better way of ensuring stable operation. In 
the case of the proposed CRA, the inherent assumption in the analysis was that the global 
queue in the message channels has Poisson arrivals. In a more rigorous analysis this 
assumption has to be validated or corrected by studying the output performance statistics of 
the CRA. A simplifying assumption for most of the protocols studied was that channels are 
error free. In a practical implementation, bit error rates in the range of 10"6-10"7 are expected 
and their effect needs to be considered (e.g. effect of errors in the acknowledgment channel). 
Also, the effect of fading on satellite channels has to be included in a more detailed analysis.
The investigation of packetised voice and data integration has asked questions and has 
highlighted problems that the speech processing community has not considered to a great 
extent so far. It is important to further investigate issues such as the optimisation of speech 
frame size and the use of techniques such as bit interleaving to protect sensitive bits from 
corruption, if a system integrating voice and data is to be implemented. Packet and frame 
substitution techniques that deal with more severe losses need to be developed and we have 
shown that it would be necessary to look at alternative ways to tackle the problem of data 
packet and voice frame collision in a system offering open voice/data integration. The use of 
different power levels or spread spectmm techniques for voice and data packets are two 
possibilities, that should at least protect the speech frames in collisions with data packets, 
while allowing for the retransmission of collided data packets. However, any potential 
improvements in performance of such a system must always be weighed against the 
complexities in implementation and the equipment cost.
The need to provide full ATM connectivity via satellite will require development of more 
dynamic and efficient satellite access scenarios. The traffic characteristics across the 
network, including the effects of LAN and ATM traffic mixing and more complex traffic 
shaping mechanisms need to be defined in greater detail. Examination of the system’s 
sensitivity to bursty channel errors, and, in particular, possible undetected AAL errors and 
the difficulty in implementing an adequate congestion control scheme need to be 
investigated. Investigation of the effect of dynamic windowing and variable time-outs in the 
performance of File Transfer over a satellite link is essential for optimum performance. 
Finally, there is scope for more work in developing the interfaces between satellite and 
terrestrial (fixed and mobile) networks to ensure service transparency and truly global 
coverage.
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APPENDIX I
A p p e n d i x  I
The following are expressions, for the terms used in the computation of the average CRA 
delay discussed in Chapter 4. They are given here for completeness, without proof. 
Derivations can be found in [TAN 89,92].
A. Expression for 1/H - /?(*)( j»X)l
where
7JQ
l - Q "1
B. Expression for i l  + RW(p.X)^
1 + R H)(p,W = j  +  — ~ ^ )C " + -  (1 -  |X) e"11
oo
+ p2(l -  e_tJ)(Q -  1) ^ Q ~ me^Q~"]
m = 0
C. Expression for R(g.X)
R ( g X ) = X - g - X g + EQ l + Xu
l - Q "1 1 -  Q' 2
APPENDIX I
D. Expression for Rfp.A,)
oo
R (p,X) = ( 5 z i ) X Q m{|x[Q -  Q-m][l -  e- ^ QJm+l)][L*am+1) -  1]
m = 0
-[p(Q-Q_m) + p e - ^ Q {Q-m -  Q + XQ~m(l -  Q“m)}][L* (XJ -  1] 
-XnQ_(m_1)[l - Q ‘m][l - e_tle^Q”,na]L*(1)(Xm)}.
where L*(Xm) and L*0)(A,m+i) are obtained from the following recursions,
with L*(7t0) = 1 and L*0 ) (X0) = 0 :
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